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SYSTEMATICS dF THE DIRECT (p,a.) REACTION 

Creve Cowen Maples, Jr. 

Lawrence Berkeley LaboratorY 
University of California 

Berkeley, Cal ifornia 94720 

September 1971 

ABSTRACT 

LBL-253 

The (p,a.) reaction was investigated on 160, 15N, 14N, 13C, and 

12C targets at proton energies between 43.7 and 54.1 MeV. Levels were 

examined in the residual nuclei up to a maximum of from 15 to 22 MeV 

in excitation and angUlar distributions were obtained to approximately 

900 c.m. The reaction was found to proceed predominantly via a direct 

pickup mechanism and to strongly populate only levels consistent with 

this mechanism. The angUlar distributions exhibited a strong dependence 

on the value(s) of J, the total angUlar momentum transfer. For a given 

J., the shapes of the distributions were relatively uniform and 

reasonably independent of kinematic effects. The (p,a.) reaction was 

also observed to preferentially popUlate higher spin levels. As a 

consequence of these properties a number of p-shell levels were 
/ 

identified, some of which were previously unreported, and spin and 

parity assignments were made. 

The experimental results were found to be in excellent, agreement 

with the general expectations of theory. The DWBA calcUlations, assuming 

a triton transfer, were able to predict a pronounced J-dependence in 

the (p,a.) reaction which, at forward angles (ec.m. < 70°) was both 

consistent and uniform. The resUlts of these calcUlations reproduced 
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th~ qualitative features of the angular distributions although, in 

general, the predictions displayed a more rapid decrease in 

the cross section with·angle than was observed.· The effect of non-
c· 

lqcal and finite-ra.nge corrections to the calculations were examined 

-
!butwere found to be unimportant. 

;,< . 
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. I. INTRODUCTION 

The characteristic and uniform dependence of (p,t) and (p,3He ) 

angular distributions on the orbital angular momentum transferred in the" 

reaction (L) is well documented (e.g. Br 69, Ce 64, Ce 66, Fl 68, Fl 71, 

Ha 70). This dependence has greatly enhanced the use of these reactions 

in nuclear spectroscopy and has provided a simple technique for deter-

mining spins and pari ti es of nucl.ear levels. Such a strong dependence on 

L v~ues in the two-nucleon transfer reaction suggests the possibility 

that similar effects may occur in three-nucleon transfer, assuming that 

the reactions all proceed by the same ba$ic mechanism. If such a depend-

ence is present in the (p,a) reaction, its spectroscopic utility would 

be greatly enhanced and the reaction could be used. to investigate levels 

not easily accessible from other reactions--particularly high spin levels. 

The determination of the dominant mechanism(s) operating in (p,a) 

reactions has in the past followed two main approaches. The first was 

to deduce the mechanism from the general shape of the angular distribution 
.. I ' 

and its energy dependence. If the angular distribution was forward 

peaked, had a well defined diffraction pattern, and was a relatively slow-

changing function of energy, it. was usually assumed to be a direct reac-

tion. A structureless distribution, symmetric about 90°, was considered 

characteristic of compound nucleus reactions; while back angle peaking 

was thought indicative of an exchange process, such as heavy particle 

pickup, or alternately due to some interference by a two step process. 

Unfortunately none of these arguments are compelling: .forward and back-

ward peaking may have other_explanations (Ne 65); direct angular dis

tributions may genuinely be structureless or "washed out" (He 66, Ko 69b,' 

Ko 69); and angular distribution shapes may vary significantly with energy 
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(Co 67, Gu 70) ~ The second approach was to compare the experimental 

angular distributions with those predicted by a particular theory. For 

the three nucleon transfer reaction this is somewhatunsatisfactory--both 

in view of the many assumptions which are necessary for the various 

theories and especially since many caiculations contain a number of free 
Po • 

parameters which must be fit to the data. 

These ambiguities may be avoided in a manner similar to that used 

in elucidating the two-nucleon transfer mechanism. This consists of 

examining strong (p,a) transitions (or lack thereof) to levels in g,iven 

nuclei over,a wide range of excitation. The dominant mechanism ~ay often 

be deduced by interpreting the relative population of final states. This 

is especially true for a direct pickup reaction which is expected to be 

quite selective in its dominant transitions (Section III-B). This type 

of comparison has, unfortunately, not previously been possible. With few 

exceptions the avaiiable (p,a) data are for transitions to the ground or 

first few excited states. 

General arguments presented in Section III~C indicate that angular 

distributions arising from direct reactions a:r:e expected to exhibit some 

dependence on the total angular momentum transfer J. The L-dependence of 

the (p,t) reaction is illustrative of this since in this caseJ=L. This 

'is a result of the exclusion prinCiple restricting the pickup of two 

+ 
neutrons to s=o. While such a dependence may also be present in the 

3 (p, He), reaction, it is 'generally obscured by the multiplicity of allowed 

+ 
J and L values permitted by its S=O,ltransfer (the presence of more than 

one L vallie for a givenJ may lead to interference terms (Section III-B2)) . 

The angular momentum selection rules for the (p,a) reaction are, however, 

more restrictive, despite the complexit~ of transferring three nucleons, 
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-+-
and limit the spin transfer to S=1/2. This restriction requires J=L±1/2 

which greatly simplifies the angular momentum considerations and elimi-

nates the possibility of interference terms (Section III-B4). 

The first experimental -evidence for the effect of J-dependence 

on direct transitions was reported in (d,p) reactions (Le 64). Since 

then such effects have been observed in many reactions, both stripping, 

and pickup (Ne 66). Experimental evidence was reported in (a,p) reactions 

in 1965 (Le 65) with 18 MeV a-particles on 58 ,60Ni , and has. been observed 

many times since (Au 69, Gi 67, G17l). The first evidence of the effect 

of J-dependence in (p,a) reactions was reported in 1966 (No 66: with 

66 68 66 68 17.5 MeV p on 'Zn and on Zn, Zr at 28 MeV). Similar effects 

were also observed by Dittmer (Di 69': with 12 

108pd ) and are obvious in 20.2~22.5 MeV proton 

107 109 -MeV p on ' Ag ~and 

data on 89y and 9°Zr 

(Fu 65). Most of this evidence for both (p,a) and (a,p) reactions is 

confined to showing that L=l, J=1/2 and L=l, J=3/2 transitions in the 

same nucleus exhibit angular distributions which differ from each other 

and from,. for example, an L=3 transition. 

The purpose of this work is therefore to examine the systematics 

of the (p,a) reaction in order to establish the reaction mechanism, to 

determine-the extent of any dependence on Lor, J in the transitions, and 

to attempt to utilize the reaction to extract spectroscopic information. 

To this end the study was confined to the lp-shell where the-energy 

levels are relatively well known. The (p,a) reaction was studied on 160, 

l5N, l4N, l3C, and l2C targets at 43.7 to 54.1 MeV bombarding energy and 

levels were examined-in each reaction up to about 15 MeV of ~xcitation.; 

These results and the conclusions based on them are discussed in detail 

in Section IV. The ability of current theory to reproduce the observed 

e er~ental s stematics is investi ated in Section V. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

A~ Cyclotron, External Beam Facilities and Scattering Chamber 

The experiments under discussion were conducted by utilizing the 

43.7-54.lMeV proton beams extracted from the Berkeley 88-in cyclotron 

in conjunction with Cave 2 external beam facilities. The properties of 

this sector-focused, variable energy cyclotron have been described else-
. ",. 

where (Co 66), as have the beam optics and transport system employed here 

(Bu 67, F167,Fl 68). Therefore, for completeness, only a sunnnary of 

the salient features will be given. 

A scaled dia.gram of the cyclotron and the external facilities 

employed is shown in Fig. 2-1. The extracted cyclotron beam. was analyzed 

and steered into the Cave 2 area using the beam analysis magnet. Control 

over the transported beamwa.s maintaine~ by four sets of· quadrupole 

magnets. The positions of these magnetic lens systems and the radial 

and vertical focal points they produce are also. indica.ted in the figure. 

The final focusing was done by visually obserVing,via.remote televif:)ion, 

the beam spot on luminous foils placed at the center of the scattering 

chamber and at the viewing box located between the chamber and Faraday 

cup. In this manner the quadrupole magnets could be used to adjust the 

beam to give the optimum results--a beam aligned in the mediall plane 

with a radial and vertical focus at the center of the ~ham.ber. The· 

typical. bea,m spots obtained in this manner were 0.080" wide x 0.100" high. 
" ~ .. ' '" . . . 

The beam intensities normally varied between 0.05 and 1.5~a and were 

measured via an integrating electrometer connected to the Faraday cup 

(see also Fig. 2-2). In order to measure the beam energy, the transmitted 

beam. intensity was monitored while rotating five remote-controlled, over-

lapping foil wheels, each of which contained ten aluminum discs of known 

'il. 
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thickness. The energy of the beam was then deduced from these measure-

ments by comparison with empirical range-energy curves (Ma 71, Wi 6) . 

. A schematic diagram of the 20-in diameter scatter chamber is 

shown in Fig. 2-2. Particle detection equipment consisted of two 

independently rotatable counter-telescope assemblies. These two 

assemblies were mounted at 10° above and below the horizontal beam plane, 
I 

respectively, and the detector packages were located external to the 

scatter chamber. This configuration permitted. greater ease in counter 

manipulation; helped, by allowing short lines between detectors and 

preamplifiers (without requiring the latter to be ~nder vacuum), to 

reduce noise from pickup and to minimize signal loss; and reduced the 

radiation received by the detectors. The rear collimator, which served 

to define the observed solid angle, was a rectangular slit of 0.110 inches 

tantaium. (for a 43.7 MeV proton beam), typically dimensioned at 0.0865" 

wide x 0.1982" high and located ata radius of 18.961 inches· from the 

center of the chamber. This corresponds to an angular resolution of 

0.261 degrees and subtends a solid angle of 4.76 x 10-5 sr. When gas 

targets were employed, an additional collimator, typically 0.0849 inches 

w~de and located 4.145 inches fram the chamber center, was necessary to 

define the target thickness (see Appendix 2). 

The fact that the counter-telescope systems were not located in 

the horizontal beam plane complicates the geometrical considerations. In 

this situation the scattering plane, defined by the incident beam and the 
., 

detected par'ticle, rotates with the detectors. If, for example, the 

telescope is at 0°, as measured in the horizontal plane , the scattering 

planet is perpendic.ular to the horizontal plane and the actual lab scat-

teringangle is 10°. Alternatively, at 90°, the angle as measured in the 

I '..: 
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horizontal plane is equal to the lab scattering angle, while the hori-

zontal and scattering planes lie at 10°. It is necessary, therefore, to 

determine the relationship between angles in the horizontal plane and the 
, ,I 

lab scattering angle and also the angle to which the counter-telescope 
, 

assembly must be rotated to maintain the collimator(s) perpendicular to 

the scattering plane. The latter condition is necessary to maintain 

resolutionand~ "for gas targets, to maintain a constant cross section 

geometry (see Appendix 2). The details of these geometric relationships 

are derived in Appendix 1. 

B. Detectors and Electronics 

The detectors and electronics of the two counter-telescope systems 

were independent but virtUally identical. A schematic layout of the 

scatter chamber and electronics is shown in Fig. 2-2. Each detection 

system consisted of 3 detectors: a 5.5 mil phosphorous diffused silicon 

~E transmission detector; a 120 mil lithium drifted silicon Estopping 

detector; and a 20 mil lithium drifted silicon E-reject detector. The 

last detector was operated in an anti-coincidence mode to eliminate energy 

signals from particles not depositing all their energy in the first 'two 
", 

detectors. In order to increase the depletion layer, the E detector was 

rotated by 30° with respect to the scattered particles. The ~E and E 

detectors were tyPically operated at 150 and 500 volts, respectively. 

The detector signals were fed immediately into a charge sensitive 

preamplifier with fast rise time. The preamplified energy signals were 

then relayed to linear ampli fiers (Go 66) in the counting area . A block 

diagram of the electronic setup is shown in Fig. 2-2. The amplifier 

integrated, amplified, delay-line shaped and stretched the pulses (Go 66). 
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Upper and lower discriminators could be independently set on the b.E and 

E pulses to help eliminate undesired events. At this point a slow 

(2T = III sec) coincidence was required between th~ two energy signals. 

Those signals satisfying this condition, and which have no corresponding 

E-reject signal, were transmitted to a Goulding-Landis particle identi-

f'ier (Go 64). This identifier is based on the approximate empirical 

range-energy equation, R = aE
c

. The relationship between R, the particle 

range, and E, the total kinetic energy, is therefore dependent on the two 

parameters a and c. The latter was esseritially constant over the particle 

and energy range examined, and was normally set at 1. 73. The constant 

2 a, however, depends primarily on MZ , and thus the identity of the 

particle. This assUmption is probably accurate to within a few percent 

for M = 1-4 arid energies between 10 and 150 MeV (Go 64). The identifier 

therefore produces a signal proportional to T/a, where T is the b.E 

t t'·· > • • • ( AE )1. 73 1.73 coun er h1ckness, by generat1ng the funct10n u+ E -E . This' 

particle identifying signal is relayed, in coincidence with the total 

energy signal, b.E + E, to a four-channel router. Gates were then set 

. 3 ' d around regions corresponding to the tr1ton, He and a. peaks. This ha 

the result of some high-energyl particles leaking through to the 3He 

energy spectra. ,Normally this effect was less than 1% and easily cor

rectable due to the high positive Q-value for (p,a.) reactions relative 

to that for (p,3He ) reactions. 

On satisfying a coincidence requirement in one of the four gates, 

the total energy sigpal and the appropriate routing signal were trans-

mitted for storage ei~her to a Nuclear Data pulse height analyzer ora 

PDP-5 computer. Both of these were operating in a 4 x 1024 channel mode. 
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To guard against possible electronic shifts in the identifier or 

router, both router-gated and ungated particle identifier spectra were 

constantly monitored on 400 channel RIDL analyzers. As a check both on 

stability of the target against decomposition and on the beam energy, a 

single counter assembly, subtending approximately the same solid angle 

e.s the counter-telescope assemblies,was employed. This was fixed at. 

27.5 deg in the horizontal beam plane. It was normally set up to monitor 

several prominent peaks, e.g., elastically scattered protons or some 

(p,a) levels. A check of the electronic stability of the system was 

also periodically carried out. This consisted of feeding pulses from a 

low rate pulse generator into the ~E and E amplifiers which simulated a 

particular particle with fixed energy.· This sharp peak could then be 

monitored from run to run as check for drift. Such drifting was found 

to be relatively negligible. 

c. Targets 

1. Solid Targets 

Up to five solid targets could be simultaneously mounted in a 

·frame on the central axis of the chamber. The target frame could be 

raised and lowered remotely, positioning any target in the beam. In 

' .. 
addition the frame could be rotated to present the minimum thickness to 

the scattered particle. 

Three self-supporting solid targets were used in these experi-

12 13 9 12 ments-- C, C, and Be. The Ctargets were prepared in two different 

. 2 12 . 
manners. Thin (20-300 llg/cm) Ctargets were prepared by first· evapora-

ting NaCl and then carbon (from spectroscopic carbon rods) onto a glass 

slide. The self supporting carbon foil is then floated off in water. 
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Very pure targets were obtained with this technique. For targets in the 
, 2 ' ' 

region above 400 ].lg/cm 'a "Dag" solution of colloidal graphite in alcohol 

and acetone was used. A thin film of this solution was spread on a glass 

plate and allowed to evaporate. The residual carbon film was carefully 

, ' 
floated off, and dried in air. If used at this point the target was 

found to contain substantial amounts of oxygen. To remove this impurity 

-4 ) the targets were heated under vacuum (10 mmof hg for 30 minutes at 

14000 c then allowed to slowly cool to below 150° before exposure to air. 

These targets had a tendency to be.quite brittle. The majority of the 

12 ,2 
data on C was taken with 285 and 469 ].lg/ cm targets. 

Some difficulty wasahtiC1pated in the preparati6nof a self-

, '. 13 
supporting C target (Br 70). A sample of carbon powder, enriched to 

60% ' 13c d' all t t . t . f th ~ ~n , was prepare commerc~ y hrough he decompos~ ~on 0 me ane 

ga's enr;ched ;n 13cH4 . Att t' t If t· t t f • ~ emp s 0 prepare a se suppor 1ng arge rom 

this sample by the methods outlined above were not nearly as successful. 

Since carbon obtained by decomposition of methane is not in the same 

allotropic form as that used in spectroscopic rods, the powder was not 

compressible into a stable pellet at pressures available to us. A pellet 

made in this fashion would burst apart when attempts were made to 

evaporate it. Further the large granular nature of the carbon particles 

prevented use in colloidal suspensions. 

The final approach used consisted of having a sample of the 

carbon treated in a "ball mill". Commerical attempts were then made to 

prepare the colloidal alcohol-acetone suspension. The lack of uniform 

particle size still prevented formation of a self-supporting target. The 

pulverized sample was then carefully screened to eliminate larger par-

ticles and a colloidal suspension prepared. It was found that if a small 

" 
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amount of nitrocellulose was dissolved in the suspension, a self-sup-

porting target could be obtained as previously described. The target 

in this form contained 16.5% of oxygen and some nitrogen impurIties. 

These could be removed by the heat treatment outlined above. The 

resulting target was rather thick and extremely fragile. An additional 

disadvantage was that the original 60% enrichment in 13C had been reduced 

to 30% in the process. Some experiments were performed on one of these 
. 2 

targets, 980 ~g/cm thick. 

2. Gas Targets 

Gases were contained in a 3 inch diameter cell· having a 315 deg 

window. The cell was enclosed by o.i mil Havarfoil. 2 Details of the 

gas handling system and the associated mercury displacement pump for 

recovery of rare gases have been given elsewhere (Br 69). The following 

gases were used as targets in these experiments: 1602 from dry natural 

oxygen at 22.65 cm/Hg; 15N2 (enriched to 99% 15N) at 18.33 cm/Hg; and 

13CH4 (enriched to 93% in 13C) at 26.25 cm/Hg. Gas pressure and tem-

perature were monitored every few hours. 13 The C-methane target was 

closely observed since it was prone to in-beam decomposition . 

D. Experimental Error Analysis 

The general factors which determine the experimental resolution 

have been discussed elsewhere (Mo.66, Da 64). These discussions have, 

however, assumed planar geometry--that is, that all events occur in the 

horizontal beam plane. Analysis of these experiments is, however, 

additionally complicated by the non-planar geometry employed. The 

general results of extending the error analysis into three dimensions, 
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together with specific applications to these experiments, will, therefore, 

be br'iefly given. 

The primary contributors to theexper,imentaluncertainty are: 

beam convergence; beam width; target thickness; collimator width; energy 

straggling; multiple scattering; intrinsic 1;>eam resolution; and electronic .-

resolution. Since we are treating the generalized case of scattering out 

of the median beam plane, there will often be two components, radial and 

vertical to each uncertainty. These may be accounted for by ascert!'J,ining 

the uncertainties introduced in the scattering angle, 4>, by small errors 

in 8, the horizontal component of the scattering angle, and w, the 

vertical component of the scattering angle (the angle of the detectors . . 

wi th respect to the horizontal plane). A diagram illustrating this is 

given in Fig. Ai of Appendix 1. Thus the angular dependence of cP is 

given by 

(d4>/dA) = cos p sin A 
. p sin 4> 

(2-1) 

For the radial component of the uncertainty A = 8 and p = w. Similarly 

for the vertical component A = W and p = 8. 

At the target the incident beam is not parallel, but converging 

to a focus. The angle of corivergence therefore introduces a small 

uncertainty into the scattering angle cpo This leads to contribution to 
.. 

the energy spread ~j 

Ll~C =C(dE/d4»4> (d4>/dA) p 
. 0 

( 2-2) 

whereC is a constant, depending only on parameters of the cyclotron and 

beam transport ,system, which determines the beam convergence. The beam, 
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even though focused at the target, has a finite size. Scattering can 

therefore occur at any point within the intersection of this finite beam 

spot and the target. This gives a contribution to resolution from the 

beam. width, 

B 
R cos p (dE/d¢)¢ sin(A + y) (d¢/dA) 

sin y p (2-3) 
o 

where y is the angle of the target with respect to the beam axis, B is 

the beam width, and R is the length of radius vector to the detectors. 

The beam may also be scattered from any point along its axis 

with a solid target of thickness t. This contributes to the energy 

uncertainty 

iU:TT 
t sin A = sin y (dE/¢)¢ R cos p (d¢/dA)p 

o 
(2-4) 

The finite collimator width also introduces a Small error in the angular 

acceptance which leads to 

, 
~ECW ~W2/R (dE/d¢)¢ (2-5) 

o 

where W2 is the collimator width. Note that this is true only if the 

collimator is maintained perpendicular to the scattering plane (see 

Appendix 2). For gas targets, if both collimators are maintained in the 

same position relative to the scattering plane at all r/J,equations 2-4 and 

2-5 may be replaced with a simple expression for the error contribution, 

(2-6) 
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Details of energy straggling and multiple scattering are amply docwnented 

(Kr 64, Mo 66 and references therein) and will not be discussed here. 

The remaining contributions to the resolution, those due to the intrinsic 

beam and to the electronic noise are preswned fixed· and constant. 

Table 2-1 presents a summary of expected contributions. to the 

resolution for/the 12c(p,a )9B reaction at 43.7 MeV on al mg/cm2 solid 
o 

target, assuming the target is perpendicular to the beam (y= 90°). 

Table 2-2 presents the expected uncertainties for the. same reaction on 

a CH4 gas target. Here.a gas pressure of 25.3 cm/Hg (2mg/cm2 ) an~ Havar 
,.. 2 
windows of of 2.1 mg/cm thickness have been assumed. In predicti.ng the 

expected net resolution in these tables, the uncertainties were assumed 

to have Gaussian distributions. This is of course not true for some of 

the quantities. In particular the uncertainties expressed in equations 

2-2,2-3,2-4, and 2-5 have rectangular <iistributions, while the energy 

distribution due to the gas collimator widths has a triangular shape 

(~o 66). For the purpose of comparison, however, this method is adequate. 

The observed resolutions are given in the discussion of each reaction. 

The above has attempted to deal with expected systematic errors. 

Random errors, such as beam energy drifts, electronic shifts and some 

experi~entor errors are dealt with in Section E-2. Finally the experi-

mental accuracy of the differential cross section measurements is analyzed 

in· Appendix 2. 

E. Data Processing· 

1. Data Reduction - DERTAG 

Approximately 2000 peaks were analyzed in the investigation of 

the (p,a) reactions on these six targets. This substantial quantIty of 

.,... 

, 
.V 

,'. '-4;.1 
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Table 2-1. Expected Contributions (in keY) to Experimental Resolution for the 
12C(p,ao)9B Reaction at 43.7 MeV on a 1 mg/C1Il2 solid l2C target at 90° to the beam 
axis. -

Uncertainty a = 100 a I: 40° e = 700 

Beam convergence, (radial) 7.2 26.7 33.2 
(vertical) 45.0 35.0 11.0 

Beam width, ,(radial) 9.4 34.0 13.9 
(vertical) 9.5 10.3 7.6- _ 

Target width, (radial) 0.002 0.003 0.005 
(vertical) 0.002 0.002 0.002 

Collimator width 10.0 27.5 33.3 

Energy straggling (alphas) 22.3 28.6 64.1 

Multiple scattering (alphas) 9.8 30.0 -64.0 

Intrinsic beam resolution 44.0 44.0 44.0 

Intrinsic electronic resolution 65.0 65.0 65.0 

Expected resolution (keV) 95.4 108.8 130. 
(I:6E2)1/2 
1 i 

Table 2-2. Expected Contributions (in keV) torthe Experimental Resolution for the 
l2C(p,ao )9B Reaction at 43. 7 MeV on a "'2 mg/C1Il~~ CH4 gas target with Havar2 windows. 

Uncertainty 

Beam-convergence (ra.dial) 
(vertical) 

Gas collimator widths 

Energy straggling (protons) 
(alphas) 

Multiple scattering: 
protons (window) 

(target) 
alphas ( target) 

(window) 

~~trinsic beam resolution 

Intrinsic electronic resolu~ion 

Expected resolution (keV) 
(I:lIE~)1/2 
i 1. 

7.2 
45.0 

28.1 

21.5 
_ 86.0 

10.5 
5.0 

18.7 
30.0 

44.0 

650'0 

135.1 

e = 40° 

26.7 
35.0 

76.5 

21.5 
86.0 

28.5 
13.5 
54.0 
90.0 

44.0 

65. 0 

33.2 
11.0 

92.8 

21.5 
86.0 

34.6 
16.4 
78.0 

131.0 

44.0 

65.0 

220.4 

/ 
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data together with concern over its accurate statistJcal analysis led to 

the development Q.f the on-line, data reduction program~-iDERTAG. This was 

written for the scc-660 computer in a combination of modified FORTRAN II 

and machine language, the latter being necessary to help speed con

vergence time. The scc~660 has a memory of 32K~-24 bit words. Although 
, I 

the details of this program will not be discussed here, some of the 

general features are pertinent since they bear on both the extraction of 

cross sections and determination of level excitations. 

The program was oriented around a Tektronics6ll storage scope 

and 16 toggle switches mounted below it. Use of this scope greatly 

enhanced the utility of the program by allowing simultaneous display of 

different information--such as raw data and fits to the data--in anyone 

of 3differ~nt modes (as points, histograms -or smooth curves). The various 

tbggle switches allow immediate viewing of the data in any configuration 

with or without background, fits, etc. 

As can be seen from the spectra presented in Section IV, multiple 

particle breakup contributes SUbstantial background to the higher lying 

levels. A consistent treatment of the removal of this background was 

therefore important. This was, in general ,accomplished by selecting 

r: N points as'representative of the background. The program then calculated 

the corresponding polynomial of order N-l and displayed the resulting 

curve overlaying, the data. Points could then be added, deleted or moved 

until a satisfactory approximation to the backgr9und was obtained. The 

background could be fitted over the entire spectrum, or any portion, as 

desired. For this analysis it was found that a single curve, no greater 

than third order, was able to satisfactorily represent the entire back-

ground in every case. The high excitation portion of the spectrum, which 
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generall~rcontains no discernable peaks, was of considerable value in 
~ 

establishing the initial shape of the continuum envelope. Since it was 

found that the continuum shape was fairly constant within a given 

reaction (except at the most fQrward angles) a relatively high degree 

of consistency in background removal was maintained. 

The program was capable of fitting up to 9 independent parameters 

to a specified portion of the data. The fitting was determined by setting 

pointers defining the region to be fit and instructing the program as to 

the type of fit desired. The weighting factors, applied to each data 

point accounted both for statistical uncertainties in the point and the 

error introduced by subtracting background and/or other fitted peaks. 

The bulk of the peaks were fitted with3-parameter Gaussian shapes--

position, width, and amplitude. It was necessary to parameterize the 

width since, in many cases, the levels were unbound. In general the 

fitting was only important from the standpoint of having a systematic 

way of determining peak positions and of reducing the chance for error 

in peak integrations. 

Two situations arise, however, which are dependent on the fits 

themselves--multiple peaks and asymmetric peaks. The program could be 

instructed to converge on up to 3 independent Gaussian shapes simul-

taneously. Approximately 75% of the time for doublets and 60% of the 

time for triplets this produced very satisfactory results. The·remaining 

cases could alternatively be treated by fitting portions of the data with 

single (or double) Gaussians, removing them, fitting the residual, and 

so on, iteratively. When it was necessary to resolve multiple peaks, 

the respective analytic Gaussian integrals were used, in place of simple 

count summations, for cross section information. 
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MUltiple scattering considerations predict asymmetric peaks with 

low energy tails. In fact, however, this tailing is usually very small 

and obscured by background and/or statistics. In cases of isolated 

peaks with high statistics the tailing is observed and such peaks were 

fitted with a 4-parameter peak shape--which is a combination of a, 

Gaussian with a trailing exponential tail. Of greater importance, 

however, are broad (~ 250 keV) unbound levels where the expected Breit-

Wigner cross section is energy dependent and highly unsymmetric. In 

these cases (see for example Fig. 4-22) the tailing is extremely prominent. 

Such levels were, after background subtraction, analyzed with the asym-

metric, 4-parameter shape. ,The exact function is given by the expression 

1 ' 
'2 -r[2( ll-x) /0 

for x < ll-O'T (2-7) 

Here ll, 0' and 1jJ are the normal mean, standard devia.tiOn and amplitude 

for a Gaussian peak and T is the tail parameter. This function is matched 

to the Gaussian at x = ll-O'T. For x ~ ll-OT the normal Gaussian expression 

is used. The additional area added by this tail, above that for a normal-

ized Gaussian,was obtained by numerical techniques, for T = 0.3 to 3.0. 

These nUIilerical results were fitted with the following expression, 

(2-8) 

The least squared values thus obtained were a = 1.06624,' b = ~4.53424, 

c = 1.31801 andd = -0.34426. 'The equation 

" , (2-9 ) 
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was then used to eValuate the integral of equation 2-7 and hence to 

determine the cross section for asynnnetric peaks. 

2. Da.tl3. Analysis - LORNA 

\ The FORTRAN IV program LORNA was designed to correla.teand 

analyze general experimental results. This analysis had as its goal 
I ' 

three primary objectives. One was to attempt to eliminate predictable 
; . . . 

systematic errors in the overall data. Another was to identify and 

correct, if possible, any nonstatistical random errors which may occur. 

The final objective was to establish an energy scale, by using the 

reaction kinematics of known levels, and to determine the excitation of 

unknown levels. A corollary of the last was the calculation of the dif-

ferential cross sections for all the'observed levels. The mathematical 

formalism involved in attaining these objectives will not be discussed 

here. A brief outline of the techniques employed will, however, be 

given. The general information required by the program consists of the 

geometric parameters, a description of the reaction(s) involved (energy, 

Q~value, masses etc.), the target type (gas or solid) and composition, 

and the experimental results (peak position, peak integral, nuclide with 

which peak is identified, and excitation--if known--for each observed 

level at each angle). 

Three general sources of systematic variations are treated by 

the program--energy loss of particles, error in the incident beam energy 

determination and geometry related errors. Of these, the first presents 

by far the most serious difficulty, Considerable time was spent in 

establishing generalized, semi-empirical closed form equations to 

accurately predict the energy loss, dE/dx, for heavy charged particles 
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(Z~l).·· These equations include such effects as mlclear stopping, low 

energy electronic stopping, and the effective charge of the ion. The 

equations are theoretically capable of predicting dE/dx (or ranges) for 

particles of Z ~ 1 in most materials--including alloys and compounds. 

The only required information is the charge, mass and energy of the 

incident ion and the composition of the target.. These equations are 

used in LORNA to correct for energy loss of particles in the target (or 

absorbers) . For a solid target, 12C for example, the correction to the 

a.-particle energy ranges from 36 keV at 140 to 63 keV at 510 for the 

12C(p,a.)9B ground state transition at 54.1 MeV. For gas targets, 160 for 

example, corrections range from 0.4 to 0.5 MeV. 

Since the calculation of actual ranges are time consuming, due 

to the numerical integration involved, energy corrections were accomplished 

by a successive approximation technique using dE/dx. The energy lost by 

tlie incident beam is small and easy to calculate. The energy.lost by 

the Ct.-particle, however, is larger and more difficult to determine. This 

is because it is fundamentally incorrect to obtain the initial energy of 

an observed particle, /:!ofter it passes through a thickness of absorber, 

dx, by assuming E .. t' 1 = Ef · al + dx(dE/dx)E . A more complex, 
l.nl. l.a l.n . final 

\self..,coIisistent, iterative procedure must therefore be employed to deter-

mine the initial laboratory energy of each alpha particle from its 

observed energy. The program is set up to handle the general case of 

non-planar geometry and calculates the trajectory of each particle inde-

pendently. This enables the calculations to correctly account for 

absorbers, backings on the target, solid target rotations ,gas target 

windows, and dead layers in the detectors, if desired. 
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As previously mentioned the beam energy is determined by measuring 

its range in Al and comparing the result with empirical curves. This 

method without additional refinements is probably accurate to no more 

than 1% or '\,500 keY. The program is able to establish this energy more 

accurately by comparing calculated kinematic shifts with those determined 

: .. 'rom the known levels. The accuracy which is achieved by this technique 

is dependent on the particular kinematics. For the light targets used 

in these experiments an accuracy of approximately ±100 keY could be 

obtained for the beam energy. If levels from two or more nuclides are 

present in the data, the accuracy of this teChnique greatly increases. 

This procedure would also tend to partially compensate, by a slight 

energy shift, for beam slightly out of alignment. 

The nonsystematic errors may be divided into two categories-

those relating to the experiment itself and those occurring in the 

reduction of the results. From the point of view of the analysis program 

the fonner category, if detected, may often be compensated for, while 

events belonging to the latter case can only be brought to the attention 

of the experimenter. The general premise on which the analysis operates 

is that while the data as a whole are probably an accurate representation 

of the experiment, any given subset of the total data may be in error. 

Examples of possible nonsystematic errors are beam energy fluctuations, 

electronic drift, errors in setting detection angles, or drifts in the 

beam position. As long as the changes are relatively small compared to 

their mean value, and are not rapidly time dependent when compared with 

the duration of the experiment, they may be compensated for--at least 

to first order--by a perturbation treatment of the effective beam energy, 

discussed below. However, energy dependent systematic .errors, which may 
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arise from electronic nonlinearity, counter charge collection dif-

ficulties or range energy effects, may be compensated for by a non

linear energy scale. If requested, the program will fit the known data 

points with the lowest order polynomial equation which is statistically 

representative of the data. In these experiments the optimum polynomial 

thus determined was either a straight line or quadratic equation. 

Random errors, arising from both the experiment and the data 

reduction, are searched for in the results by construing the tot~l data 

set as consisting'- of a number of subsets. Three methods of grouping are 

alternately used to define the subsets--g;rouping data by levels, by 

angles and that' group of points which constitutes the energy scale. 

Each point of each subset of each group is critically examined to deter

mine if it belongs to the statistical sazllpling evidenced by the remainder 

of the subset. Points failing this examination are removed as potential 

random errors. Such points are, however, constantly re-examined and, 

upon meeting the requirements of a relative subset, reinstated. After 

the potential random errors are removed, the subsets of error information, 

grouped by angles, are themselves individually examined to determine if 

they correspond to the statistically random distribution of the whole 

group. Any angular subset not randomly distributed, for example an angle 

whose error distribution might be represented by 30 ± 12 keY, is cor

rect~d, to f;!.r;;t !3:Pp:r9xiIIlat;!.on, by adjusting the 'beam energy at that 
, ~,' ,": . . "- . ',. . . " 

angle. If any such corrections are necessary, the entire analysis, 

including the determination of the energy scale, is begun again with the 

corrected energies. The process continues until all the dat.a forms the 

most self-consistent, random set possible. Points still removed at this 

time are listed as possible random errors for suggested re-examination. 
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Adjustments to the beam energy at various angles are normally <50 keV 

or 0.1% of the incident beam energy. Such small corrections justify the 

treatment of the observed systematic deviations as a perturbation of the 

beam energy, regardless of their actual origin. It should be emphasized' 

that a great advantage of this technique is that it permits the use of 

all the data, not just known levels, in analyzing the statistical trends. 

This is due to the fact that only deviations from a mean value are 

important, not the value of the mean itself. 

A critical test of the ability of this program to accurately 

determine energy levels by extrapolating a small quantity of known 

information is provided by the l5N(p,a)12c reaction. In this case energy 

levels have been accurately measured up to 16 MeV excitation. The results 

of this comparison are summarized in 'rable 2-3 for the data taken in one 

system on eight angles between 13° and 70° lab. The program was ini

tially allowed to use only the ground state transition as the calibration. 

It was, however, given information on excitations of four known, but 

unspecified levels. If a calculated excitation agreed, to within 

statistics, with a known level the program was allowed to use this level 

as additional calibration in a "bootstrap" fashion. Table 2-3 shows 

the calculated results on the initial pass (column 1), on the sec'ond 

pass, after identifying the 4.43 MeV·level (column 2), and on the final 

pass, using all five levels. The results, even for column 1 are in 

excellent agreement with known values. A sample spectrum of the data 

is shoWn in Fig. 4-6. 

Since it was desirable to establish the accuracy of the program 

under relatively po'or conditions, the test case selected was intentionally 

difficult. The a-particle data from the gas target had to be corrected 
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Table 2-3. Comparison ot k~ovn levels iri12C with those 4eterminedtrom the data by the 
program LORNA. 

a12 • .. Calculated. Excitations No. ot Known Levels in C 
(MeV + keY) width (keV) (indicates level used tor initial calibration) Points 

(1) (2) ( 3) 

(4.946 
b 

• (4.9646 .!. 36 t • b • b 
.!. 0.9) (4.952 :t. 36) . (4.954 .!. B) B 

4.4392 :t. 0.3 4.413 .!. 26 • • 4.1126 :t. 31 4.432 !. 21 7 

7.656 .. 3 7.586 !. 37 c 7.599 !. 37 c 7.642 :t. 20 c 5 

9.636 + 5 34 .!. 5 9.656 .!. 52 c 9.657 :t. 51 c 9.668 !.22 c 5 -
6 12.715 :t. 24 • 6 12.713 + 12.700 !. 23 12.719 :t. 27 

13.352 !.17 400 !.17 13.377 !. 63 e . 13.371 :t. 64 c 13.372 !. 64 c 6 

14.063 !. 15 256 !. 15 . 14.075 :t. 29 14.091 :t. 30 14.092 :t. 16 6 

15.109 " • + 15.111 !. 29 15.126 :t. 29 15.109 + :n 7 .. _. 
16.106 + 1 6 !.0.6 16.066 !.27 " 

16.103 :t. 27 16.098 !. 20 7 -
Number ·ot calibration points· 8 15 39 

Optimized curve shape line line quadratic 

Standard deviation ot fit (keV) 42.4 38.9 21.9 

8 
Retere.Dce A.1 66 

b Ground state react ion Q-value, reference Ma 66 

cLeve1 only weakly excited, see Fig. 4-3 

... 
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for large energy losses in the gas target and window. The corrections . . , 

to the highest and lowest energy alphas observed in the ground state and 

4.43 MeV transitions are 367 and 456keV respectively. This is a 

relative correction of 89 keY just between the first two levels. Column' 

2 of the table shows that after corrections a straight line is sufficient 

to accurately fit the data. Two other potential complications were the 

rather poor experimental resolution, which, at forward angles, was 155 keY 

for the 4.43 MeV level, and the energy scale itself, which had a slope 

of 45.4 keY/channel. Furthermore, the information supplied to the program 

was obtained from a hand analysis of the experiment ,not from the computer. 

analysis outlined in Section E-l. This, it was felt, would provide a 

mOre realistic test case. As a consequence, the final results showed 

that 3 points (of the initial 69 under consideration here) had been 

rej ected as erroneous (one of which was a g. s. calibration point), while 

an additional 6 points were indicated as possible errors. 

The overall results of this test amply indicate that the program 

LORNA may be used to significantly reduce the effects of experimental 

uncertainties and to enhance the accuracy in identifying the excitations 

of unknown levels. 

3. Data Correlation - FISH 

The program FISH performed tbreemain functions. Initially it 

calculated a least-squared fit, using progressive polynomial expansions, 

to the experimental angular distribution data. Since this effectively 

produces the relationship 

dcr/<ill(8c.m.) tV Lfi (8c.m.) 

i 
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the total cross section, crT'· could then be obtained by analytic inte

gration of the fitted expression, 

1 

crT = 27fJ dcr/<ill ~e) d(cos e) 

-1 

n-l ei+l 

crT(elto· en) = 27f L J f(e) sin e de 

i=lei 

n-l ei+l m 

27f [J (LAij 
m-I sin x)dx (2-10) = x 

i=l ei j=l 

where! Hi is the center of mass angle at each of n experimental data 

points. 

The last function of the program was to allow rapid comparison 

of the experimental distributions with other information--either other 

angular distributions or theoretical predictions of:the distributions. 

Since the theoretical calculations yield unnormalized predictions, the 

program would normalize the predicted results to the experimental data. 

This normalization could either be to a fixed data point or such as to 

produce a minimum chi-squared with respect to the data. In addition, 
I 

if the theory predicts more than one shape, the program may be used to 

sum the predicted shapes, in an incoherent manner, in such a way to 

produce the maximum agreement (minimum chi-squared) with the data. Such 

a.procedure would yield the respective amplitudes of the allowed trans i-

tion chennelswithin the framework of theory and the validity of an 

incoherent summation. 
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Since it is impossible to produce a general fitting routine 

which is always capable of distinguishing between true oscillations in 

. the data and random ,fluctuations, a method of externally biasing the fit 

is provided. This consists of an ~nteger which may vary between 1 and 

20. Roughly speaking this parameter governs the interval sub~size with 

which the program examines the data. The smaller this interval, the 

closer the fit will follow the experimental points. For the data treated 

here the parameter wa!3 normally set at 6, although on some occasions a 

value of up to 10 was used. 
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III. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS / 
.• ' 

A. A Statistical vs ~A Direct ProCess 

At low energies the most probable reaction, other than scattering, 10< 

is the "capture" of the incoming particle by the nucleus (Au 64) .At 

some time later ('V 10..,16 sec), this excited compound nucleus may decay 

by the 'emission of various particles. In such cases the decay of the 

system is a statistica.I pr6cess and virtl.J.ally independent (aside from 

norina.l conservation rules) of the capture process. Characteristic of 

thisc'ompound nucleus reaction is the strong dependence of the cross 

section on the incident energy. This is a result of the excitation of 

individual levels of the compound system. Reaction products from a 

statistical reaction such as this are generally distributed symmetrically 

around 90° c .m. and often exhibit both forward anq. back angle peaking 

(for examples of this theory applied to (p,a) reactions see La 65, Fu 58, 

N e 65, Te 64). 

The probability that the reaction will take place rapidly and 

involve fewer target nucleons increases at higher energies (Au 64). The 

results of some (p,et) reactions have been interpreted on the basis of 

the presence of both compound nuclear and direct reaction transitions 

(Bl 63) or alternatively with a "pr'e-compound" decay model (Gu 71). 

At energies comparable to this study the primary interaction 

occurs in times roughly equivalent to the transit time across the nucleus 

of the incident particle ('V 10..,22 sec). If, in this case, the reaction 

involves only a few target nucleons (or~ more exactly, excites only a 

few degrees of freedom of the target) and if there is good overlap 

between the initial and final state wave functions, the reaction is 

considered to be direct. Such reactions are quite sensitive to the 

nuclear structure" especially the structure near the nuclear surface . 

.". 
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B. Direct Reactions 

1. Reaction Mechanism 

Single and multi-nucleon transfer reactions at energies com-

'parable to this experiment are we11 known to proceed via direct reactions 

(e.g. Ab 66, Ce 64, Ce 66, Gl 63, Gl 65, Ma 60); specifically, many (p,a) 

and (a,p) results have been interpreted as indicating a direct process 

(e.g. Au 69, Co 67, Fu 65, Ko 69, Li 68, Wa 68). This direct ,process 

may generally be broken down into four possible mechanisms; pickup, 

knockout, exchange (heavy particle pickup), and knockon or heavy particle 

knockout (the time reversed cases,such as stripping, are not considered 

separately) • These mechanisms may be illustrated by writing a general 

reaction in the form 

A+a+B+b 

withb = a + x 

where x refers to the transferred particle(s);A, B refer to the target I 

and residual nupleus, respectively; and a, b refer to the incident and 

exit projectiles, respectively. In the following discussion the target 

is treated either as: (a) a core of B=(A-x) particles coupled with the 

cluster x to form A; or (b) a core of C=(A-b) particles coupled with b 

to form A. The mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 3-0 and maybe defined 

as: 

(i) Pickup - Representing the target as case (a), the cluster 

x is removed from the, target by projectile "a:" in its passage. The 

effective interaction is V ax 

(ii) Knockout - The incident projectile "a" knocks the ,cluster 

"b" from the target (case (b)) and is in turn captured. The effective 

interaction isVab • 
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(iii) Exchange - Treating the target as in case (b), the 

particle "a" captures the core (C) of the target in its passage, leaving 

"b". The effective interaction is VaC. 

(iv) Knockon - The'incident projectile knocks the core, B from 

the target and is captured by the remaining cluster x. The effectiv~ 

interaction is V
aB

• 

From momentum considerations it is seen that the last two mechanisms will 

have their maximum cross sections at back angles (>100° c.m.). Since 

the present experiments are restricted to <lOOoc.m. these mechanisms 

will not be treated explicitly. 

In order to obtain spectroscopic information from the (p,a) 

reaction it is necessary to establish the primary mechanism. Considerable 

effort has therefore gone into determining whether a pickup or knockout 

mechanism is dominant in (p,a) (Fu 65, Ba 63, Ga 69). Most attempts to 

elucidate the mechanism have been based on the comparison of experimental 

results with the predictions obtained from various theoretical models. 

Due to the unce;r-tainties in the theory, the outcome of such comparisons 

was usually inconclusive. These difficulties may be avoided in a manner 

similar to that employed in the case of the (p,t) and (p,3He ) reaction 

mechanisms (Ce 64). This technique consists of examining the selectivity 

of the·. reaction in its population of nuclear states. Since all the 

reactions in these experiments were carried out between p-shell nuclei, 

the discussion will be restricted to the nuclear lp-shell. 

The dominant configuration of the ground state of ap-shell 

nucleus with 'atomic number A may be represented by (IS)~(lP)~-4. 

Associated with each nucleus is a set of levels produced by the ,exci-

tationand-or recoupling of 1 or more Ip-nucleons in previously occupied 

.' 
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Reaction Mechanisms 

®-® 0 
§-

. Pickup 1. ---+ '0 . B 
(V pt) 

A 

®-® ~ 
@--+ 

2. @ --+ Knockout 
A- (Vpa ) 

B 

3. ®_ct) -+ @ ~ -+ Exchange 
® (Vpd 
B 

4. ®+cr ---+ ® CD -+ Knockon 
.® (VpB) 

a 

XB L 719 -4342 

. 
Fig. 3-0. Diagram of possible direct reaction mechanisms 

for the (p, a) reaction. 

P. 
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or unoccupied p-shell orbits. This set of levels, hereafter referred, 

to ,as p-shell levels, may all be represented by a basic (lP)~~4 con-
1 

figuration and must, therefore, have parity, 7T=(_l)A. If a (p,a) reaction '" 

on a pure p-shell target proceeds by a direct pickup mechanism, only 

levels in the residual nucleus with COnfiguration'(lp)~~7, hence p-shell 
1 

levels, may be populated (the filled Is core is assumed to play no part 

in the reaction). Since the pickup involves an odd mnnber of nucleons, 

the parity of the final populated levels, 7T
f
=(_1)A-3, must be opposite 

that of the target. 

In a knockout reaction the a-cluster would be Imocked-out, leaving 

( )A-8 a residuallp core to which the proton would be coupled. In this 

case, however, there is no restriction on the orbit into which the 

proton may be captured~ Capture into vacant p-shell orbits will lead 

to the population of the same set of p-shell levels as in a pickup 

reaction, while capture into (2s ,ld) orbits would lead to the population 

of non-p-shell levels of opposite parities. A pickup reaction is, there-

fore, ,only able to populate a restricted subset of the levels which may 

be excited by a knockout mechanism. The relative population of p-shell 

and non-p.,.shell levels should, consequently, provide some indication as 

to the .importance of each mechanism. 

2. General Theory of Direct Reactions 

The relative simplicity of plane wave theory has, in the past, 

led'toits use in the description of direct reactions. Although this 

formalism often yielded a reasonable qualitative description of a single-

nucleon transfer reaction, its extension intotwo-nculeon transfer 

reactions (Gl 62, Na 57, Na 60, Na 62, Ne 6o) has had only limited 

f, 
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success (e.g. Ce 62, Co 65b, Hi 67). The application of plane wave 

theories to the analysis of (p,a) reactions (Cr 67, Ga 69, Gu 70, Wa 65, 

Wa 68) has been inconclusive. Such analysis has proven unable, in 

general, to determine even the dominant reaction mechanism. This is not 

surprising since a formalism based on the use of plane waves is not a 

valid expression for any physical theory (Au 64). 

The good experimental agreement obtained by distorted wave calcu-

lations for single-nucleon transfer reactions is well established (e.g. 

Hi 67, Ne 66, Sa 64b). The extension of DWBA theory into the treatment 

of two-nucleon transfer reactions (Br 67, Gl 65, He 64, Li 64, Ro 67) has 

also met with a fair degree of success (e.g. Br 69, Da 69, Fl 68, Fl 71, 

Ha 70), although there are some apparent difficulties (Fl 68). The 

inclusion of various simplifying assumptions (discussed in Section V) has 

permitted DWBA analysis of multinucleon transfer reactions. In particular 

its use in (a,p) and (p,a) reactions (Au 69, Ba 64, Gl 71, Le 65, Ta 63, 

Di 69, Co 67, Fu 65, Ko 69, Ko 69b, Hi 68, Li 68) and in (d,6Li ) reactions 

(De 66, Gu 71b) has been reported. 

The basis of the DWBA theory, its derivation, formalism and 

application to direct reaction studies has been treated elsewhere (Au 63, 

Go 65b, Ho 64a, Sa 64, Sa 65). In this section only the general properties 

of the theory will be discussed. The details of its application to the 

(p,a) reaction will be dealt with in Section V. Following the procedure 

of Staehler (Sa 64, Sa 65), the differential cross section of a direct 

nuclear reaction may be expressed (assuming spin-orbit interaction) as 

dO' 
dIT= 

jJ U. 1L Lm m.. M.M ITI2 
a' b -0 a b ~ f 

(2 h2)2 ~ (2J.+l)(28 +1) TI a· ~ . a 
(3-1 ) 
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where ]J represents the, reduced masses and k the relative momentum of the 

. respective incident and exit particles, a, b. The transitiop matrixT 

is summed over the possible, z-axis proj ections of the spins J. , J f , s , 
" 1 a 

and sb (defined as Mi' Mf , ma' ~). Ttis matrix may be expressed more 

fully- as 

( ,I, ,I, ,I'vl"'" ,I, , ) , (+) ,(k R )dR 
'I'J _M 'I's m.. ' 'I'J.M. 'I's m ~ m ' a' a a 

rYb b 11 a a ,a a 
(3-2) 

++ 
where X(k,H) represents the incoming and outgoing distorted waves and t/I 

represents the internal wave functions Of the respective nuclei. The sum 

on m~ and ~ is necessary s.ince in the general spin-dependent formalism 

the distorted waves become deI>endent on the spin projection. It is often 

advantageous to express the interaction matrix" (t/lflvIVJi)' as an expansion 

in terms of the quantities L, S, J - the orbitalangul!3X momentum, spin, 

and total angular momentum transferred in. the, reaction; 

<t/lf lv I1Jl i } = [ 

LSJ 

sb-~ , ...;1. 
(-1) (i) (s ,m ,sb'-m. IS,m -m.. ). < J. ,M. ,J ,Mf-M.IJfMf } , a a b' a b 1 11 

, ' (3-3) 

where m=M -M. +m.. ",:,m and c. repre, sents the internal quantum numbers of the " , f 1 b a ~ 

various states involved. The spectroscopic factor, ~SJ' contains infor-

mat ion on the strength of the interaction and the overlap integral con

necting the initial and final states in the reaction. The quantity ~SJ 

is referred to as 'the form factor and willl:Je discussed further in 

Section V. 
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The transition amplitude from eq. 3-2 now may be written 

T = L (3-4) , 
LSJ 

where the reduced aniplitude, B:a~ , is given,by 

(L,m',s,m~-~IJ,m-~+me. ) 

( 3-5) 

" , , 4 
where m = Mf-Mi-ma+nlb • By combining eqs. 3- and 3-1 and explicitly 

summing over the initial and final magne"tic substates, the following 

expression for the differential cross section is obtained; 

. (3-6) 

It is important to note tp~t the orthogppality pf the Clebsch~Gorq,on 
, '.~ " . 

coefficients (eq. 3-4) when summed o~er Mi and Mf (eg. 3-1) has removed 

any interference between different J values (eq. 3-6). This fundamental 

point shall prove extremely important in interpreting the results of (p,a) 

reactions and will be dealt with further in part 4 of this sectiori. 
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In the absence .of a spin:-orbit coupling the distorted.waves are 

no long~r dependent on .the spin-projection. Equation 3-2 therefore 

-+ -+ , , 
reduces to integrals over Ra and ~ and hence the sum over ma , ~ and m 

in.eq. 3-5 is replaced by the single valuesm~=ma,m.;,:;:mb'. and m'=m. In 

this event the spin dependence may.be handled in a manner analogous to 
, 

J in the previous case, and the differential cross section becomes 

(3-7) 
SJ 

where 

The differential cro.ss section now contains only incoherent sums on. L, 

S, and J. 

3. Selection Rules 

General selection rules for direct reactions have been discussed 

elsewhere (Pe 64, Gl-63). The application of these rules to the (p,a) 

reaction are as follows: 

-+ -+ -+ 
11+12 1Pl L = L + L = + .p a n. n 

(3-7a) 

+ -+. -+ -+ 
Snl S S = S + S = S + + 

p a pl n2 

-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ 
J - L + S = J. + J f = j . + jn2 + j 1 l. nl p 

(3-76) . 

-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ 
T = T + T .- T. +- T 

. , 
p a l. f 

f 
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where, as before, L, S, and J refer to the transferred values of the 

orbital, spin, and total angular momentum and T is the isospin quantum 

number. The subscripts p, a, i, f refer to the same quantities in the 

i~cident and exit channels and in the initial and final nuclear states, 

respectively. The notation s 1 and ~ 1 refers to the spin and orbital \ n n . 

angular momentum of the particular nucleon in its initial nuclear state. 

Substituting the know quantities for the photon and alpha-particle 

produces the following restrictions; 

lsi = 1/2 ITI = 1/2 IJI = ILl ± 1/2 ( 3-8) 

The situation with respect to the parity selection rule is some-

; what more difficult (Gl 63, Sa 64). The parity condition 

, . (3-9 ) 

is in general valid only in the zero-range approximation (Secti~n V-B). 

An alternate approach however, is obtained by expressing L = A + t, 
where 11.. refers to the center of mass motion (jf the transferred cluster 

-+ 
and A to the relative motion of the nucleons. It is generally required 

(Section V-B) that the relative motion of the transferred particles in 

the target must overlap with their relative motion in, for this case, 

the a-particle. Thus under the assumption that the a-particle is in its 
1·· -+ 

S ground state, A = 0 and the relationship in eq. 3-9 is ,valid without 

requiring the zero-range approximation. 

By restricting the (p,a) reactions to the Ip-shell the following 

conditions are imposed fromeqs. 3-7, -8, -9; 
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ILl = 1; Ij1 = 1/2, 3/2 

5/3, 7/2 

Figure 3-1 shows the results of applying these conditions to eq. 3-7c 

for ('p ,a) transitions to k~oWn p-shell levels populated in thisexper,i-

ment. The permitted vaiues of Land J are shown for each transition. 

4. Coherent Effects 

From eq. 3-6 it was observed that while the sum over allowed 

values bf J was incoherent in direct reactions, the presence of a spin-

orbit force resulted in coherent sums over LandS and hence a possible 

interference between terms. Consideripg the general selection rules for 

(p,a) reactions, it can be seen from eqs. 3-8, 9 that for any given value 

of J, a single corresponding value ofL and Sis uniquely determined. 

This has the effect of reducing the coherent sum in eq. 3-6 to a single 

incoherent sum on J, 

(3-11) 

This permits each J-dependent.,transition shape to be determined inde-

pendently and then, with the appropriate normalization, summed. 

One coherent effect still remains, however, and is best illustrated 'i 

by rewriting eq. 3-11 in the formalism used by Glen:dehning (Gl 63, Gl 65, . . 
To 69), 

LI[ 
JMm M'm' a a 

MM'm m' 2 
CSTNLGNLSJTBNL a a, (3-12) 
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Allowed J values for (p, 4 He ) reactions 

FROM 12C (0+) 13C (112-) 14N(I+) 15N (1/2-) 160 (0-+) 

TO STATES IN 9a 10e lie 12C' 13N 

L=I,J=1/2 (2.36 5/2: 1.74 O't, I 9·5. 0+ 9 s. 1/2-
112-) 7.6530+ 8.92 112-

17.770+,1 

L= I, J=3/2 . 9.S. 3/2- 3.509312-
' ... 

f 

L=3 J=5/2 . , (2.36 512; 7.3875/2-
112-) 

L=3,J=7/2 6.97 7/2- 6.04 4+· 14.083 4+ 12.13 7/2-

L= I, J=1/2, 0.717 ,+ 2.001/2- 12.713 /+ 

J=3/2 2.15 ,+ 15.109 I"'; I 

L= I ,J =3/2; 3.59 2+ 4.439 21-
2+ ' . + 

L=3,J=5/2 5.17 16.106 2, I 

7.47 2+ 18.84 2+1 , 
" 

L= 3,J=5/2, g.S. 3+ 6.48 7/2-
J=7/2 4.77 3+ 

L=I ,J= 1/2, g.s. 3/2-
J=3/2; 4.803/2-

L=3, J=5/2 8.10 3/2-

L= I, J:: 3/2, 4.32 5/2-
L=3, J=5/2, 8.42 5/2-

J=7/2 

XBL 7012 - 4316A 

Fig. 3-1. ClassificatiQn of some well known levels populated by the 
(p,a) reaction according to the allbwed values of the transferred 
orbital angular momentum (L) and total angular momentum (J). 
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In this formalism B~L represents the transfer amplitude, and 

G
NLSJT 

the nuclear structure or spectroscopic factor. The' transfer 

amplitude is taken to represent the probability of removing a structureless 

cluster. from the orbital state N, L in a structureless nucleus. It is 

therefore .dependent on the radial wave fUnction UNL(R) which describe's 

the center~of-mass motion of the transferred cluster (Gl 65). In 

general, several radial wave functions ma.y be necessary to exp,ress this 

complex relative motion. The relative contribution of each of these 

states to the cross section .are determined by GNLSJT . These contributions 

enter eq. 3-12 in a coherent manner. The explicit evaluation of the 

nuclear.structure factor requires detailed wave functions of the initial 

and final nuclear states. In the absence of this information the DWBA 

calculations must be carried out for the single value of N which is 

thought to be the do~nant term. The effect of this approximation is 

small as long as the reaction is confined'to th.elp~shell and will be 

discussed further in Section v-B4. 

C. J-Dependent Effects in Direct Reactions 

It was shown in eq. 3-6 that the differential cross section in a 

direct reaction depends on an incoherent sum of the allowed J transfers. 

In eq. 3-li it was further· demonstrated that for each value 'of J in a 
I 

(p,a) reaction there is only one corresponding value of L and S allowed 

(this arises from the parity restriction on L in eq. 3-9). For any given 

value of L, however, there are two allowed values of J (see eq. 3-8). 

The question to be examined here is the relationship between the transi-

tions to levels which proceed via the same value of L but different 

values of J. The presence of such a J-dependence was discussed by Henley 
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and Kelly (He 66), who pointed out some relatively simple relationships 

which should generally be anticipated in direct reactions. 

It will be illustrative. to apply these arguments to a general 

pickup reaction. The usual assumptions will be required--that the 

cluster x is transf.erred in a relative S-state with respect to projectile 

"a" and that the interaction responsible for the transition occurs only 

between "a" and "x". It should be pointed out, however, that a zero-

range approximation is not necessary. In general the optical potential 

may be written 

(3-13) 

where U includes both the Coulomb potential and the complex central c 

potential and U~ is the spin-orbit potential coupling the L-J wave. With 

the usual first order Born approximation and ignoring terms dependent on 

(ui)2 or higher powers (Go 66) the incident distorted wave maybe written 

1 
+ + + 

Y M (k ,R ) 
"ma A a a 

(3-14) 

+ + 
where G (k ,R ) is the Green's function for the outgoing wave in the c a a 

potential U~(r) (Bl 65). The wave function cf>+ describes the relative 

motion of "a" with respect to A in the central potential U and may be 
c 

written 

1
+++ ++ + 1++ I.(k ,R ) = [1 + G (k ,R ) U (R)]· cf>(k ,R ) 
1 a a c a a ca a ( 3-15) 
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-+ -+ 
ik 'R a a At this point the assumption will be made that 

s=O and thus the spin-orbit coupling is restricted to the entrance chan
b 

nel. This condition, although completely unnecessary to the general 

formalism, will simplify the following arguments and is directly appli

cable to the (p,a) reaction. 

The interaction matrix from eq. 3-2 maybe written 

(3-16) 

EXpansion of this relationship, in direct Bll:alogy to the derivation of 

eq. 3-3; and using the same notation, yields 

and 

(Sb'~ ,S,m'-m.ls m )·(S ,lois ) -0 a 0 a a m m .. a a 

( 3-18) 

.. 

j. 
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The function ~Lm refers to the spatial part of the bound state wave 

function remaining after the integration over t;., and is analogous'to the 

last factor in eq. 3-5. The quantity S is the spin part of the incident 
m 

-+ 
particl~ wave (note that trace cr=O). The equation for the differential 

cross section, obtained from eq. 3-1, is therefore 

dcr 
- cr 
dr.l 

- (2Jf + 1) L [ ( dcr / dw) c + (dcr / dw) s ] 

J 

(3-19 ) 

i 
where the term (da/dw) is dependent only on the central potential U cc 

and (dcr/dW) contains the spin-orbit dependence (quantities such as' the . s 

nuclear structure factors are also assumed to be included in these terms). 

In a manner .analogous to the evaluation of eq. 3-6, the orthogonality of 

vector coupling coefficients in eq. 3-17 and 3-18 yields 

L (3-20) 

J 

To the extent that the radial wave function 'I' in eq. 3 .... 18 is 

independent of J 

L(dcr/dW)S(2J+l) = 0 

J 

(3-21) 

Specifically considering a (p,a) reaction and restricting the transition 

to a single L value so that the allowed values of J=L±l/2; eq. 3-21 

reduces- to 
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(3-22) 

The importance of this relationship is the negative sign appearing in the 

result.. This indicates that first order spin.,.orbi t corrections affect 

the different J-dependent transitions iIi an opposite manner. Since this 

spin-dependent term enters the cross section (eq. 3-19) in a coherent 

fashion it has the effect of enhancing the structure of one J and "washing 

out" the structure of the other. Since the derivation of this result has 

followed the normal DWBA framework, it is expected that the effect should 

be observed in DWBA predictions. A previous DWBA calculation for the 

(CX,p) reaction (Le 65) has, in fact, shown that theJ=L+l/2 result is 

relatively structureless compared to J=L-l/2, in agreement with experi-

ment. This was also verified experimentally in some recent (a:,p) experi-

ments (Gl 71). 

Unfortunately within the framework of these simple arguments, no 

further conclusions may be reached on the details of the J-dependent 

effect implicit in eq. 3-22. The actual and relative value of the ratio 

may be altered in specific cases, although the sign is unaffected. In 
\ 

general the specific signs of the terms in eq. 3-19 are unknown. It has 

been pointed out, however, that simple diffraction model calculations 

for the (cx,nucleon) reaction on an even-even target may be used to deduce 

the signs at zero degrees. In this case small angle enhancement of the 

. J=L-l/2 cross section is predicted, relative to the J=L+l/2 value~ This 

fact has also been verified experimentally (Gl 71). 
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D. Intermediate Coupling CalcUlations 

The success of the jj-coupling shell model in heavier nuclei is 

dependent on two factors--the general extent to which the interaction of 

a single nucleon with every other nucleon may be represented by an average 

central field, and the specific presence of a strong spin-orbit coupling 

force. The spin-orbit coupling is hindered, however, by the specific 

internucleon interactions, represented by the two-body exchange integral. 

+ 
These interactions lead to the approximation ~hatthe total spin, S,and 

+. 
total orbital angular momentum, L, obtained by sUImlling over all nucleons, 

provide a good representation of the system. 

The average central field approximation contains, as limits, the 

LS-coupling and the jj-coupling models. The failure of both the jj-model 

(Ku 52) and the LS-model (Fe 37) in the lp-shell led to the use of inter-

mediate coupling. This model, as the name implies, concerns itself with 

situations where the strength of the spin-orbit potential, "a"~ and the 

value of two-body exchange integral, "k", are comparable. The details of 

these calculations have been described elsewhere (In 53, La 53, La 54, 

K~ 56). 
, 

Briefly, single particle wave functions with quantum numbers L 

and S are coupled to give j. These jj-wave-functions are then combined 

into a many particle wave function (of the Hartree-Fock variety) posses-

sing a total angUlar momentum J and isospin T. The relative strength of 

the spin-orbit interaction to the exchange interaction, a/k, is generally 

left as a free parameter to be determined by experiment. The resUlt of 

this procedure is to form all possible levels corresponding to a given 

number of nucleons in the lp-shell. states which correspond to theexci-

tation of a nucleon to the adjacent (2s,ld) shell are of opposite parity 

and hence woUld not interact with the p-shell wave·functions. Levels 
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corresponding to two nucleons excited into the 2sor ld orbits are 

assumed to lie sufficiently high in energy that they have no effect on 

low lying levels. 

The initial calculations with this model (In 53, La 53, La 54) 

illustrated its validity by successfully accounting for virtually every 

observable feature of the first four levels in 13N and 13C (La 53, La 54). 

Subsequent calculations by Kurath (Ku. 56), Barker (Ba 63b) and Boyarkina 

(Bo64) produced con:siderable improvement over earlier work and enabled 

quantitative comparisons with experiment. A more recent attempt to 

improve these calculations has been made by Halbert ~ al. (Ha 66) by 

replacing the average central field approximation with a more ·realistic 

Hamada-Johnston potential(Ha 62}. 

An alternate approach to the problem is to explicitly consider 

the effective as opposed to the free intera~tion between nucleons (Ta 62). 

This technique assumes that the effective interaction between nucleons 

may be represented by the two-body interaction. In this case all con

figurat~ons of n particles may be represented by linear combinations of 

two-body matrix elements. In practice the matrix elements of the two-pody 

interactions are used as free parameters and determined by fitting the 

experimental exc i tat ions. Having once det ermined these matrix elements , 

they may be used, for example,·to predict the excitation of additional 

levels.· Care must be exercised to assure that the basic fitted levels 

are well described by the p-shell configurEttions. For such calculations 

in the l:p- shell it is necessary to determine fifteen two-body matrix 

elements and two single particle energies (Co 65). Several calculations 

of this type have been reported (Am 64, Co 65, Be. 66b) and the results. 

on the whole have been satisfactory,· although several discrepancies are 

still evident (Co 65). 
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Some attempts have been made to extend effective interaction 

calculations to include three-body forces (Hi 63, Go 67) in the effective 

interaction. The evidence for the presence of such:t:orces has been 

discussed elsewhere (Go 67 and references therein). Even if one restricts 

a three-body interaction to a vector force, 33 independent, three-body 

matrix elements are required. Detailed examination has shown, however, 

that the effect of three-body interaction iri the Ip- shell.could be 

approximated by five additional parameters (above the 17 required to 

specify the two-body matrix elements). In carrying calculations of this 

type, Goldhammer (Go 67) eliminated four two-body matrix elements which 

were deemed less important than the three-body matrix elements. The 

resUlting 18 parameters were fitted to 34 low lying energy levels. With 

the exception of levels exhibiting strong ex-decay widths. the predicted 

levels agree relatively well with the expected p-shell levels. Com-

parison of experimental Ml transitions, magnetic moments, allowed Gamow-

Teller a-decay, and single nucleon spectroscopic factors with the pre-

dicted values also appear reasonable (Va 69). 

The difficulty in predicting levels which exhibited strong ex-decay 

widths led to an attempt to simulate a-clustering effects by the intro,.. , 

duction of a simple four-body interaction (No 69). The basic data set 

was expanded to 49 states and the fit carried out with 25 parameters 

(some restrictive assumptions on the 3-body matrix elements were removed). 

The resulting fit to the data appears quite good. 

In the following discussions it will frequently be interesting 

to know the approximate excitation expected for particular p-shell levels. 

For reference, therefore, the intermediate coupling predictions of 

Boyarkina(Bo 64: for mass 9, a/k=2.0; mass 10, a/k=3.75; mass 11-13, 
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. , 
a/k"=4.l7); the two-body'effective interaction 'c"a.lcula:tiohs of Cohen and 

Kurath (Co 65, Co 70: specifically'fit (8:-"l6)'POTfor A>9'"and'fit 

(6-l6)BME for A=9) ; and the three-body cal'cuia.ti6n~~f GOldhammer (includ":' 
., 

lng the simple ,four-body interaction, fit "4BNC) will be presented. as : I 

generally representative ofp;.ishellpredict16ns . 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND SPECTROSCOPY 

The discussion of specific results will be facilitated if a brief 

outline of some of the conclusions is given now. It was found that at 

forward angles the dominant (p,a) reaction mechanism involves the direct 

pickup of three nucleons from the target. Since all targets studied in 

these reactions are p-shell nuclei, strong transitions are therefor'e 

only expected to p-shell levels. The angular distributions from the 

(p,a) reaction to p-shell levels were found to exhibit a definite 

dependence on J, the total angular momentum transfer. Further, the 

general features of these angular distributions at forward angles 

(~ 50° c.m.) for single values of J were consistent and reproducible with 

respect to the specific value of J transferred. A summary of these 

characteristic features follows (Figs. 4-25 to 4-28 in the concluding 

part of this section illustrate these characteristics): 

. (1) J = 1/2 (L=l): Angular distributions arising from this 

transfer are peaked at 0° c.m., with their first miminum about 30° c.m. 

and a second maximum at about 41° c.m. 

(2) J = 3/2 (L=l): These distributions also peak at 0° c .m. (a 

characteristic of the L value), but falloff more slowly, reaching their 

first minimum at between 55° and 65° c.m. 

(3) J = 5/2 (L=3): Transitions proceeding through this transfer 

display their first maximum between 15° and 25° c.ni. and a shallow 

minimum occurs between 55° and 70° c.m. and is usually quite unpronounced. 

This type of transition exhibits the slowest. decrease in magnitude with 

angle of any under consideration. 

(4) J = 7/2 (L=3): These distributions characteristically peak 

at larger angles than the J=5/2 transfer, usually around 25-30° c'.m. 
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They appear to fall continuously from this point to about 80°. No 

significant, second maximum was observed wi thin this interval. 
. , 

The utility and accuracy of these general conclusions will be 

discussed in detail throughout the following sections. 

'n The (p~a) reaction on a target with a dominant (lp) ground state 

configuration should, under the assumption of a direct pickup reaction, 

populate only levels with a (lp)n-3 configuration. It should be 

emphasized, however, that the strong population of all such levels is 

not expected. Since the arigular momentum selection rules are relatively 

non-restrictive, only two primary effects might inhibit such transitions. 

'l'he first is the isospin selection rule, which is quite unambiguous. The 

second is the effective overlap of initial and final state wave functions. 

Assessment of this effect would require the detailed determination of 

three nucleon spectroscopic factors. Such determina.tions were not 

attempted in this study. 

A. The l60 (p,a)13N Reaction 

This reaction was investigated at an incident beam energy of 

54.1 MeV on an 1602 gas target. A sample energy spectrum of the reaction 

taken at 17.9° in the laboratory is shown in Fig. 4-1. The ground state 

resolution in the experiment was ~175 keV. Table 4-1 gives the inte-

grated reaction cross sections and compares the excitations and spin-

\ 
parity assignments determined from this experimeiltwith :previously 

reported in.formation. Figure '4-2 presents'the e~ergy level diagram of 

l~ together with the known negative parity levels in its'mirror nucleus 

13C• Also shown in this figure are predictions of the p-shell level 

excitations based on the 'intermediate coupling ,calculations of Boyarkina 
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000r-------~----~-.--~~--._--~--._--~--_.r_------r__, 

[12.134± .057] 
(7/2-) 

800 200' 

160 (p, 4He) 13N 

17.9 deg 
54.1 MeV 

E 600 
o 
.c 
u 
.... 
Q) 
Q. 

200 

300 400 

[11.50] 

! 

500 

Channel number 

10.35 
5/2-,712-

8.92 
1/2-

9.52_ 
3/2 

3.509 
7.387 3/2-
5/2-. g.s. 

1/2-

XBi.. 7012-4295 

Fig. 4-1. Energy spectrum of the 160 (p,4He )13N reaction at an incident 
proton energy of 54.1 MeV and at a laboratory angle of 17 ~9 degrees. 
The insert shows a four Gaussian fit to the indicated region of 
the spectrum, after background subtraction. 
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Table 16-1 •. Comparieon ot expedmentalresulta troll tbe O(p,a)B reaction. 
at 54.1HeV with previously reported intormation. 

Previously Reported(a) 

Ex(MeY) t keY iff 

2.3660 t 1 

3.509 t 2 

6.382 t 10 

8.92 t 30 

9.52 :t 20 

10.35 t 20 

10.36 

10.78 £40 

3/2-

11.87 f 30 3/2-

12.08 

13.5 

16b(p,a)l3g Results 

E(HeV) t (key)(b) i" 
x 

• (-5.,225 t21) 1/2-

2.353 :t 101 

-3.519:t 39 

6.358 t 23 

-1.366 t 26 

-8.945 t 32 

10.385 f 32 

10.866 t 83 

11.499 t 6Jl 

12.1~ t 57 

(f ... 300 keY) 

12.752 t 63 

er ... laoo keY) 

13.471 :t 132 

1/2-. 

(1/2,3/2)-

, . 

.• Indicates level vas initirUly. used as crUibration. 
(a) AJ n, Fl 68; List omits those level 6 clearly not populated. 
eb) Represents statistical spread ot data only. See footnote 3. 

G(~b)(C ) 

'. 109:t 7 

9:t 3 

537 t 23 

62:t 5 

114 :t 34 

186 i 18 

41 :t 13 

72:t 7 

420 t 60 

212 :t 21 

93 :t 10 

ec) Cross sections vere integrated 1'rom 13° to 71a° c.m. The errors represent 
statisticrU variation only. See Appendix 2. 

,(d)" Nuclear reaction Q-value. !-fa 66. 
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Fig. 4-2. The energy level diagram for N and the known negative 
parity levels of 13C. Also shown are the theoretical predict.ions 
of Goldhammer. (Go 67, No 69), Cohen and Kurath (Co 65, Co 70) and 
Boyarkina (Bo 64). 
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Fig. 4-3. Energy spectr.a,of the 15N(p,,3Re)13C a.nd l5N(p"t)13N 
rea.Ctions at 43.7 MeV proton energy and 15° in, the laboratory. 
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(Bo 64) and the effective interaction calculations of Cohen and Kurath 

(Co 65) and Goldhammer (Go 67). 

From the relative population of the levels in Fig. 4-1, it is 

obvious that the reaction is highly selective and strongly populates only 

negative parity levels. This is exactly what would be expected on the 

basis of a direct pickup mechanism in which three nucleons are removed 

from the closed (lp)12 shell, which is assumed to be the dominant con-

16 
figuration of the 0 ground state. Further comparison between Fig. 4-1 

and 4-2 shows that the four major levels observed below 9 MeV excitation 

correspond to the first four p-shell levels predicted by intermediate 

coupling. Additional evidence for the direct pickup mechanism is found 

by comparison with Fig. 4-3, which shows a sample spectrum of the 

15 . 13 15 3 13 . 
. N(p,t) Nand N(p, He) Creact10ns at 43.7 MeV and taken at 15° in 

the laboratory. Below 9 MeV all the reactions strongly populate the 

same levels. A discussion of the region above 9 MeV and other aspects 

of the 160 (p,a)13N reaction will follow. 

16 13 . The O(p,a) N react10n has been previously investigated at 

bombarding. energies around 9 MeV (Da 64b) , 13.5 to 18 MeV (Ma 61),· 

38 MeV (Ga 68), and 38.8 MeV (Sh 67). The first two experiments are not 

applicable here due to the strong energy dependence (discussed later) 

exhibited by the angular distributions at low energy. Such a dependence 

is indicative of a non-direct mechanism such as compound.nucleusexci-

,tation. In the last case (Sh 67), although angular distributions were 

obtained through the 7.42 MeV level, no conclusions were reached. 

Attempts to fit the data with an L dependent diffraction mode} proved 

unsuccessful. Indeed such a model appeared unable to indicate whether 

-
a knockout or a pickup mechanism was predominant. 
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Two recent works (au 70, Gu71) have measured (p,a) excitation 

functions on 160 from 18.5 to 44.5 MeV for levels through 6.38 MeV. 

While at lower energie,s the angulardistdbutions ap)?ear to be quite 

energy dependent (especially at back angles), above about 30 MeV the 

distributions of transitiollsto negative parity; p-shell levels exhibit 

a slow, !3mooth variation with energy. Further, the total cross sections 

for transitions to the 1/2- ground state and 3/2- state at 3.51 MeV vary 

quite smoothly with energy and exhibit excellent agreement with the 

observed empirical relationship 

'. 

This overall behavior is in agreement with the above contention that at 

these energies the reaction if proceeding primarily via the direct pickup 

of three nucleons and hence should strongly populate only the p-shell, 

negative parity levels. This smooth variation is totally distinct from 

the apparently random oscillations with energy exhibited by the total 

cross sections of the 2.37 ~eV 1/2+ and 6.38 MeV 5/2+ transitions. These 

weak transitions to non-p-shell.levels could, on the other hand, proceed 

throughseiteral possible different. mechanisms, which will be d~scussed 

. later, and such an observed energy dependence would not be unexpected. 

1. 1/2-:' Leyels 

Figure 4-2 indicates that in the region below about 16 MeV, three 

1/2- levels are predicted by interme.diate coupling. Two of these cor-
'. 13 

respond to the ground state and the level at B.92 MeV in . N. Figure 4 ... 4 

shows these angular distributions, together with other L=l transitions. 
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Fig. 4-4. Differential cross sections of the L=l. ( p,a.) transitions 
from 160 . The curves are obtained by least-squares fitting. 
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From Fig. 3-1 it is noted that transitions to these levels should proceed 

via a single J=1/2 transfer. The ground state transition exhibits a 

strong diffraction pattern, consistent with J=1/2 transition charac-

teristics outlined at the beginning of Section IV. The transition t~ 

the 8.92 MeV level also exhibits a similar forward peaking and first 

maximum, but is considerable less well defined. The natural width of 

the level (r=230 keV) together with the experimental resolution combine 

to give this level an observed laboratory width of 395 keVwhich overlaps 

with the weaker 3/2-- level at 9.52
Q

MeV. The difficulty in resolving the 

two levels undoubtedly contributes somewhat to the relative lack of 

structure in the distribution. 

Previous work (Fl 68) has suggested that the third 1/2- p-shell 

level lies at 10.78 MeV in 13N and at 11~09 in 13C• These levels maybe 

seen in Fig. 4-3. Table 4-1 shows that while a level probably corresponding 

to the 10.78 MeV state was observed in this reaction ,its cross section 

was small and no angular distributions could be obtained. In the absence 

of this, and without a detailed spectroscopic factor calculation, no con

clusions on this level (other than its probable negative parity) may be 

reached from the (p,a.) reaction. 

A somewhat stronger transition was observed to a level at 11.50 MeV 

excitation. The level is shown after removal of backgroUnd in Fig. 4-1. 

The fits to the data were obtained as discussed in Section II-E, part 1. 

The resulting angular distribution shown in Fig. 4-5, would normally be 

considered indicative of F.i. non-p-shelltransition (discussed in part A5 

of this section). In this case, however, the distribution may well be 

complicated by the pre~ence of an unresolved 3/.2- level at 11. 87 MeV. 

Since this is an established p-shell level (see discussion of 3/2- levels) 
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and strongly populated in two nucleon pickup reactions, some population 

of the level would normally be expected in the (p,a) reaction. Inter-

ference from an unresolved level could then beat least a contributing 

factor in the structureless character of the distribution. No conclusions, 

- therefore, may be .reached on this state based on the (p,a) reaction, 

except its negative parity. The (p,t) reaction, however, shown in Fig. 

4-3, indicates the possible presence of an unresolved state as part of 

the 11.88 MeV, 3/2- peak in 13N. Distorted wave fits to the (p,t) angular 

distribution to this state (discussed in Fl 68, Fl 67) are quite con-

sistent with the interpretation of the presence of both a 1/2- and 3/2-

level. While the 3/2- transition is dominant, neither a 1/2- nor a 3/2-

fit was capable of independently fitting the data. The presence of an 

unresolved state at lower excitation is in agreement with the (p,a) 

observation of a level at 11.50 MeV which was unseparable from the 3/2-

level. The previously mentioned (p,t) analysis would there.fore tenta-

tively indicate a 1/2- assignment for this state. 

Intermediate coupling calculations (Fig. 4-2) predict only one 

1/2- level in this, region, at 13-14 MeV. This would mean, assuming the 

previous arguments are valid, that' either the iO.78 MeV or the 11.50 MeV , -

level is not a p-shell level. A number of negative parity, non-p-shell 

levels have been reported in this region and will be discussed in part A5 

of this section. S~h levels are expected to be weakly populated, at 

best, via a direct pickup ~echanism in either the (p,t), (p,3He ) or (p,a) 

reactions.' Arguments based on these weak transitions, in' the absence of 

more definitive information, must be considered tentative. 

'C. 
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2. 3/2-Levels 

Two and possibly three 3/2-, T=1/2 p-shell levels are expected 

(Fig. 4-2) in the energy region examined by this experiment. The angular 

distribution to the well known first 3/2- at 3.509 MeV is shown in Fig. 

4-4. Comparison should be made between this distribution and that to 

the ground state in the same figure. Although both transitions proceed 

through an 1=1 transfer, the distributions are quite dissimilar, giving 

strong evidence for J-dependence in the reaction. 

Previous (Fl 67, Fl 68) work has strongly indicated the 3/2-

level reported at 9.52 MeV is not the second 3/2- p~shell level predicted 

by intermediate coupling. 'These conclusions are supported by the present 

work. The angular distribution to this state, shown in Fig. 4-4, exhibits 

a shapeinconipatible with the J=3/2 transition shape displayed by the 
, 

3.51 MeV transition. The distribution in fact exhibits a shape more con-

sistent with a J=1/2 transition. The total cross section to the level 

is also very small, less than that to the positive parity 6.38 MeV state. 

Previous arguments identifying the 9.52 MeV state asa non.;.p-shell level 

were centered around the absence of an observed transition in the 

15N(p,t)13N reaction, as can be seen from Fig. 4-3. This is inconsistent 

with spectroscopic factor calculations which predict the second 3/2-

level should be strongly populated in both the (p,t) and (p,~e) reactions. 

'I'hepopulation of the 9.5 MeV level only in the (p,3He ) reaction was 

explained by the possibility of strong quartet spin configurations in the 

wave function (Ce 66) which would make the transition "s forbidden" to 

the (p,t) reaction. The only consistent explanation of both the absence 

in the (p,t) reaction and the inconsistent (p,a) transition shape is 

that the level is not composed of a (lp)9 configuration. This conclusion 
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is supported by the lack of detectable Ml transition strength to the 

'ground state from this level whereas a strength of 0.17 Weisskopf units 

is expected (Wi 69). Since there is no reason to believe that weak 

transitions to non-p~shell levels are proceeding via the same direct 

pickup mechanism as the major transitions, little significance can be. 

attached to the angular distribution. Weak transitions will be discussed 

generally in part 5 of this section. 

The second 3/2- p-shell level has been identified at 11.87 MeV 

(Aj 7l,Fl 68, Ko 67) and its ~irror at 11. 72 MeV in l3C. Transitions 

to this level are not observed in the (p,a) reaction, although some 

strength is expected. As was discussed in part AI, it is felt that this 

level is probably obscured by the level seen at 11.50 MeV and the broad 

level at 12.13 MeV. 

A level was also observed at approximately 13.5 MeV and its 

angular distribution is shown in Fig. 4-4. While the cross section to 

this level is comparable in strength to the grounq state transition, 

its analysis is complicated by two adjacent stronger transitions (see 

Fig. 4-1). The angular distribution clearly exhibits the forward peaking 

characteristic of L=l transfers. This would indicate a 1/2- or 3/2-

assignment. Since evidence was already'discussed for assigning the second 

'1/2- to the 11.50 MeV level and since no other p-shell 1/2- levels are 

predicted in this region, the assignment of 3/2- appears to be more'con-

sistent. Both Cohen and Kurath (Co 65) and Boyarkina (Bo 64) predict 

3/2- levels in this region, although at somewhat'higher excitation. The 

predictions of Goldhammer, however, place the level at 18.2 MeV. 

The first 3/2-, T=3/2level at 15.07 MeV is not observed, as 

anticipate'd. . . ' ',,16 '( )13N t. Isospl.n selection rules restrl.ct the Op,a reac l.on 

to ,the population ofT=1!2levels. 
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3. 5/2- Levels 

Intermediate coupling calculations predict two 5/2- levels below 

17 MeV. The first 5/2- level is seen at 7.39 MeV, in good agreement with 

predictions. It is the strongest transition observed in this reaction, 

and its angular distribution is shown in Fig. 4-5a. This. distribution is 

important in that, as can be seen from Fig. 3-1,it is the only known 

example of a pure J=5/2 transition to be found in these reactions. 

Ear'lier work has indicated a second 5/2-state at 10.35 MeV and 

a 7/2- state at 10.36 MeV (Ba 66, S~ 67). The angular distribution to 

this pair of levels is shown in Fig. 4-5. The distribution is relatively 

+ . 
uniform and similar in appearance to the 5/2 transition in the same 

figure. The total strength to both. these levels is also roughly equiv-

+ alent to that of the 6.38 MeV 5/2 level. The levels are not appreciably 

15 13 14 1__ 1"-_ .. 13 1_ 13 
excited in either the N(p,t) N, N('"'1Ie,a) '"'N (Fl 68), orC('"'1Ie,t) N 

(Ba 69) reactions. Furthermore the mirror levels are not populated in 

the 15N(p,3Ii:e)13c , 14N(d,~e)13C and 13C(3He,3He,)13c reactions. Since 

I . 
these. reactions would be expected to populate p~shell levels, it is felt 

that this 5/2- level does not have a p-shell configuration (the 7/2-

level will be discussed in the following section). This conclusion is 

supported by the intermediate coupling predictions which indicate the 

.second 5/2- lies at substantially higher excitations (Fig. 4-2). Further-

more it is not surprising to find (s,d) shell, negative parity levels 

in this region. The 9.52 MeV 3/2- level was already shown not. tb belong 

to the p-shell and other work has. shown a 3/2- level at 9.90 MeV in 13C 

to have similar character (Wi 69). 

Amore likely candidate for the second 5/2~ is a previously 

unreported level that was observed at 12.75 MeV. Its distribution, shown 
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in Fig. 4-5a, displays the first maximum at "'25 0
, characteristic of L=3 

transfers. It also exhibits the shallow minimum ,and second maximum 

associated with J=5/2 transfers. The excitation is in good agreement 

with the predictions of Cohen and Kurath, although not those of Goldham-

mer or Boyarkina (Fig. 4-1). 

4. 7/2- Levels 

The single 7/2- level predicted below 17 MeV has not previously 

been reported in 13N• The mirror level in 13C has been observed as a 

strong transition in the 15N(p,3He )13c reaction (Fl 68, Fig. 4-3). 

Assignment of this level (in reference Fl 68) was, to a significant 

'15 13 ' extent, 'based on the lack of any mirror level in :the N(p,t) N reaction. 

A transition to a 7/2- level ,from 15N would be forbidden in the (p,t) 
\ 

reaction by angular momentum selection !ules, but not in the (p,3He ) 

reaction. 

The level observed at 12.13 ltteV, the third strongest transition 

observed in this reaction, would appear to be the missing 7/2- level in 

13N. The excitation is in good agreement with the 12.42 MeV 7/2-mirror 

level in 13C and is bracketed nicely by the theoretical predictions shown 

in Fig. 4-2. The angular distribution, shown in Fig. 4'-5a, is an excel-
\ 

lent example of J=7/2 transfer, and is in agreement with distorted wave 

analysis presented in Section V. 

Since the previous arguments unambiguously identify the single 

predicted 7/2- p-shell level, a reported 7/2- level at 10.36 MeV(Ba 66, 

Sw 67) must therefore be anon-p-shell level. The weak transitions 

observed to the 5/2- and 7/2-levels at 10.35 alld their Uniform angular 

distribution (Fig. 4-Sb), discussed in the previous section, are consistent 
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with previous non-p-shell transitions. This conclusion is also supported 

by the fact that no transition was observed to the mirror level in the 

15N(p,3He )13c reaction (Fig. 4-3) although it would be allowed. 

5. Non-p-shell Levels 

Weak transitions to two positive parity levels, the 2.37 MeV 

1/2+ and the 6.38 MeV 5/2+ states, and to the non~p~shell 3/2-, 5/2-, 

and 7/2- levels at 9.52, 10.35, and 10.36 MeV respectively, were observed 

in this reaction. Angular distributions to the 3/2- and 5/2- levels 

(Figs. 4-4 and 405b) are inconsistent with those produced by a direct 

pickup mechanism. 
. +. 

The angular distribution to the 5/2 level is shown 

in Fig. 4-5b. If the transition ~o the level proceeds through a direct 

process then it Sh01.-!.ld exhibit an L=2, J=5/2 transfer. While this shape 

is not inconsistent with DWBA predictions, there is no other analogous 

experimental transfer with which to compare it. The transition to the 

5/2+ level is the strongest transition to an TI#(_l)n level (where TI is 

the parity and n the total number of p-shell nucleons) observed in these 

reactions. This level is also the strongest positive parity level observed 

. t 15N( t)13N • ln hep, reactlon. Further, the cross section for both trans i-

tions are equal, and the angular distributions quite similar (Fl 68). 

Various alternate modes of populating these levels are possible-

a knockout mechanism, (2s,ld)2 impurities in the 160 ground state, or a 

core excitation process. Compound nucleus effects, discussed in the intro-

duction of this section, decrease with increasing bombarding energies and 

are expected to be negligible for these reactions. A knockout mechanism 

is highly unlikely for reasons discussed in Section III, and considering 

+ + 
the relative population of the 1/2 and 5/2 levels and the absence of 
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other positive parity levels. Both a core excitation pickup process 

and a direct pickup process, proceeding through (2s,ld)2 impurities in' 

the 15~ ground state wave function, seem capable of explaining the popu-

'.' . T + ' ' 
lation of the 1/2 and 5/2 levels in the (p,t) 7'eaction. The former 

explanation, however, was considered somewhat more consistent (Fl 67). 

This is in agreement with the results of (p,a) excitation functions on 

16 O(Gu 70, Gu 71) discussed in the introduction of part A in this section. 

If the transition to these levels proceeded through impurities in the 

16 ' 
ground state wave function of 0, the process would still be a direct 

pickup mechanism and as sucq should exhibit the same smooth variation with 

energy as the 1/2- and 3/2- transitions. This strongly suggests that 

these levels are being populated via a different ~d energy dependent 

mechanism, such as a two step, core excitation pickup process (Pe 64b, 

Ko 66, Le 66). 

This reaction was investigated at an incident beam energy of 

43.7 MeV on a gas target enriched in 15N2 . An energy spectrum of the 

reaction, taken at 10° in the laboratory, is shown in Fig. 4-6. Table 

4-2 compares the experimental level excitations and spin-parity assign-

ments with previously reported information and lists the respective 

integrateq c~o~s sections determined by the reactio~. An energy level 

diagram, which summarizes the information previously reported on 12C, is 

shown in Fig. 4-7. Also shawn in this figure are theoretical predictions 

of the excitation Of p-shell levels based on intermediate coupling and 

effective interaction calculations. 

.. 
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Table "-2. 15 '12 Comparison ot expe,rimental results trom the . N(p,a) 0 react.ion. 
at 43.7 MeV with prev1oua1),reported Into~tion. 

p;eviously Reported(a) 1S. 12' (p.a), .0 Results 

Ex(MeV) 1: keY iff,T E (MeV) 1: x 
keV(b) irr o (pb) (c) 

( 4 .9646 1: 0 • 9 ) ( d ) 0+ . . 

43) 0+ 80t '(4.972 t 9 

2+ .. 
2+ . 679 t 16.4392 1: 0.3 . 4.4216 1: 31 30 

1.653 1: 3 0+ 1.626 1: 36 0+ ~1 
\ 

9.636 t 5 3 - 9.642 1: 45 162 1: 10 

10.3 (0+) 10.253 1. 137 ....() 

12.113 1: 6 1+ . l2~122. 1: 41 1+ 151 ± 15 

13.352 ± 17 (2-) 13.3116 :t. 85 ~).6 

116.063 1: 15 4+ 14.095 :t 32 4+ 142 ± 24 

15.109 :t 4 1+,1 •• '15.106 :t 30 1+ 185 ± 16 

16.106 1: 1 2+,1 16;101 ± 45 2+ 4281: 24 

11.71 0+.(1) 11.199 i 29 0 + 1261: 16 

18.84 2+,1 18.832 1: 416 2+ 241 ± 16 

(19.69 ) 

19.88 
,~ .... 

19.836 ± 73 - 145 + 

20.24 

20.47 20."13 1: 42 3 
+ 6461: 26 

20.64 (3-,1) 

20.99 

21~49 21.5911: 80 + 

22.1 

22.6 22.5911: 50 (+) 

22.64 

• . Indicates level was initial1), usedu cfllibration.· 
(a) Aj :68, Bo70, Sc 10,Ta1D.; List omits those levels clearly not populo.ted. 
(b) Errors represent statistical spread of .data onl)'. See footnote 3. 
(c) Cross sections were integrated from 120 to 900 c.m. The errors represent 

statlstico.l variation only. i. . . 

(d) Nuclear reaction Q-value, Ma 66. 

% --s 

.~ 
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This reaction has been'investigated previously at beam energies 

up to about 19 MeV (see references in Aj 68) and angular distributions 

were obtained to the ground and 4.43 MeV states. While the marked dif-

ference in the distributions to these levels were connnented on (Ec 64), 

no explanation was offered. At these energies, however, the distribuyions 

were found to be energy dependent and to exhibit strong back angle

peaking. These findings are in agreement with recent (p,et) excitation 

functf6ns obtained for transitions to the ground and 4.43 MeV states at 

incident proton energies between 19.9 and 43.4 MeV~ The back angle 

peaking and general energy dependence observed below 35 MeV indicate the 

reaction is not proceeding via a direct mechanism. ' Both these phenomena 
1 ' 

are' observed to diminish with increasing beam energy. ,This is consistent 

,with the gradual reduction of compound nuclear effects anticipated at 

higher energies. 

It can be ,seen from Fig. 4-6 and 4~7 that the reaction strongly 

populates only the positive parity p-shell levels. Again this is what 

is expected on the basis of a direct pickup of three nucleons from a 

dominant (lp)ll ground state configuration for 15N. The formation of 

-both T=O and T=l levels is permitted in this reaction by isospin selection 

rules and both groups of levels are strongiy populated. 

1. 0+ ,Levels 

From Fig. 3-1 it can be seen that population of the 0+ levels in 

mass 12 should proceed through a J=1/2 transfer. + Three 0 p-shell levels 

are predicted below 20 MeV (Fig. 4-7) and transitions to 'all three levels 

were observed., The angular distributions to these levels are shown in 

Fig. 4-8. It is clear that the shape of these distr,ibutions, spanning an 
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15 N ( P, 4 He ) 12C 

J, = 1/2 transitions 

+ 
• g.s. , 0 
• 7.653 MeV, 0 

+ 

, , 

+ 
• I 7. 7 7 MeV, 0 , (T = t ) 

, , , , 
' ... 

0.1 L---L.----J'--.....I.---l._...I.---L.._...!------L.._...!..---I 

o 20 40 60 80 100 
Center of mass angle (deg) 

XBL717-3972 

Fig. 4-8. Angular distribution .of L=l, J=1/2 (p,a) transitions 
from 15N. The curv.es represent least-squares fits to the 
data. 
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energy range of over 17 MeV, are markedly similar and in excellent agree~ 

ment with the general features of the, J=1/2 transition outlined at the· 

beginning of Section IV. 

+ The 0 level at 7.65 MeV is of special interest. The cross section 

to this level is over an order of magnitude lower than the other two 0+ 

levels. It should also be noticed from Fig. 4-7 that theoretical pre-

dictions of the level's excitation are extremely poor, the closest being 

high by almost 3 MeV. Two different ways have been'suggested to account 

for this apparent discrepancy. 

12 The Nilsson picture of C (under strong oblate deformation) shows 

12 
a gap between the two Ip-levels which are filled in the C ground state 

and thehext four levels, of which three arise from the (2s,ld)-shell 

and one from the p-shell' (Ku 59). It has been argued (Co 65) that 

promotion of nucleons from the lower Ip-levels to the (2s,ld)-levels may 

be as easy as promotion to the Ip-level. In this case a coherent inter

action could produce a lowered 0+ level which could in turn mix with the 

+ '8 6 2 
p-shell level to produce a 0 level, of the form (lp) + (lp) (2s,ld) , 

at 7.65 MeV. This would produce better agreement between the log ft 

values observed in the beta dec~ of 12B and theoretical predictions 

(Co 65). If such is, the case, then the fact that the weak (p,a) transi~ 

tion observed, exhibits all the characteristics 'attributed to a direct 

pickup reaction indicates that this transition may be proceeding through 

the p-shell portion of the wave function and not through a two-step, core 

excitation process, as discussed in part A5 of this section. 

An alternate explanation for the disagreement with theory is 

based on the effects of a-clustering (Go 67). The 7.65 MeV 0+ level lies 

8 \ 
Just above the Be+a threshold (F:ig. 4..,;7) and i thas been suggested (No 69) 

, \ 
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that a-clustering makes a significant contribution to the level's binding 

energy. Such a contribution would not be accounted for by current effec-

tive interaction calculations. The observed difficUlty in accurately 

predicting the excitation of levels with large a-decay widths is con-

sistent with this argument. 

A level at 10.3 MeV has tentatively been reported as having 0+ 

character. Very weak excitation of this level was observed. Considering 

that all available p-shell levels are accounted for up to 16 MeV in exci-

tat ion , it appears likely that the level is not part of a p-'shell con-

figuration. 

2. 1+ Levels 

The angUlar momentum selection rules restrict the transitions to 

1+ levels in 12C to an L=l transfer. However, as indicated in Fig. 3-1, 

both S=1/2 .and J=3/2 transitions are allowed. As outlined in Section III, 

transitions involving mUltiple values of J may be treated incoherently. 

+ 
Fo.ur or five 1 levels are predicted below 23 MeV of excitation (Fig. 4-7). 

The first two of these are clearly seen at 12.71 arid 15.11 (T=l) MeV. 

The angul_ar distributions to these levels are shown' in Fig. 4-9a. Com-

parison of these distributions with those in Fig. 4-8 indicates that 

although both J=1/2 and 3/2 transfers are allowed, the transitions are 

proceeding primarily via the J=3/2 transfer. Both levels agree very well 

with the corresponding predicted excitations. Unfortunately no evidence 

. + 
for the population of the remaining 1 levels below 20 MeV excitation is 

observed. 
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15 N ( p, 4 He ) 12C transitions 

(a ) . 
L= 1, J = 112 and 3/2 

( b ) L=3 J=7/2 , '. -
+ . 

.15.109 MeV, 1 ,T= 1 
+ ,J 

.12.713 MeV, t . 
-14.083 MeV, 4 + 

20 40 60 80 100 
Center of mass angle' ( deg' ) 

XBL 717- 3973 

Fig. 4-9. Angular distrtbutions for (p ,a) transitions from l~N: . 
(a) L=l, J=1/2 and 3/2transi'ers;. (b) L=3, J=7/2 transfer. 
The curves represent least-squares fits to the data. 

~. 
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Fig. 4-10. Angular dis~ributions for L=l, J=3/2 and,L::3, J:::5/2 (p,a) 
transitions from 1 O. The curves represent least-squares fits 
to the data. \, 
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500. 
15 N ( p, 4 He ) 12C transitions 
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-
~ . 

00 10 

" ~ 5 

• 20.47 MeV 3+ f 
( L = 3, J = 5/2 and 7/2) 

0.5 [] 
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( L = 2, J = 5/2 ; L = 4, J = 7/2) 
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Fig. 4-11. An~ular distributions of. l5N(p,a.) transitions to. 3+ and 3-
levels. The curves 'represent least-squares fits to the data. 
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3. 2+ Levels 

+ The 2 levels may be populated either via 1=1, J=3/2 or L=3, 

J=5/2 tr~sitions. A (p,a) transition in this reaction which exhibits 

+ both 1=1 and L=3 character is, therefore, unambiguously a 2 level. 

Transitions displaying a shape consistent with a single J transfer will, 

on the other hand, always be ambiguous. This point will be illustrated 

in the subsequent analysis. 

The treatment of transitions proceeding through the multiple J 

+ transfers is illustrated by the transition to the well known 2 level 

at 4.44 MeV. The distribution, shown in Fig. 4-10, exllibits the strong 

forward peaking characteristic of an 1=1 transfer. The remainder of the 

distribution, however, is completely inconsistent with either J=1/2 or 

J=3/2 shapes. No simple combination of these shapes could produce the 

first minimum observed around 43°. This minimum is completely out of 

phase with a J=1/2 transfer and occurs "'15° before the minimum expected 

in a J=3/2 transfer. A combination of J=3/2 and 5/2 shapes would explain 

the observed distribution, since the latter transition exhibits a known 

minimum in this region. Since the level is isolated and the second 

+ strongest transition observed, an assignment of 2 , based on the previous 

arguments, would appear justified. 

+ +',' Two additional 2 , T=O levels and two 2 ,T=l levels are predicted 

below 23 MeV. Of these, two strong transitions, apparently corresponding 

to the T=l levels are observed, and the distributions shown in Fig. 4-10. 

The distribution of the level at 18.84 MeV, by arguments similar to the 

previous case, is seen to exhibit both L=l and L=3 character, which would 

+ identify it as a 2 level. The distribution of the 16.11 MeV level, on 

the,other hand, displays a fairly characteristic J=5/2 shape. Such a 
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distribution could be obtained from transitions to either a 2+ or a 3+ 

+ level. ,Therefore, although this level is a well known 2 , no definitive 

spin assignment, based on the (p ,a) distribution couid be made. 

4. 3+ Level 

The first 3 +, T=O state in 12C is predicted at "-'23 MeV by the 

intermediate coupling calculations of Boyarkina and at "-'17 MeV and above 

21 MeV by the effective interaction calcUlations of Cohen and Kurath, ,and 

Goldhammer, respectively (see Fig. 4-7). Cohen and Kurath also predict a 

+ second 3, T=O level at an excitation of 22.5 MeV. The calculations of 

Goldhammer appear to achieve the best results in the prediction of other 

12 C levels, which mlght be expected from the nature of his calculations 

(se~ Section III). 

. + All three calculations agree, ho¥:'ever, that the fl.rst 3 , '1'=1 

level should lie between about 19.5 and 21 MeV. The angular distribution 

of the strongly populated level seen at 20.47 MeV is shown in Fig. 4-11. 

The L=3 character of the distribution is clear and the observed maximum 

at "-'320 is indicative of a J=7/2 transition (see Fig. 4-9b for comparison). 

The observ~d small angle be~avior wquld, however, require the presence 

of bothJ=5/2 and 7/2 transitions, since both exhibit maxima in this 

region (15-30°) which are separated by approximately 10°. Only trans i-

. + 
~iop.s to 3 levels may display poth J=5/2 and 7/2 components. This con-

elusion is confirmed by the DWBA fits in the following section. 

This assignment is consistent with the results obtained from 

electron scattering on 12C. Here (To 70) a level near 20.6 MeV was 

. ' + 
, tentatively assigned" as 3 by comparison of experimental and theoretical 

form' factors. Another recent work (Bo 70) has also indicated tentative' 
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+ assignment of a 3 , T=l level at 20.5 ± 0.1 MeV. This assignment was 

10 3 12 . based on DWBA analysis of the B( He,p) C react~on and the subsequent 

decay properties of the level. This level is therefore associated with 

. TI + . 
the J =3 , T=l triad, with the other members being identified at 5.3 MeV 

inl~ and 5.61 in 12B. It shouldbe noted that the prediction of 

Goldhammer of 20.88 MeV (No 69) for the excitation of this level is in 

excellent agreement with the 20.47 ±0.04 determined from this experiment. 

4+ 5. Level 

The. deformed nature of the 12C nucleus was mentioned in part 2 of 

this section. It is well known that various low lying excited levels of 

even-even nuclei may be explained as collective excitations of the deformed 

ground state. The 2+ level at 4.43 MeV is ~ well established example of 

this in
12

C (Sa 67, Fa 67, Gi 68, Cr 66b, Bo 67). The energy of a 

rotational level of spin I is given from the collective model as 

where d is the moment of inertia of the deformed nucleus. The expected 
+ . 

excitation of the collective 4 level can therefore be calculated as 

14.8 MeV by assuming the 4.44 MeV 2+ as the rotational component. Figure 

4+ 
4~7 shows that intermediate coupling calculations also predict the 

level between about '12 and 14 MeV. These predictions are also in agree

ment with early cluster model calculations (Sh 60) and more recent col..; 

lective calculations (So 67, La 67). That there is such agreement in the 

various predictions'is not surprising since it has been shown (Ku 59) that 

there is SUbstantial overlap between the Nilsson wave functions and those 
, 

obtained from intermediate coupling calculations, for the Ip-shell .. 
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From Fig. 3-1 it can be seen that a pureS=7/2 transfer is 

required to populate a 4+ level in 12C. The angula:!':' distribution, shown 

in Fig.4-9b, for the transition to the 14.08 MeV level, is probably the 

best example of a 3=7/2 transfer observed in t~esereactions, and is 

consistent with the DWBA calculations presented in Section V. This 

transition is also the strongest obs~rved in this ,reaction. The assign

ment of 4+ to this level appears , therefore, unambiguous. This assign

ment is in agreement with tentative r~sults of 12C_12C scatt'ering (Ga 63) 

and more compelling recent arguments based on analysis'of 14N(p,3He )12c, 
14. 12 13 12 " N(d,a)' C and C(p,d) C reactlOns (Sc 70). 

6. Non-p-shellLevels 

Transitions,to the 9.64, MeV 3- level and the 13.35 MeV, 2-.level 

were observed. The total cross section to both levels are roughly 

equivalent. The angular distribution of the 3- level is shown iri Fig. 

4-11. In a direct pickup mechanism the transition could proceed via 

L=2, J=5/2 or L=4, 3=7/2 transfer. While it bears some resemblance to the 

- . + 
transition to the 6.38 MeV 5.12 level in Fig. 4-5, no conclusions may be 

drawn as to the reaction mechanism. 

C. 

An incident beam energy of 43.7 MeV was used to investigate this 

t " 15N t t reac ~onon an gas arge. A sample energy spectrum, taken at 28° 

in the laboratory, is' shown in Fig. 4-12. The observed experimental 

resolution was 1'63 keV for this reaction. Table 4-3 summarizes the 

experiment8.l1y determined excitations, spin and parity assignments, and. 

reaction cross sections. The table also provides comparison between the 

) 

\ III 
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14N (p,AHe) "c 8A2 
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Fig. 4-12. Energy spectrum ,of the 14N(p"a)11c reac.tionat an ,incident 
proton energy of ,43.7. MeV and taken at a laboratory angle of 
28 degrees. 
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Tele .... ]. Comparison ot experimental results 'tro. the I"B(p ,41)llC reaction 
at :"3.7 MeVw1th previously reported.~ iatormation. 

• Indicates level was initially used as calibration. 
(a) Aj 68,Br 10, CO 68 •. Fo 10. Go 70; Lhtomits levels clearly not populated. 
(b) Represents the statistical spread of the data. only. See footnote 3. 
(cl Cross sections were integrated from 12° to 900 c.m. The errors represent 

statistical variation on1y~ See Appendix 2. . 
(d) Nuclear reaction Q-value. Ma 66. 
( e) Broad level or group of levels. 

III 
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·11 
experimental results and the information previously reported on C. 

'" 
Figure 4-13 permits a comparison of the energy levels in lIe with both 

the known negative parity levels and the currently'uncharacterized levels 

11 
in the mirror nucleus, B. Also shown in this figure are the p-shell 

level excitations predicted from intermediate coupling calculations. 

. 13 11 13 3 11 . 
Energy spectra for the C(p,t) e and the e(p, He) B reactlonsare 

shown in Fig. 4-14. Two previous experiments have been reported on the 

14 N(p,a) reaction at energies sufficient to favor a predominantly direct 

mechanism. Angular distributions for several low lying levels were 

obtained at proton energies of 38 MeV (G~ 68) and 38.8 MeV (Sh 67). No 

concJ.,usions, other than the probably pickup nature of the mechanisms, 

were drawn from the experiments. 

As was found for the two previous reactions, Fig. 4-12 shows 

strong population of only the p-shel1 levels. This is clearly evidenced 

by the extremely small population of the 6.90 MeV 5/2+ and 7.50~MeV 3/2+ 

states. The dominant transitions, through 8.42 MeV, are the same as 

d · t 13 ( )11 . t· d· th· 13e ( 3H )llB observe ln he e p,t e reac 10n an ln e mJ..rror p, e 

reaction (Fig. 4-14). 

The detailed analysis of the results of this experiment are compli-

cated by the latitude permitted the transferred angular momentum by the 

selection rules. Figure 3 .... 1 shows for example, that 3/2-and 5/2- levels 

may be reached in this reaction by three different total angular momentum 

transfers. It is very instructive, therefore, to determine how successful 

the arguments, utilized in the two previous reactions, are in this dif-

ficult case. 
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1. 1/2- Levels 

" Figure 4-13 shows three 1/2-, T=1/21evelspredicted below 

15 MeV. Isospin selection rules restri.ct this reaction to the population 

of T=1/2 states. Transition to the 1/2-, T=3/2 level 'reported at 

12.45 MeV is therefore not anticipated nor is evidence for the transi-

tion observed. Although population of the 1/2- levels may proceed via 

J=1/2 and 3/2 transfers (Fig. 3-1), the angular distribution of the 

2.00 MeV level, shown in Fig. 4-15, is an unambiguous example of a 

J=1/2 transition. 

No direct evidence of transitions to the remaining 1/2- levels 

was observed in this reaction. Several previously uncharacterized states 

were; however, strongly excited, although angular distributions were not 

obtained. . In particular indirect evidence suggests that the state 

observed at 11. 45 MeV may be the second 1/2- level. The 13c(p, ~e}llB 

reaction, shown in Fig. 4-14, shows a strong transition to a mirror state 

atll.64 MeV. The absence of a transition in the l3C(p,t)11C reaction 

may be explained by arguments identical to those used in mass 13 (part 

A20f this section) and will not be repeated here. The reported (p,3He ) 
, 

angular distribution(Fl 67) for the 11.64 MeV transition was consistent 

with either a 1/2 or 3/2- assignment. Although both 1/2- and 3/2- levels 

are predicted in this region, the following section identifies the 3/2-

level. This would suggest a 1/2- assignment for the 11.64 MeV l~ level 

11 .. 
and hence for the probable • C mirror at 11.45 MeV. Such an assignment 

would be in excellent agreement with intermediate coupling predictions 

(Fig. 4~13). 

. I 

;' 
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14 N (p, 4He ) "C transitions 

L= 1,3 
J=II2,3/21 5/2 

• g.s.3/2-
A 4.S0 MeV 3/2 -
• S.IO MeV 3/2-

L=I 
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XBL 718 -4023 

Fig. 4-15. ~ifferentiall£ros.s sections for (p,.~) transitio~.to 1/2-
and 3/2 level.s. in. C. Transition. to a 5/2- lev.el is .shown .for 
comparison. The curves represent least-squares fits to the data. 
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2. . 3/2- L~vels 

Including the ground state, four 3/2- levels are predicted from 

intermediate coupling below 15 MeV. Transitions to these levels are 

allowed to proceed via J=1/2; 3/2 and" 5/2 transfers. Distributions to 

the ground and well known 3/2- states at 4.80 MeV are shown in Fig. 4-15. 

That the distributions are relat:i.vely structureless is not surprising, 

although. the overall shapes (especially for the ground state) more closely 

resemble a J=5/2 transition. The dominance of the 5/2 transition is 

perhaps made more obvious by comparing the relatively small forward angle 

peaking (expected in either allowed L=l transfer) with that exhibited 

by the 1/2- transition in the same figure. This predominance of a' J=5/2 

transfer is exactly what would be anticipated for the ground state transi-

14 
tion~ Assuming that theN ground state ha.s a dominant 

.' 8 2 11 
[(lP3/2)o (lPl/2)l]1 configuration and the C ground state has a 

. 7' 
dominant (lP3/2)3/2 configuration the maximtun transition strength might 

1 2 
be expected for the removal of three (lP3/2)3/2 (lPl/2)1 nucleons 

initially coupled to J=5/2. 

A third 3/2""' level has been reported at 8.10 MeV and is relatively 

weakly excited in this reaction. The angular distribution for this transi-

tion is also shown in Fig. 4-15. Although conclusions based on weaker 

(p,a) transitions are often ambiguous, this transition has a cross section 

. .' - + 
SUbstantially larger than that observed for the non-p-shell 5/2 level 

(Table 4-3). Further the angular distribution is definitely indicative 

Of a 3/2-, assignment (the strong forward peaking indicates an L=l transi-

tion and the shallow second maximum a J=5/2 transfer). Since this level 

occurs immediately after the 7Be+a threshold and is very poorly. predicted 

by interm~diatecoupling (Fig.. 4~ 7 ) it would appear analogous to the 

15 12 + , N(p,a) C 7.65 MeV, 0 level discussed previously. 

•... 
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No identification of the remaining 3/2- level, predicted around 

12.5 to 13.5 MeV, was obtained. 

3. 5/2- Levels 

. Excitation of the four predicted 5/2-:- levels may occur by means 

ofa J=3/2, 5/2 or 7/2 transfer. The aiigular distribution of the known 

5/2- states at 4.32 MeV and 8~42 MeV are shown in Fig. 4-16 (the 4.32 MeV 

distribution is also shown for comparison in Fig. 4-15). As is the case 

of the 3/2- levels, these transitions ~ppear to proceed primarily via a 

J=5/2 transfer. Little·evidence is seen for the population of the third 

5/2-, predicted around 11 MeV . 

. A level is strongly excited at 14.07 MeV which is in good agree

ment with intermediate coupling predictions of approximately 14.5 MeV for 

the location of the fourth 5/2- level. The angular distribution of this 

level, shown in Fig. 4-1.6b, exhibits both J=7/2 and 5/2 character. From 

Table 3-1 it can be seen that only transitions to 5/2- or 7/2- levels 

in this nucleus may exhibit these· characteristics. The distribution is 

almost identical to that exhibited by the 12.57 MeV ~evel and shown in 

the same figure (see also Fig. 4-11 for comparison). This creates an 

ambiguous situation since the distributions of both the observed levels 

are consistent with either a 5/2- or 7/2- assignment and both a 5/2- and 

7/2- level (see the following s~ction)a.re predicted in this region. The 

fact that effective interaction calculations (Fig. 4-13) predict that 

the 5/2- level should lie above the 7/2- and that there is good agreement 

between the predicted and.experimental excit~tions indicates a probable 

5/2- assignment for the level at 14.07 MeV. 
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Fig. 4-16. ~ifferentil3.\iross sectiop:s for (p,O'.) tran.sitions to 5/2-
and 7/2 levels in C and for transitions to previously uncharac
terized llClevels (b). The curves represent least-squares fits 
to the data. 
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4. 7/2-·Levels 

Two 7/2- levels are predicted below 15 MeV. The angular distri-
... 

bution to the known level at 6.48 MeV is shown in Fig. 4-16. While both 

a J=5/2 and 7/2 transfer is permitted, this transition also appears to 

proceed primarily through a J=5/2 transfer. 

The second 7/2- is predicted around 12.5 to 13 . .5 MeV and is 

thought to correspond to the very strong level observed at 12.58 MeV. 

The angular distribution to this level is consistent with either a 5/2-

or 7/2- assignment, as discussed in the previous section. The 7/2-

.assignment is suggested on the basis of arguments presented therein. 

It may also be noticed in Fig. 4-13 that a 9/2- level is also 

predicted at 'V13.3 MeV . Excitation of this level is not anticipated in 

the (p,a) reaction although it is theoretically allowed (via a pure 

J=7/2 transfer). Such a transition would require the pickup of three 

. 3 
nucleons in a (lP3/2)9/2 configuration which would be forbidden from 

spin considerations .. This is analogous to the forbidden S=l pickup in 

the (p,t) reaction (Ce 66). 

D. The 13c(p,a)10B Reaction 

This reaction was investigated at incident beam energies of both 

43.7 MeV and 50.1 MeV on a gas target enriched (to 93%) in 1~CH4' Since 

no sigriificant difference was observed in the result at the two beam 

energies, the following discussion will be confined to the results of 

the 50.1, MeV experiment. An energy spectrum for this reaction, taken-

at 8 degrees in the laboratory, is shown in Fig. 4-17. The experimental 

resolution observed in the reaction was 180 keV. Table 4-4 presents the 

experimental excitations and spin-parity assignments, compared with 
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Fig. 4...,.l7. Energy spectrUDl of the 13c(p~a.)IOB.reactiDn .at .an incident 
proton energy of 50~1 MeV and at a laboratory angle of 8 degrees. 
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Table 4-4. Comparison of experimental results from the 13C(p,a)10B reaction at 
50.5 MeV withprevious1y repOrted information. 

PreviOUS1Y'Reported(a) 13c(p,a)1~ Results 

E (MeV) ± (keV) J 1T ,T E (MeV) ± (keV)(b) J1T a(~b)(c) x . . x 

(-4.0634 ± 1.0) Cd) . 

• 

0.7173 ± 0.8 

1. 740 ± 2 

2.154 ± 3· 

3.585 . ± 4 

4.774 ± 3 

5.166 ± 4 

5.183 ± 8 

. 5.923 ± 4 
6.029 ± 4 

7.469 ± 6 
7.561 ± 1 
7.665 - ± 30 

·8.07 ± 100 
8.896 ± 2 

11. 53 ± 40 

12.56 ± 30 

(14) 

3+ 

1+ 

0+ ~i 

1+ 

2+ 

3+ 

(+) 

(+) 

*(-4.066 ± 23) 

0.709 ± 22 

*1. 742± 27 

*2.154 ± 25 

3.585 ± 26 

4.774 ± 28 

5.186 ± 25 

6.013 ±.21 

1.531 ± 21 

(9.176 ± 50)(e) 

(11.174 ± 50)(e) 

13.572 ± 30 
(r", 500 keV) 

Indicates level was initially used as calibration. 

(~.4)+ 

(0,1)+ 

0+ 

(1,2)+ 

.(2,3)+ 

3+ 

+ 2 

+ 

+ 

3+ ,(4,2)+ 

I 

817 ± 24 
I 

49 ± 7 

83 ± 9 

96 ± 8 

45 ± 6 

47 ± 8 

225 ± 14 

491 ± 23 

I 

I. 
216 ± 15 

'" 189 

",' 335 

311 ± 18 

(a) Fi 68, La 66, Mo 69, Pu 67; List omits levels clearly not populated. 
(b) Represents the statistical spread of the data, only. See footnote 3. 
(c) Cross sections were integrated from 140 to 71.0 c .m. The errors represent 

statistical variation only. See Appendix 2. 
(d) Nuclear reaction Q-value, Ma 66. 
(e) Broad, poorly defined peaks (r '" 400 keV),impossib1e to distinguish whether 

they represent one or more levels. 
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previous results, and the integrated reaction cross sections. An energy 

level diagram, summarizing the previously reported information on lOB, 

is shown in Fig. 4-18 .. For comparison, the theoretical predictions for 

p~shell level excitations, obtained by intermediate coupling and effective 

interaction calculations, are also shown. As far as could be ascertained, 

this reaction has not previously been studied. The isospin selection 

rules permit the population of both T=O and T=l states in this reaction 

and transitions to both were observed. 

1. 
+ . o Levels 

+ . . 
TWo and possible three 0 , T=l levels are expected below 14 MeV. 

Transitions to these levels would proceed via a J=1/2 transfer. The 

angular distribution to the 1.74 MeV level is shown in Fig. 4-19 and it 

exhibits the expected J=1/2 diffraction pa.ttern. No direct evidence for 
.1 

the second 0+ level predicted between 12 and 14 MeV was observed. 

Although not many levels have been reported between 9 and 14 MeV 

in lOB, approximately 10 p-shell levels are predicted in this region (see 

Fig. 4.;..18). Relatively strong transitions were observed in this reaction 

to two previously unreported states, at 9.18 MeV and 11.17 MeV. Analysis 
I 

of these levels indicated that each peak might well represent more than 

one level. The angular distributions (not presented) were quite unin-

fo~ative with the exception that strong forward peaking was observed in 

the 9.18 MeV case. Better experimental resolution would be required to 

more fully understand these levels. 

A 0+ level has been reported at 7.56 MeV. The spin and parity 

were determined in both 9:Se (p,a)10B and 9Be(p,p)9Be reactions (La 66, 

.... 
A strong transition to a level at 7.53 MeV was observed. The 

·1,;, 
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Fig. 4~19. Dif::eristial eros s seet,ions .f~r. theL=;:l.(p, a.) . transi tio~ 
to levels J.n ,:B. TheL=1,,3 transl.twnto the 7.4:7 MeV levell.~ 
showrtfor comp~rison. The curves represent the least-squares 
fits to the data .. · . 
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angular distribution ,I shown in Fig .. 4':"20, 5s, however, not compatible 
. .' .' 

with a J=1/2transition but is consistent with population of the adjacent 

' .. + 
7.47 MeV 2 level which will be discussed later. Since the analysis of 

the 7.53 MeV data does not indicate the presence of more than one peak, 

any (p,o.) transition to this 0+ level must .be small. It should also be 

noted that this level is about 5 MeV from the nearest predicted 0+ 

p-sheil level. 

2 .. 1+ Levels 

+ + 
Three 1 , T=O and.two 1 , T=l levels are expected below 14 MeV. 

Transitions to levels at 0.717 and 2.15 MeV were <'observed and the angular 

distributions shown in Fig. 4-19. + . Population ofl levels ln this reaction 

m~ proceed via J=1/2 or 3/2 transfers. This is consistent with the 

distribution which shows the 0.717 MeV and 2.15 MeV transitions are 

proceeding by relatively pure J=1/2 and 3/2 transfers, respectively. 

Any spin assignments based on the distributions (assuming the levels were 

previously unknown) would therefore be ambiguou~ (0+, 1+ and 1 +, 2+ 

respectively) . 
+ ' 

No evidence of transitions to the reported 1 levels at 

5.18 MeV and 7.67 MeV, or any of the other predicted 1+ levels, was 

observed (see, however, the discussion in part 1 of this section). The 

lack of apparent strength. to. the reported 1+ level at 5.18 MeV is con

sistent .with the previously reported conclusion (Wa 62) that the level 

does not belong to the p-shell. 

3. 2+Levels 

+ At least seven 2 levels are predicted below 14 MeV. Clear 

transitions to three levels, at 3.59, 5.17 and 7.47 MeV,are observed. 

III 
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The angular distributions are shown in Fig. 4-20. Both J=3/2 and 5/2 

transfers are allowed in these transitions. This is consistent with the 

relatively pure J=5/2 and 3/2 patterns displayed by the 3; 59 MeV and 

7.47'MeV transitions, respectively. The 5.17 MeV transition exhibits 

characteristics 'consistent with both J=3/2 and 5/2transitions which 

would confirm a 2+ assignment. Some evidence for the population of the 

+ ' , ' 
reported 2" level at 5 ~ 92 MeV is observed and will be discussed in: part 

5 of this section. No evidence for transitions to the remaining ~+ levels 

was found. 

4. 
+, 

3 Levels 

+ Four 3 levels, including the ground state, are predicted below 

14 MeV. 'The angular distributions to the grourid and 4.77 MeV states are 

shown in both Figs. 4-20 and 4-21. Values of both J=5/2 and 7/2 are 

allowed in these transitions. This is consistent with the rather pure 

J=7/2 shape displayed by the ground state transition and the predominantly 

J=5/2 shape displayed by the 4.77 MeV transition. 

+ The 4.77 MeV level was originally indicated to have 2 character 

(La 66) although later work assigned the level as 3+ (Fi 68). The general 

arguments presented here would not ,be able to distinguish between these 

+ + assignments since both 2 and 3 levels could proceed via the observed 

J=5/2 transition. Distorted wave fits to this level, presented in 

Section V, indicate the necessity of a J=7/2 component in the transition 

to successfully reproduce the observed first maximum. This would, there

fore, indicate a 3+ assignment for the level. Since this level occurs 

immediately after the 6Li+a threshold it is consistent with a trend 

1211 ' 
observed in both C and C--that the level immediately following the 
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13C ( P t 4 He) 10e transitions 

o 13·57 MeV 
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• 6.03 MeV. 4+: J = 7/2 
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Fig. 4-21. Differential cross sections f.or L=3 (p,a.) transiti.ons to 
levels in lOB.. Also shown is the distributibn to a previously 
unreported level at l3. 57 MeV. The curves represent the leaf!lt
squares fits to the data. 
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a-partic~e threshold (which appears to have the same spin as the ground 

state) is poorly predicted by intermediate coupling and weakly populated 

in the (p,a) reaction (see discussion of the 7.65 MeV 0+ level in 12C). 

The accurate prediction at this level excitation by Cohen and Kurath 

(Fig.4-lS) is not unexpected. The excitation of the level was used as 

part of the basic data in their fitting procedure (Co 65). 

A strong transition is observed to a previously unreported level 

at 13.57 MeV. The angular distribution of this broad level (r ~ 500 keV) , 

shown in Fig. 4-21, is rather uniform. It can be seen from this figure, 

however, that the distribution most closely corresponds to a J=5/2 shape. 

Distorted wave analysis (see Section V) indicates that both J=5/2 and 

J=7/2 shapes are required to reproduce the forward angle behavior. This 

would indicate a 3+ assignment. The poor nature of the distribution, 

however, makes this a tentative assignment. Better resolution and higher 

statistics would enable the distribution to be better determined. 

4+ 
5. Levels 

4+ . 6 Two levels are predicted to occur at approximately .3 MeV 

and 13 MeV. The angular distribution of the 6.03 MeV transition is shown 

in Fig. 4-21. Thistransi tion should proceed via a single J=7/2 transfer. 

While the general shape is consistent with a J=7/2 transition, the small 

angle behavior is not. As will be seen in Section V only a small amount 

of strength to the neighboring 2+ state at 5.92 MeV would be required to 

account for such behavior~ The consistent 22S keV resolution observed 

for the 4+ transition, ~ompared to the basic ISO keV resolutibn obtained 

for neighboring transitions, supports the conclusion of a second, weakly 

populated and unresolved level. 
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This reaction was studied at an incident beam energy of 54.1 MeV 

12 
on a C target. An energy spectrum taken at 23.1 degrees in the 

laboratory is shown in .Ji'ig. 4-22. The resolution in this experiment was 

153 keV. A comparison between the experimental excitations and spin-

parity assignments and the previously reported results is given in 

Table 4-5. Also given in the table are t~e integrated reaction cross 

sections. The energy level diagram of 9B'and 9Be is shown in Fig. 4-23 

. together with theoretical predictions of p-shell level excitations. 
+ .. 

Since the. reaction is initiated on a 0 target, angular momentum selection 

rules restrict transitions to single valUi~S of J (see Fig. 3-1). The 

isospin sel.ection rules additionally restrict the reaction to population 
., .' . 

of·T=l/ 2 levels. 

This reaction has previously been investigated at proton energies 

of between 15 and 19 MeV (La 66 and references therein) and between 38 

to 45 MeV CCr 66, Cr 67, Ga 69, Li 68, Sh 67). With one exception (Sh 67) 

only ground state distributions were obtained in these experiments. - The 

primary purpose of these investigations has been to elucidate the (p,a.) 

reaction mechanism. No unambiguous conclusion, however, was dra.wn from 

the experimental results. The chief difficulty appears in explaining 

the observed back angle peaking (e >130°), and several different and c .m. 

potentially interfering mechani~~s hav~ been pr.oposed. 

Recent work (Gu. 71, Gu 70) has measured the 12c( p ,a.)9B ground 

state excitation function between 18. 5 and 44. 5 MeV. The data obtained 

in these investigations indicate that·the forward angle behavior 
, . 

eEl . <90°) :LS quiteunlform above 30 MeV bombarding energy and exhibits c.m. 
. . 

virtually no energy dependence. The back angle peaking, while corisistently 

I,' 

,. 

.. 
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Table.4-5. Comparison of experimental results from the 12c(p/a)9B reaction 
at 54.1 Mev with previously reported information. 

Previously Reported ( a) 12C(p,o)9B Results 

E (MeV) + keV x .. -
E (MeV) + kev'-b) ~ ri(~b)(c) 

x .-

(-7.5544 !. 1.4)(d) 3/2- * (-7.547 :. 31) 3/2"" 759 :. 10 

2!361 :. 5 (1/2-),5/2- 2.323 :. 42 252 + 11 

(r = 81 :. 5 keV) 

2·788 + 30 

4.05 + 30 

4.85 + 100 3/2+,5/2+' 

(r = 1.0 :. 0.2 MeV) 

7.1 . + 200 (7/2-) 6.971 + 62 . - 7/2- 452:. 50 

(r = 1·95 :.0.2 Mev) (r ,.. 2.0 MeV) 

11.62 + 100 11.46 :.250 
(r = 0.7 .;!:O.l MeV) 

12.06 i 60 1/2-,3/2-

. (r = 0.8 ! 0.15 MeV) 

3/2-,T=3/2 

(15.02) 

* Indicates the ·leve1 was initially used as calibration. 
(a) Cl 70, Gu 10, Ha 71, Kr 68, K'u 68, La 66; The list omits those levels 

clearly not populated. 
(b) Represents the statistical_spread of the data only. See footnote 3. 
( c) Cross sections were integrated from 140 to So° c .m •. The errors represent 

statistical variation only. .See Appendix 2. 
(d) Nuclear reaction Q-value, Ma 66~ 
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present, varies smoothly with energy and displays a rapid decrease in 
, ' 

magnitude with increasing beam energy. Comparison of the 30 MeV and 

44 MeV data shows the cross section at 1600 c.m. has dropped approxi-

mately an order of magnitude relative to that at 200 c.m.These facts 

appear to agree with the interpretation that the importance of ,a direct 

reaction mechanism increases with increasing beam energy. 

The analysis of Guazzoni, et~al., while not excluding the direct' 

reaction mechanism, tends to favor a pre-equilibrium decay model. This 

model would not,however, be capabl~ of explaining the overwhelming 

evidence, previously presented, for the strong population of only p-shell 

levels by the (p,a) reaction. 

'12 9 
The analysis of the C(p,a) B reaction is complicated by the 

fact that the 9B ground state is unbound with respect toBBe+p. In 

addition, the 5Li+a threshold occurs at 1.69 MeV excitation (Fig. 4-23). 

This leads to the presence of a large continuum background, seen in 

Fig. 4-22. Although only four levels appear to be populated in this 

reaction, t~ey are all negative parity, p-shell states, which is expected 

from a direct pickup IQ,echanism. No evidence for population of positive 

parity levels is observed. 

1. 1/2- Level 

Although three 1/2- levels are predicted (Fig. 4-23) below 15 MeV 

none are eXplicitly observed in this reaction. The first 1/2-, predicted 

from intermediate coupling to lie between 1.5 and 3. 5 MeV, is of con':" 

siderable interest. In terms of L-S coupling, the low lying levels of 

22 22 22' . 
mass 9 are made up of degenerate P, D andF levels whlch, under 

residual spin-orbit interaction, split into two bands (Bo 64). The 
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correspondence of the 'lower 3/2-, 5/2-, 7/2- band ,to levels in 9B is 

fairly well established (with the possible exception of the 7/2- case) 

and will be discussed later. The higher energy 1/2-, 3/2-,5/2- band, 

however, has been very poorly characterized. Chen, et al. (Ch 70) have 

used Nilsson ,wave functions to predict the lowest three members of the 

upper band to lie at 2.69 MeV (1/2-),4.99 MeV ('3/2-) and 6.00 MeV (5/2-). 

This is good agreement with their experimental identification of a 1/2-

level in 9Be at 2.78 ± 0.12 MeV and also with the previous tentative 

- 9 . ' 
assignment of 1/2 to a Be level at 3.0 ± 0.1 MeV (Ma 69). The assign-

ments were based on the study of delayed particle decays following the 

8-decay of 9Li . ' 

The first tentative indications of the corresponding 1/2- in 9B 

was provided by the recent mic~oscopic analysis of the 9Be (p,n) reaction 

(Cl 70). Although the model led to acceptable agreement with other 

reactions studied, the magnitude of the tra:nsdtion to the 5/2'- 9B level 

at 2.36 MeV (see part 3 of this section) was under-predicted bya factor 

of 5. While no approximation employed in the calculation appeared 

capable of explaining this anomalous discrepancy (assuming the·validity 

of intermediate coupling), the existence of both a 1/2- and 3/2- level 

at this energy produced excellent agreement between theory and experiment. 

The results of the 12C(p,o.)9B reaction definitely establish the presence 

of two levels at 2.36 MeV and are in agreement with a 1/2--5/2- degeneracy. 

The analysis of the 2.36 MeV transition will be discussed in part 3 of 

this section. Assuming the trend (observed in the three previous reactions) 

for transitions to levels occurring immediately aftero.-particle thresholds 

continues, only weak population of the 1/2- state would be expected. 
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Fig. 4-24. Di fferentiaL cr.ossse.ct.i.ons for. 12C( p~Cl) 9B transit.ions. 
'rh$ curves represent the 1east"';squares fits to the data~ 
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2. 3/2- Levels 

Of the three or ~our 3/2-, T=1/2 levels expected below 15 MeV, 

only the ground state has been definitely identified. The 3/2~, T=3/2 

level reported at 14.66 MeV is forbidden in this reaction by isospin 
. I 

selection rules and is not observed. The angular distribution for the 

ground state transition is shown in Fig. 4-24, and it exhibits the 

expected pure J=3/2 shape (Fig. 3-1). No evidence of other 3/2- transi-

tions was observed. 

3. 5/2- Levels 

While four 5/2- levels are predicted from intermediate coupling 

only one has previously been identified. 'The spin of 5/2 for the level 

at 2.36 MeV, assumed to be the mirror of the well known 5/2- level at 

2.43l'leVwas suggested: by Etter, et al. (Et 65) based on its decay via the 

5 . B 
a+ Li(g.s.) channel rather than the p+ Be (g. s.) channel. This assignment 

has been, c.~mfirmed by Kull and Kashy (Ku 68), from the comparison ofl=¥peri

mental and theoretical spectroscopic factors for the 10B( p ,d)9B reaction, 

and by Hardy, et al. (Ha 71) from the comparison of DWBA fits for the 

11 ( ·)9 B p,t . B reaction. Recent work has, however, also indicated the pos-

sibility of a virtually degenerate 1/2- state at the same energy (C170, 

see discussion in part 1 of this section). 

The 2.36 MeV level was strongly populated in this reaction and 

its angular distribution is shown in Fig. 4-24. The fact that. the dis-

tribution does not exhibit the required J=5/2 shape is obvious by com

parisonwith the 7.39 MeV 13N transition in Fig. 4-5. The statistics 

for the 2.36 MeV transition are quite good (the statistical error is ~ the 

point size in Fig. 4-24) althou,:gh the width of 150 ±40 keY, consistently 
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observed for this level, appears significantly larger than the 81 ± 5 keV 

width reported (Kr 68). The distribution presents a shape quite unlike 

any previous transition studied. Considering that only one value of 3 

is p~r.mitted for any transition to a single levei in this reaction, the 

conclusion that the observed distribution must represent more than one 

level is obvious. It is also clear from the distributions to the 3=3/2 

ground state and the 3=7/2, 6.97 MeV level (to be discussed in part 4) in 

Fig. 4"':24 that neither a 3=3/2 or 7/2 transition is capable of producing 

the enhanced broad maximum observed at ~500 c.m. in the 2.36 MeVdistri-

bution. A combination of the anticipated 3=5/2 transition, which is 

expected to exhibit a second maximum about 550 c.m. and, to fall slowly . , 

with angle, and a J=1/2 transition, which may produce a strong maximum 

a'bout410, is the only possibility which. could reproduce the observed 

distribution. The presence of two states might also explain the dis-

crepancies in the reported excitation of the level~ which range from 

2.333 ± 0.010 MeV to 2.434 ± 0.005 MeV (Kr 68). 

It is interesting to note that the angular distribution for the 

(p,a) transition to the 2.36 MeV level has also been obtained at a bom-

bardin~ energy of 40.8 MeV (Sh 67). The attempt was made to fit the 

distribution with an L-dependent diffraction model for both pickup and 

knockout mechanisms. While no single L transfer would reproduce the 

distribution (regardless of radius parameter), a mixture of L=l and 3 

was found to produce better results. The inability to obtain any 

reasonable fit to this level was interpreted as evidence of failure of 

the model. 

No evidence for the remaining 5/2- states was observed. 
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4. 7/2- Levels 

Two 7/2- levels are expected below 15 MeV, at approximately 

6.5 MeV and 10 MeV ,of excitation. A broad, strong level was observed 

at 6.97 MeV and is shown in Fig; 4~22. The insert to this figure displays 'i 

the corresponding region of the energy spectrum, after removal of back-

ground, and the fit to the data, obtained as discussed in Section II-E, 

part I.' The angular distribution of the level, shown in Fig. 4-22, 

exhibits a characteristic 3=7/2 shape. The observed excitation of 

6.97 ± 0.06 MeV is in good agreement with the 6.66 ± 0.05 MeV excitation 

of the mirror state in 9Be (La 66). ~he observed width of r ~ 2.0 MeV 

is also consistent with the reported 1.3 ± 0.12 MeV width for the 9Be 

level, which would be expected to have a small'er width (Kr 68). These 

data therefore confirm a previous tentative assignment of 7/2- to a 

level at 7.1 ± 0.2 MeV with a width of 1.95 ± 0.2 MeV; This assignment 

'was based on the comparison of experimental and theoretical spectroscopic 

factors in the (p,d) reaction (Ku 68). 

A level observed at 11.46 ± 0.25 MeV may correspond to a reported 

level at 11.62 ± 0.1 (La 66)( and 11.75 ± 0.1 (Ku 68) which is tentatively 

reported as 7/2-. The angular distribution of the level (not shown)' 

supports an L=3 transfer, but no other conclusions may be drawn from the 

, data. 

, ' 

F. Sununary of Experimental Results 

The statements made in the beginning of Section IV appear amply 

supported by the experimental results. The high selectivity exhibited 

by the (p,a) reaction leaves little doubt as to the dominance of the 

pickup mechanism at forward angles (6 <80°). The evidence for strong , c .m. 

"I 
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J (and L) dependence is equally apparent. The contention that the (p,ex) 

angular distributions appear to exhibit a consistent shape, dependent 

primarily ,on the value of J transferred in the reaction, has also been 

borne out. 

This last tendency is perhaps the most important property of the 

reaction since it greatly enhances the use of the reaction as a spectro"" 

scopic tool. The angular distributions of some of the. (p,ex) transitions, 

which are required to proceed thregh a J=1/2 transfer, are shown in 

Fig. 4-25. The consistency of the general features (outlined at the 

beginning of Section IV) are obvious. In part b of this figure two 

transitions, in which both J=1/2 and 3/2 .transfers are allowed, are 

shown. The obvious J=1/2 shape (compare with Fig. 4-26) exhibited by 

these transitions serves to iliustrate a. commonly observed phenomenon. 

In the majority of cases where multiple angular momentum transfers are 

allowed, the trwlsition appears to proceed predominantly through a single 

transferred value. Figure 4-26a shows the observed experimental transi-

tions which are required to be J=3/2. ~art b of this figure shows some 

transitions where, although both J=1/2 and 3/2 (or 5/2) transfers are 

allowed, the reaction appears to proceed primarily via the J=3/2 transfer. 

Unfortunately only one case where the reaction was restricted to 

a J=5/2 transition was observed. This is shoWn in Fig. 4-27a and compared 

with ptper transitions which appe~ to proceed predominantly through a 

J=5/2 transfer, although other transfers are permitted. The effects of 

the subordinate.transfer(s), which add incoherently, are also apparent 

10 . 11 in this figure. For example both the B, 5.17 MeV (part .c) and the C 

ground st;ate(partd) transitions show, at forward angles, the effect of 

the allowed L=l component of the transfer. 
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,.UN g·s., 1/2-
12 . + • C, g.s., 0. 

• 12C . 7.65 MeV, 0.+ 
• 12C17.77 MeV, 0.+ 
A lOS 1.74· MeV. 0.+ 

b Ie 
"C 

5 

( b) 
10. 

5 J=li2.(312) 1\ .1 

oliC 2.0.0. MeV, 1/2-
AIOS 0..7171 Me~. 1+ 

I I . 
0. 20. 40. 60. 80 100 

Center of mass angle (deg) 

XBL718-4138 

Fig. 4-25. Examples of dominant J:::;1/2 transitions (a) pureJ::l/2 
transfer (b) both J=1/2and 3/2 transfers allowed. 
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J = 3/2 transitions 

(a) .13N 3.509 MeV, 3/2-

• 9 8 g. s. t 3/2-

:::t 

~ 10 
't:J 

" 5 
b 

't:J 

100 

50 

x 1/5 
10 

0
108 2.15 MeV, 1+ Q 

5 12 + 
C C 15.11 MeV, I 

<>12C 12.71 MeV,I+ 
10 + 

~ 8 7.47 MeV, 2 .. 
J = 3/2,( 5/2) 

o 40 60 80 100 
Center of mass angle (deg) 

XBL718-4153 

Fig. 4-26. Examples.of dominant J=3/2 transitions: (a) pure J.,..3/2 
transfer (b) tW0valuesofJ are allowed, eith.er 3/2 and 1/2 
or 3/2 and 5/2. 

". 
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J = 5/2 transitions , , 

I 
(a) • 13N 7.39 MeV 5/2-

( b ) J = 5/2 ,( 712 ) 

.IO S 4.77 MeV, 3 + 

( c) 

.IOS 5;17 MeV, 2+ 

MeV 

II _ 

J,,= 5/2,( 1/2,3/2) o C g.s .• 3/2 
rt--C--<>-~ 

I 

J'5/2'i 3/2 , 7/2) I 

Center. of mass angle (deg) 
XBL71B -4155 

Fig. 4-27. Examples of dominant J=5/2 transitions: (a) pure J=5/2 
transfer; (b) J=712 and 5/2 allowed; (c) J=5/2 and 3/2 allowed; 
(d) three possible values of J are allowed. 
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J = 7 I 2 t ran sit ions 

• 12C 14.08 MeV, 4+ 

• 13N 12.16 MeV, 712-

• 9S 6.97 MeV ~ 7/2-
.IOS 6.04 MeV, 4+ 
olOS g. s., 3 +; J = 7/2, (5/2) 

20 40 60 80 
Center of mass angle (deg) 

100 

XBL718-4152 

Fig. 4~28. Exampiesof d8minant J=7/2 transitions. All transit.ions ~ 
.except that to the 1 B ground state ~ are restri.cted to a single 
J=:=7/2 transfer. 
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The dominant J=7/2 transitions are shown in Fig. 4-28. All 

< 10 
transitions, except that to the B ground state, should proceed via a 

pure J=7/2 transfer. 
. 10 

In the B case both J=5/2 and 7/2 are allowed. 

It should be pointed out that the lOB 6.04 MeV distribution is thought 

to also represent some population of an unresolved 2+ state which may 

'account for the forward angle behavior. 

The (p,a) reaction at these energies appears to exhibit an 

additional type of selectivity. Table 4-6 summarizes the information 

on the three strongest transitions observed in each reaction (arranged 

within each reaction in order of decreasing strength). The only apparent 

consistency exhibited by these levels is that they all possess relatively 

high spins for the p-shell. Not a single 0+, 1+ or 1/2- state occurs 
, , 

in this table. Alternately there is at least one case listed for each 

reaction where the transition is to the highest possible spin state 

allowed by selection rules. Such a preference for large angular momentum 

transfers may be due to the large momentum carried by the outgoing 

a-particle. It should also be noted from the table that one of the three 

strongest transitions observed for each reaction represents a level either 

previously unreported, uncharacterized or with only tentative spin assign-

ments. This fact illustrates both the selectivity and the utility of the 

(p,a) reaction as a spectroscopic probe for levels of relatively high 

spin. Such levels may be difficult to populate with more conventional 

reactions. 
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Ta))l. W. S\a1U7 ot the three aJor 1_e1. populate411l each (p,a) react10a aDd their domillut coatipration •• 

R.actiOll Ex(MeV) Jft,'f CJ(\Ib)(a) Da*illADt,Coritiguratioa 

i.s-cGup11118( b ) JJ-COUP11iss(c) 

160 (p,ll)13. 1.n 5/2-,1/2 nil 22rr93] + 220[6] + 240[1] 7 2 
(P3/2)3/2 (P1/2)1 

3.52 3/2-,1/2 531 22p[801 + ~P{14] + 240[4] 7 2 
(P3/2)3/2 (P1/2~0 

- 22r[99) 12.13 1/2-.1/2 420 
6 

(P3/2)3 
3 

(Pl/2)1/2 

15111(p,a)12C 14.08 "+.0 142 U O(91] + 13v[)) 

".44 2+.0 619 11n[821 + 130[10] + 13F[3] 1 
(P3/2)3/2 Pl/2 

20.41- 3+.1 -6116 33n[921 • Dp[6J + 35p[1] 

14111(p,a)Uc -8.42 5/2-.i/2 929 2~(59J • 2"D[i9) + 22F[13) 

12.58- 1/2-.1/2 164 220[86J + 22r[U) 

•••• 3/2-,1/2 581 22p("8J+ 22u[2S} + 240[10] (P3/2);/2 

13C(p,a)10B 3+,0 130(83J +'11,(13] 6 
g.s. 811 (P3/2)3 

6.03 ,,+,0 491 13y[ 811 J + 1\;[ is J 

- (3+ ,4·) 13.57 311 

12c(p,a)9B g ••• 3/2-,1/2 159 IIp[81} .110£15] + 14p(11 5 
(P3/2)3/2 

6.97· 1/2-,1/2 452 lip[Sl}+ 110(14).+ 140(2J 

2.36 5/2-,1/2 (252) U D(18} + iln16] + 110[21 

- Indicates level either aasisnedor confirmed ia thisvo",. 
Ca) Iate~rated reaction cros~ fecti~n. as.indicated 111 Tables 4-1 to 4-5. 
(b) The usual notation. (2T+1 • 25+1 t. is used. Tbe numberS inbraekets represeat the' square .ot the vave fUnction 

amplitudes (Go 67. Hi 63 and 1'. Goldha..'I!!1er. private communicatlOn)~ 
(e)· Co 65. Co 67 and K. Kurath.' private communication. . 
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V. THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS 

A. Previous Calculations 

A variety of models have been employed as a basis for predicting 

the differential cross -se~tion behavior observed in the (p,o.) reaction. 

Most models, however, fall into two definite categories--a statistical 

process or a direct process~· Predictions based on a statistical process 

have included compound nucleus formation (Fu 68, La 65), use of the 

statistical model (Ne 65, Te 64), interference between opposite parity 

levels of the compound nucleus (Bl 63) and pre-equilibrium compound 

decay (Gu 71). Interpretations based on a direct proce.ss have included 

knockout reactions (Ku 69), pickup reactions (Ba 63, Ba 64, Ce 64, Co 67b, 

Cr 67, Di 67, Di 69,· Hi 68 , Ko 69, Ko 69b, Li 68, No 66), a combination 

of pickup and exchange (heavy particle pickup) reactions (Cr 66, Ma 62, 

Wa 65), and a combination of pickup, knockout, exchange and heavy particle 
. - . 

knockout (Ga 69) with interference terms (Gu 70). In the case of direct 

reactions the calculations have been carried out in terms of the dif-, . 

fraction model (Sh 67), plane wave Born approximation (PWBA) (Cr 67, 

Gil 69, Gu 70, Wa 65, Wa 68) and distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA) , 

which will be discussed in more detail later. While all the methods 

mentioned have met witli varying degrees of success, none have been 

capable of entirely accounting for the observed (p,o.) behavior. 

Although current theories appear unable to provide a detailed 

account of the (p,o.) reaction,the data presented in Section IV definitely 

indicate the reaction is dominated by a direct pickup mechanism. It was 

felt, therefore, that while accurate predictions of the differential 

cross sections were not likely, a DWBA analysis should be able to 

reproduce the general features of the distributions. In particular it 
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was hoped that the strong and characteristic J-dependence would be 

theoretically reproduced. There is little information available on the 
'. 

results of such calculations since few of the previous (p,a) DWBA calcu-

. lations (discussed in the following sections) employed the spin-orbit 

interaction which is necessary to produce any J-dependent effects. 

B. Application of DWBA Theory 

1. Basic Assumptions 

The details of DWBA theory and its general application to direct 

reactions have been described elsewhere (Ba 62, Ho 64, Sa 64, Sa 65). 

Since the application of this theory to the transfer of three nucleons 

requires some significant approximations, it is perhaps valuable to 

review some of the basic assumptions involved. A direct reaction implies 

that the reaction time is short when compared with the time required for 

nuclear oscillations and that there is good overlap between the wave 

functions in the incident and exit channels. These conditions are 

necessary to assure that the reaction occurs with the minimum possible 

rearrangement of the nucleus. 

The application of DWBA theory requires that the 'predominant 

process involve elastic scattering and that inelastic transitions be 
/ 

treated as perturbations of this process. The transition amplitude for 

the reaction A(p,a)B may therefore be given in the usual fashion (Sa 64) 

as 

~ 

where R is a vector between the center of mass of the nucleus and the 

\ center of mass of the proton and a-particle, respectively. The relative 
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+ 
momentum of the incident and exit particles is given by k, and S is used 

+ to describe all the relevant nuclear coordinates (exclusive of R). The 

~+) and x~-) denote the distorted waves used to describe the elastic 

scattering of the proton and a-particle (the signs indicate the normal 

boundary restrictions). The term < 1jI f Ivlljl i ) is the matrix element of the 

interaction which produces the fnelastic transition, where ljIi and ljIf 
, 

represent the initial and final,states of the 
I 

interaction potential is V=Vpt+VpB-UpA' where 

system (e.g. 1jI.=1jI ljIA). 
1 a 

the first two terms 

The 

represent sums of the respective two body potentials between the speci-

fied nuclides. UpA is an empirical potential normally taken as the 

optical potential, with the correct asymptotic form. It is us~ally 

assumed that V is a central potential and that VpB ~ UpA. The transi

tion matrix in eq. 5-1 may therefore be written 

, ** (", ", Iv +V +V I'" ", ) ~a~B pn
l 

pn
2 

pp ~p~A 

and is evaluated only over the internal coordinates, S, of the colliding 

nucleons. 

The simple theory requires, as mentioned in Section III,that the 

cluster of three picked-up nucleons be transferred in a relative S-state 

of motion with respect to the incident proton. This effectively requires 

that the three nucleons exhibit the properties of a triton- .... L=O, S=1/2, 

T=1/2--and that they originate in shells with the same, single radial 

quantum number, n. The details of the optical model determination of 

the distorted waves, the conditions imposed on the bound state, and the 

treatment of nonlocality and finite range effects will be dealt with in 

subsequent discussion. 
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The use of this phenomenological cluster model to comPute radial 

form factors is subject to objections. A microscopic approach which 

incorporates the motion of the three transferred nucleons in their 

finite-well shell model orbits would be more realistic (Ba 64). The 

application of such a microscopic model to two-nucleon pickup reactions 

has. been quite successful (Gl 65, Dr 66). Unfortunately the extension 

of " this techniq~e to three independent particles is at present quite 

difficult. 

Some attempts have been made, however, to employ a microscopic 

model, under some simplifYing assumptions, in calculations involving the· 

transfer of three nucleons. These calculations were carried out for 

(p~CI.)reactions on 92
Zr, 68Znand 66Zn "with from 17- to 28-MeVprotons 

(No 66) and for the (CI.,p) reactions on 60Ni and 58Ni with l8-MeV 

Cl.-particles (Le 65).· Both calculations were similar in that the single 

particle orbitals of the transferred nucleons wer~ represented by simple' 

harmonic oscillator wave functions. This assumption produces an incor-

rect asymptotic behavior for the radial form factor and undoubtedly con-

tributes to the relatively poor experimental agreement attained. If, as 

in the present calculations, the radial form factor is obtained under 

the "triton" cluster approximation, it will have the correct asymptotic 

behavior. This approximation implies that the "triton" moves in the 

average field of the residual nucleons. The bound-state wave function 

which represents this cluster is obtained as an eigenfunction of the 

Schrodinger equation which yields the correct separation energy. Daehnick 

and P~k(Da 69)' have illustrated for (d ,a.) calculations .that the mic.ro-

scopic form factor is, in many cases, quite reasonably approximated by 

. the cluster form factor. The resulting difference is primarily restricted 

to the magnitude of the predicted cross sections. 

-, 
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. Considering the above arguments it was felt that the DWBA cluster 

model should be capable of predicting at least the desired qualitative 

trends. The DWBA code DWUCK (Ku67) was therefore utilized in the 

subsequent calculations to investigate this assumption. .H though a 

number of other macroscopic DWBA calculations have been carried out for 

(p,a) reactions, few have included the spin-orbit interaction which is 

necessary to produce any J-dependence. Some of the calculations which 

contain a spin-orbit force are in doubt for other reasons, such as the 

use of a cut-off radius (No 66) or shallow a-potentials (Fu 65). The 

effects of these approximations will be discussed later. Two calcula-

t~ons, in substantial agreement with the present work, have previously 

been carried out. Cole, et al. (Co 67) achieved good quali tati ve agree-

mentwith experiment but unfortunately only studied the ground state 

tr~sitionbetween 19F(1/2+) and 160(0+) and there was no basis for 

examining J-dependence. Dittmer (Di 69), on the other hand, observed 

a significant difference .in the distributions ofL=l transitions to 1/2-

arid 3/2- levels and found the difference to be qualitatively reproduced 

by macroscopic DWBA calculations. 

2 ~ Non-Local Corrections 

It is well established that the optical model potential well is 

at least to some extent non-local (Au 65, Pe 64, Sa 65). An eigenfunction 

of an attractive, non-local, single-particle potential should always be 

reduced wi thin the influence of the nucle,ar potential (the "Perey Effect", 

Au 65, Pe 62, Pe 63). )This reduction of the particle wave function within 

the nucleus may, under the local-:-energy approximation (LEA, Pe 64), be 

represented by an effective damping factor, 
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( 5-2) 

where 13 is the range cf' ncnl6cality, ]J is the reduced mass and V(r) is 

equivalent empirical (lccal)cptical pctential. If', therefcre, u(r) 

represents the radial wave ~~cticn cbtained with the lccal pctential . 

V(r), the "equivalent,i wave functicnfcr the ncn-Iccal pctential is 

given by u( r) = H(r) u( r) • The ccnstant C is determined by ncrmalizaticn 

and isequ~ to. I fcr the scattering wave functicns. 

Non-Idcality range factcrs cf 13 = 0.85 fm. and 13 =0.22 fm. p . a 

(Da 69, Ku 67, Pe 64,Pe 62) w:ere emplcyed, where indicated (NL), in 

the fcllcwing calculaticns . The parameters were deduced frcm the cbserved 

energydepeIidemce of the local optical pctential. Fcr the incident chan-

nel this ccrrespcnds to. a relative reducticn cf.'V20% in the wave functicn 

in the nuclear intericr. Fcllowing the reccmmendaticns of Hiebert, ~ ala 

(Hi 67), no. ccrrecticn was applied to. the bcund state wave functicn. 

3. Finite-Range Ccrrecticns 

A simplifying assumpticn cften emplcyed in DWBA calculaticns is 

the sccall~d "zerc-range apprcximaticn". This assumes, for the (p,a) 

reaction, that the a.-particle is "emitted" frcm the residual nuS!leus at 

the same pcint the prctcn is "abscrbed". Redefining the transiticn 

matrix cf eq.5-1 as ~SJ~s/Rp,Ra)' where \SJ isa spectrcsccpic coef

M· ficierit and f LSJ is the form factcr, the zero.. range apprcximaticn implies 

(5-3) 
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-
where A and B denote the target and residual nucleu!3 r 7spectively. The 

anticipated effects of this approximation on the (p,a) reaction are 

uncertain. Finite range corrections to one- or two-nucleon stripping 

reactions appear to be small, consisting primarily of a change in the 

predicted magnitude of the transition (Ba 71, Bu 64, Sm 69a). It has 

been argued,however, that the larger momentum transfer, which is usual 

for (p,a.) reactions, may enhance the impbrtance of finite-range con-

siderations. In this case, predicted transition strength could change 

by an order of magnitude and the shape of the resulting distribution may 

be considerably altered (Li 68). This ·assumption is supported by recent 

exact finite-range calculations which pr,~dict large corrections for the 

9Be(p,a)6Li reaction compared with only minor corrections for the 

12C(d,p)13C reaction (Pe71). 

The difficulties involved in exact finite-range calculations 

(Pe 71, Sm 68, Sm 71, Dr 64, Ta 68) and the potential inaccuracy of the 

zero-range .approximation (Ba 71, Sm 69a) have led to various approximate 

corrections. The introduction of a lower limit to the radial integral 

(a so-called "cut-off" radius) is perhaps the most common method of 

simulating finite-range effects. This procedure can approximate the 

reduction in importance of the nuclear interior predicted by finite-

range calculations (Be 66). Such a technique would not, however, change 

the form factor approximation given in eq. 5-3 and hence would not cor-

-rect the dependent bound state wave. functions (discussed in part 4 of 

this section). An alternate approach is;to use the local energy approxi..,. 

. mation to evaluate correction terms for the zero-ener~ theory (Pe 64, 

Dr 64, Bu 64, Be 66, Di 65). In this case the delta-function in the 

zero-range approximation of eq. 5-3 is replaced by the term (Ku 67, Bu 64) 
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(5-4) 

+ . 
where the various V(R) represent the optical-model potentials of the 

a,..;particle and the proton and the binding potential of the triton, 

respectively. The equation displays only slight dependence on the 

binding energy in the a.-particle Bpt. The parameter p therefore governs 

the effective strength of the finite range correction. This finite-range 

approximation is most accurate when V ~ +Vt+B .t· which is consistent with a. p p. 

use of optical potentials which are the sum of the individual nucleon 

potentials (part C2 of this Section). 

This method of approximating the finite_range effects was 

utilized, where indicated (FR), in the present DWBA calculations. Since 

there is no. previous value of p (eq. 5-:4) suggested for the (p,a.) reaction, 

the value of p =0.3 was determined empirically (the effect of this parampa. 

eter on the calculation will be illustrated later). Although this value 

is .small compared with parameters reported for other, reactions 

0.60 < p < 1.0 (Ku 67), it compares favorably with a recent empirical 

(d,a.) value, Pda,=0.4 (Da 69). Detailed comparisons between exact calcu

lations and those using the local-energy approximation (Di 65, Ba 71, 

Sm 71, Bu 64) generally show good· agreement. This contrasts,however, 

with some comparative calc~a~ions on the 19F(p,Cl)160 g.s. reaction (Co 67) 

'Which indicate that although the LEA agrees well with exact calculation 

at forward angles, the two predictions are out of phase above '\,,600 . It 

is interesting to note, however, that the LEA correction produced better 

agreement with experiment and that in their final analysis the best agree-

ment was obtained using the zero-range approximation. Recent attempts 

to treat four-nucleon tr~sfer in the (d,6Li ) re~ction with a variety of 
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finite-range calculations--,including exact--were also unsuccessful 

(Sm 71). It would therefore appear that the exact effect of finite-

range corrections is difficult to anticipate. 

4. Bound-State Wave Functions, 

In this calculation the triton cluster is treated as a single 

particle bound in a Woods-Saxon potential. The radial dependence of the 

cluster wave fucntion is specified by the real part·of its optical 

potential. Given values for radius, diffuseness and spin-orbit param-

eters (ro ' ao t t 
reaction S=1/2, 

and Vs ) and the required quantum numbers NLSJ (for this 
t 

J=L±1/2, L=1,3; see Section III), the potential depth, 

Vt , is adjusted so that an energy level with the requisite quantum 

numbers occurs at the experimental separation energy ot: the cluster. The 

effect of the cluster binding energy was examined by us·ing the local zero-

range approximation, fixing ro and ao (Fs =0) and using fir!3t the 
. t t t 

binding energy of a triton and then the binding energy of 2 neutrons and 

a proton. Only the latter case resulted in reasonable fits (see Fig. 

5-lb). The greater binding energy of the three independent nucleons was 

therefore used in all subsequent calculations. 

The effects of the bound state optical paramet'ers were more. dif

ficult to evaluate. The introduction of an t.t term into the bound state 

is one possible way of producing a J-dependence. Some initial attempts 

to assess the effects of this term were inconclusive. Since it was .found 

that a spin-orbit interaction in the proton channel was capable of quali-· 

tatively reproducing the observed J-dependence and since the introduction 

of an additional, poorly known parameter was not in the spirit of these 

calculations, V s was set to zero in subsequent calculations. .The effect 
t 
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and ro on the-predicted distribution was, however, more pronounced, 
t 

been' observed previously (Co 67, Li 68). This :will be illustrated 
/ 

C of this section. 

In section III it was shown that the cross section for any given 

J involved a coherent sum on L, S, and N, the principal quantum number. 

It was also shown in this section that for p-shell transfers this sum 

reduces to a single sum on N. If the three particles are considered 

both in the center of mass system and in a system relative to their 

potential well, energy conservation in the transformati~n coefficients 

requires the selection rule 

m 

\" (2n' .+R,.) = 2(n'+N')+L+R, L 1. 1. 
( 5-5) 

i=l 

where n' and R,. are number of radial nodes (ignoring r=O) and the-
i 1. 

orbital angular momentum of the bound-state particles, respectively. 

Subscripts are used to distinguish the bound-state parameters and primes 

to differentiate between radial nodes and radial quantum numbers (N=N'+l). 

i 
In the center of mass system n and R, represent the relative motion of 

the m particle system and N', L represents the center of mass motion. 

If the three nucleons are picked up in lp-shell orbits and are transferred 

in a relative S-state then 2(n'+N')+L=3. Since, as previously discussed, 

"'for these transitions 1=1 or 3 we find that for L=3, N' =0 and (assuming that 

in the -dominant transition the nucleons closely approximate a triton) for 

L=l, N'=l. 

c. The Optical Model 

The use of the optical model in DWBA calculations has been 

described elsewhere (No 64b) and will not be presented here. Some mention 
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should s however s be made as to the general policy adopted on optical-

model parameters. Although it is always desi,rable to obtain the best 

possible agreement with experiment, the primary objective of these 

calculations was to ascertain if the DWBA cluster model was capable of 

qualitatively reproducing both the observed J dependence and its con-

sistent uniformity despite both mass and energy variations. Even such 

qualitative agreement would go far to strengthen the confidence of assign-

ments made on the basis of distribution shapes alone. The capability 

of calculating qualitative shapes would also enable a more accurate 

analysis of levels involving multiple J-transfers. Considering these 

objectives it was felt that it woUld inappropriate to attempt to improve 

fits by varying optical parameters· from their reported values. 

1. Proton channel 

The following form of the optical potential was used. to determine 

incident distorted waves; 

v = V (r ) 
c c 

V fer ,a ) - iW fer. , a. ) 
000 V 1 l' 

V V 

d h 2 -;t-+ld 
+ 4iw

d
a. -d [fer. ,a. )1 + (-. -) V )(,.0' - -d [fer ,a )l , (5-6a) 

1d r 1d 1d mrrc s r r s s 

where 

(5-6b) 

x = (R - r Al/3)/a 
z z 

( 5-6c) 
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. " 

Here m~ is the pion mass, Vc is the Coulomb potential of a uniformlY 

. charged sphere of radiusrAl / 3 , V is the depth of the real potential, c 0 

Wv and Yld are the respective volume and surface (1st derivative) parts 

of the absorptive imaginary potential"and Vs is the real part of the 

spin-orbit potential (the imaginary part of this potential was set to 

zero) • The remaining quantities are the Woods-Saxon diffusivity (a ) . z 
. 1/3 + + + 

and radius (R = r A) parameters. For the proton (j = 2 s where s is z z 

the spin operator. 

Table 5-1 lists the various sets of proton optical parameters 

exam~ned .for each reaction (see footnote 4 for explanation of notation) . 

. Of particular interest is a set of "average parameters" obtained by 

Fricke, et al. (Fr 67) from the study of 30 and 40 MeV protons on eleven 

t t f l2C t· 208Pb .arge s rom 0 • These parameters .are listed in Table 5-1 as 

potential (Pot.) A for each reaction (except 12C). The expression for 

V , when using the listed average g.eometryparameters, is 
'0 

V (MeV) - 49.9 - 0.22 E (MeV) +0.4 Z/Al/3 + 26.4(N-Z)/A . (5-7) 
o , p 

12 The C data were not reproduced by this fit and hence were excluded 

(Fr 67) in the averaging. This potential is mentioned because it 

16 . 13 . 
systematically produces the best fits for the 0 through C, reactl.Ons. 

A partial explanation of ,this result is the apparent requirement of both 

volume, and surface absorptive. potentl.alsin the proton channel in order 

to achieve satisfactory (p,O'.) predictions. 

The effect of .including a spin-orbit force in the proton channel 

and the general sensitivity of the calculations to the proton potential 

is illustrated in Fig •. 5-2. These results ,will be discussed in more 

detail in part 20f this Section. 



,.' 

Table 5-1. Optical model parameters for the proton ent.rancechannel (V and W are in MeV , all other 
parameters are in fin.). 

Channel E Pot.. V r Ii W r i a1 Wd V rs as re 0 0 0 V s 

160 + p 54.1 06A(a) 39.27 1.16 0.75 8.72 1.37 0.63 1.18 6.04 1.064 0.738 1.25 
06B(b) 35.-4- 1~25 0.65 . 3.31 1.25 0.65 5.48 0.96 0.65 1.25 

1.25 -0.47 3.70 
I 

15H + P N5A(a) 
I-' 

43.1 43.11 1.16 0.15 8.72 1.37 0.63 1.16 6.04 1.064 0.738 1.25 LV 
LV 

N5B(b) 34.0 0.65 
I 

1.25 0.50 .22.0 .1.30 

14 -H+p 43.7 r14A (a) 41.45 1.16 0.75 8.72 1.37 0.63 1.18 6.04 1.064 0.138 1.25 
N4B(c,d) 35.2 1.15 0.68 4.87 1.10 1.14 3.42 0.62 0.24 1.25 

13C + p 50.5 C3A(a) 41.84 1.16 0.75 8.72 1.37 0.63 1.18 6.04 1.064 0.738 1.25 
C313(a). 41.94 1~182 0.624 2.94 1.91 0.16 5.12 6.18 1.109 0.511 1.25 
C3C(c,d) 35.2 1.15 0.68 4.87 1.10 1.14 3.42 0.62 0.24 1.25 

12C + p 54.1' C2A(e) 37.6 1.18 0.7 .5.2 1.4 0.7' 7.5 
C2B (b) 35.7 1.15 0.67 . 5.84 1.25 0.80 4.62 0.62 0.26 .1.25 
C2C(b) 34.0 1.15 0.70 1.25 0.68 2.38 5.12 0.64 0.26 1.25 
C2D(r) 35.8 1.185 0.651 6.4 1.205 0.988 6.61 
C2E(r) 67.2 0.819 0.715 1.324 0.515 1.5 11.8 
C2F(r) 89.0 0.723 0.766 3.0 0.959 0.576 10.4 6.66 0.364 0.817 

References (a) Fr 67 (b) F1 68 (e) Fa 67 (d) Se 69 (e) Fr 65 (r) Sa 67 
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2.a-Particle Channel 

Information on a-particle parameters at the required energies 

was more difficult to obtain. There is also some ambiguity (Dr 63) as to 

the optical potential of complex particles. Real well depths of ""50 MeV 

per nucleon for complex projectiles are, however, expected on theoretical 

grounds (Ro 65). The use of such "deep" summed potentials are compatible 

with the approximations discussed in part B3. Alpha scattering data on 

13e , 12e , and 9Be , which had originally been fitted with "shallower" well 

depths (Ha 66, Su58), were re-examined with deeper potentials. The 

computer program MERCY (Me 66) was used to search the optical parameter 

set indicated by equation 5-6 (with Vso and either Wv or Wd set to zero) 

to produce the fits shown in Fig. 5-1. The results, for both shallow 

and deep potentials are presented for each target. In the case of 12e 

13 . 2 
and e the, deeper well produces lower values of X Solutions for the 

9Be data are shown for ·three progressively deeper potentials (corresponding 

to a different number ofhalf~waves within the potential well). A fourth 

solution using an imaginary surface potential is given for comparison, 

although in general volume absorption was found to produce better DWBA 

results. In the case of 9Be the shallow well produces better results, 

primarily due to the back angle data. All the fits, however, are fairly 

good. Optical poteqtials obtained from scattering data on 13e , lIB, and 

9B d all t fl· 13N .. e l?Xe assume to be equ y represen ati ve 0 the mirror nuc el ., 

lIe and 9B.· It should be mentioned that the 12e data proved difficult 

to reproduce without permitting 6. -+ O. The results shown in Fig. 5-1 
l 

were obtained by fixing the values of r i and a i . The optical potentials 

used for the a-channel are listed in Table 5-2 for each reaction (see 

footnote 4 for notation). 
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Fig~ 5-1. Optical model fits obtained for the elastic scattering of 
a,..,particles from the respective nuclei using the parameters in 
Table 5-2. 
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Figure 5:-2b shows .·t-he .effect of shallow and deep potentials on 

th 15N ( . ) 12C t . t . Th f t t t e p,a g.s. ranSl lon. e ac ha shallow a-potentials are 

illlable to" produce reasonable DWBA results for the (p,a) reaction is also 

illustrated in this figure. The effect of including spin",,"orbit inter-

action may be seen in Fig. 5-2a. The observed 3-dependence is well 

reproduced by theory. There is little similarity between the predicted 

3=1/2,3/2, or 5/2 shapes and only the 3=1/2 transition is able to 

reproduce the qualitative features of the distribution. Figure 5-2b 

shows a comparison between two proton potentials, one of which contains 

no spin,,:"orbit force. This illustrates the necessity of including such 

a force in the interaction .. The effect of the spin-orbit interaction on 

the proton potential is also apparent in 3-dependence.predicted for the 

12c(p,a)9B g.s. transition shown in Fig. 5,..3d. Some difficulty in fitting 

reac~ions on 12C might be anticipated due to the fact that it was some-

what difficult to reproduce the proton elastic scattering data (Sa 67). 

Comparison of curves in Fig. 5-3a, b, c, for any given a-potential, 

indicates that the DWBA predictions are not particularly sensitive to the 

. proton potential (for example proton potentials C2B and C2C we.re obtained 

with volume and surface absorption respectively). The dependence of the 

calculations on the different a-potentials obtained for 9Be (Fig. 5-l) 

is also shown in Fig. 5-3. It can be seen from these results that the 

calculations are somewhat more sensitive to the exit a-channelthan to 

the incident p-channel. 

3. Bound-State Potentials 

As discussed in I>art B4 the bound state wave functions dep~nd on 

the real part of the triton-cluster optical potential (effectively a 
°t 
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15N (p,4He )12C g.s. ,. J = 1/2 transition 

_ J - dependence 
~ 
,', (potential N5A-C2Z) , ' 
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( b) 
pa rameter dependence· 
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XBL 718-4137 

Fig. 5-2. Distorted wave calculations for the 15W(p,a)12c g.s. transi
tion: (a) illus.trates· the J:-dependence of the. calculations; 
(b) shows the dependence on various optical parameters; (c) shows 
the dependence on the bound state diffusivity parameter; and 
(d) shows the dependence on the bound state radius parameter. For 
comparison the curves were all normalized to the first data point. 
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12C (p,4 He ) 9 8 g.s. J = 3/2 transitions 

--- B9Z 
-Least squares fit 

a-potential 
_.- B9W 
- .. -B9X I 
·······B9X 2 
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--- B 9 Z 
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p-potential 
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Q- potential 
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Fig. 5-3; DistorteCl. wave calculations for the 12c(p:a)9B g.s. transi
tion; (a), (b) and (c) illustrate the effect of three proton 
potentials on the five a-pot~n:tials (see tables 5-"1 and 5-2); 
(d) shows the effect of the i·s term for two proton potentials. 
For comparison the curves. have all been normalized to the first 
data point. 1 
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and r ). The effect of these parameters on theDWBA calculations may 
°t 

be observed in Fig. 5-2c, d. The predicted distributions appear rather 

sensitive to both of these parameters ,as previously reported (Co 67, 

Li 68), although the value of ao appears more criticai. For larger 

values of the diffusivity (a =0.6 fm.) ,the dependence on r is slight 
o 0 

and well behaved. 

Since the relevant t (or 3He ) scattering data are not usually 

available, the bound state parameters were initially obtained by incor-

porating a minimization routine into the DWBA code DWUCK. It was felt, 

however, that this procedure was rather artificial and inconsistent with 

previous calculational policies. Bound state parameters (excluding the 
9· . 

B+t ·case) were therefore obtained from potentials which produced satis-

factory results in the DWBA treatment of transfer reactions, such as 

(p, t), (p, 3He ), (a., t), etc. These parameters are listed in Table 5-3. 

The real well depths listed l.n this table are included for reference 

only (see part B4 of this Section). 

A previous attempt to carry out a DWBA analysis of the 12C(p,a.)9B 

g.s. transition has been reported by Li and Hird (Li 68). The alpha 

potentials employed both in their analysis and the present work were 

derived from the source indicated in Table 5-1. (Unfortunately, however; 

the!'S term was neglected in the 12C proton potentials.) Recognizing 

the strong calculational dependence on ro and ao ' they reported sets of 
t t 

bound state par~e~ers, associated with respective a.-potentials, that 

yielded the best experimental agreement. Despite the different proton 

potentials (the somewhat different a.-potentials) employed in the present 

calculations, the parameters were· still found to produce the optimum 

resul ts when associated with their corresponding a.-potentials. The values 
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'Table 5-3. Optical model 'parameters used tor the bOWld state triton -
(V Is in MeV, all other parameters are in tm.). 

Channel Pot. 

N3L 

N3M 

N3N 

C2L 

C2M 

C2N 

C1N 

BON 

B9J 

B9K 

B9L 

- B9M 

B9N 

v (a) 
o 

.63.4. 

220.0 

153.0 . 

121.1 

165.1' 

184.4 

170.0. 

(B9W) (b) 

(B9X) (b) 

(B9X)(b) 

. (B9y)(b) 

(B9Z)(b) 

r 
o 

1.61 

1.22 

1.25 

L03 

1.31 

L20 

1.14 

1.14. 

1.60 

1.20 

1.30 

. 1.20 

1.30 

0.81 

0.19 

0.65 

0.675' 

0.723 

0.50 

0.40 

0.50 

0.20 

0.30 

VB 

8.0 

r c 

1.30 

1.30 

1.30 

1.40 

1.31 

1.20 

1.40 

1.20 

1.25 

1.25 

1.25 

1.25 

1.25 

Ret. 

. F1 68 
F1 68 

, 

Fl 68 

Hu 68 
Gr 70 

Fo 70 

De 69 

Fo 70 

L1 68 
L1 68 

L1 68 
L1 68 
L1 68 

(a) Only the real well parameters, given here, are used for the bound state 
calculatlons. The real well depth, V 0' is not used, and is included 
here for reference only. 

(b) This refers to the a-particle optical potential (Table 5-2) with which 
these bound state parameters are to be associated. 

I. 
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of these bound state parameters are therefore given in Table 5-3 and 

were used in the calculations shown in Fig. 5-3~ 

D. Correlate<i Effects 

Although the previous discussion has independently treated 

various approximations and corrections to DWBA theory, such effects may 

be highly interrelated in the actual calculations. It is important, 

therefore, to have some understanding of their interrelationship before 

attempting to interpret the results of the calculations. In order to 

obtain some idea of the importance of the nuclear interior, local zero-

range calculations were carried out employing successively larger radial 

cutoffs, rc. It was possible to increase r c to l\J3 fm. and produce little 

change in th'e shape of the distribution. The small effect obtained by 

eliminating a significant portion of the nuclear interior tends to indi-

cate the reaction occurs primarily on the nuclear surface. 

"-
The effects of finite-range corrections are largest in the interior 

of the nucleus. Since the use of distorted-waves introduces large momentum 

components to this region, reactions with large momentum transfers 

(produced by high particle energies, large Q-values, and significant mass 

disparities in incident and exit channels) should exhibit enhanced finite-
./ 

ra.r:tge effects. The inclusion of non-locality corrections, on the other 

. . 

hand~ will serve to mitigate such effects. This arises from the reduction 

or damping of the wave function inside the nucleus. The optical potential 

employed for the a-particle will also affect the interior wave function. 

There exists, as mentioned previously, many optical model solutions which 

produce equivalent elastic scattering and differ primarily in the number 

of nodes ,within the nucleus. The greater number ofoscillat'ions permitted 
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the wave function in a deeper well produces effective cancellations and, 

hence, a reduction in the contribution this region to the reaction. The 

binding energy of the triton cluster (alternately the reaction Q-value) 

should also affect interior contributions. The greater the bindi~g energy 

the more the bound state wave function is localized to the nuclear region. 

It would therefore be expected that the contribution frqm the nuclear 

interior and hence the importance of finite range and non-locality cor-

rections should be larger for low lying levels. 

E. Comparison with Experiment 

1. 160 (p .a)13N Calculations 

The effect of the proton potentials 06A and 06B (Table 5-1) and 

the bound-state parameters N3L and N3M (Table 5-3) on the calculation of 

the 160(p,a)l~ g.s.· transition (J=I/2) 'is shown in Fig. 4-5a. While all 

potentials produce qualitative agreement. the potential set 06A-N3M-N3Z 

yields the best result and is utilized for the remaining calculations on 

this reaction. The results of the DWBA calculation for transitions to 

1/2-, 3/2-, 5/2-, and 7/2- levels in l3N (J=I/2, 3/2, 5/2, and 7/2 levels 

in l~ (J=I/2, 3/2, 5/2, and 7/2 respectively) are also shown in Fig. 5-4. 

The curves are independently normalized to the data to produce minimum 

values of chi-squared. 

Comparison of the J=I/2 and 3/2 predictions for the 1/2- ground 

state transition (Fig. 5-4b) amply demonstrates that the experimentally 

observed J-dependence is adequately accounted for by theory. The effect 

of non-local, finite-ran.ge corrections (NLFR) appear to deepen minima and 

reduce the total cross section. As a result these corrections produce 

poorer results than the zero-range approximation (ZR). The shape of the 
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Fig. 5-4. DWB~ calcul,ations' for 160 (p ,~)13N ,transitions: (a) illustrates 
dependence on optica.lpotentials ; the results of ZR and NLFR c'alcu
lations are shown for the (b) 1/2 ground state; (c) 3.51 MeV 3/2-; 

.(d) 7.39 MeV 5/2- and (e) 12.13 MeV 7/2- transitions. The calcu
lations are nGrmalized to the data by chi-squared minimization. 

'T' 
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3/2- transition is also well reproduced (Fig. 5-4c) and again ZR produces 

better results. As anticipated the effect of NLFR is less for this level 

than for the ground state. While the fit to the 5/2- level again quali-

tatively reproduces the experimental shape, the absolute fit is the 

poorest in this reaction. 
( 

The prediction for the previously unreported 

level at 12.13 MeV are shown in Fig. 5-4e. The better agreement of J=7/2 

shape supports the 7/2- assignment given this level. 

The overall results for this reaction indicate the DWBA analysis 

is able to adequately predict the observed J-dependent features. Unfor-

tunately the calculations consistently predict a more rapid fall with 

angle than is observed. 

2. . l5N(p ,ci)12C Calculations 

The results of the l5N(p,a)12c g.B. predictions for various 

potential combinations were previously shown (Fig. 5-2). Based on these 

comparisons the potential setN5A-C2N-C2Z was employed for these calcu

lations. The effect of the finite-ra,nge (FR) parameter on this transition 

is shown in part a of Fig. 5-5. The effect of increasing FR (cp) is to 

essentially decrease the cross section above rv300 c.m. The predictions 

for the three J=1/2 transitions are' also shown in part a of this figure. 

Although these levels range over 17 MeV in excitation, the calculations 

duplicate the uniform consistency of general features. The progressive 

filling in of the first minimum with increasing excitation energy is well 

reproduced by the theory. It is interesting that although the third 

maximum is poorly reproduced for the ground state, it is well accounted 

for in the 17.77 MeV transition. 
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Fig~ 5..,.5. DWBA calculations for the l5N(p ,a)12C reaction. ZR and NLFR 
predictions are shown -for each allowedJ transfer in transitions to -.+ + - - '-
(a) 0 levels; (b) 1 levels; (c) 2+ levels; Cd) 4+ levels and 
(e) an uncharacterized level. Calculations are normalized to the 
data by chi-squared minimization.' 
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Part b of Fig. 5-5 shows the predictions for the 1+ level. The 

predictions for both the allowed J.=1/2 and 3/2 transitions are shown. 

It is obvious the distributions correspond to a dominant J=3/2 transition. 

Some eviderice of a J=l/~ component is, however, observed at larger angles~ 

Its effect is to move the first minimum and second maximum, compared with 

the pure J=3/2 shape, out in angle. Incoherent mixing of J=1/2 and 3/2 
. + 

shapes for both 1 levels indicated less than a 5% dependence on the 

J=3/2 transition. 

+ Transitions to the three 2 levels are shown in part c of Fig. 

5-5. For these transitiop.s both J=3/2 and 5/2 transfers are permitted. 

The 4.44 MeV and 18.84 MeV distributions show the effect of this mixing. 

The observed second maximum of the 4.44 MeV distribution and the forward 

angle behavior of the 18.84 MeV distribution can only be explained by the 

presence of both components (which is in agreement with the previous 

empirical arguments in part B2 of Section IV). The 16.11 MeV distribution 

is excellently reproduced with single J=5/2 shape and shows no effect of 

a J=3/2component. 

The predictions for the 4+ level are shown in Fig. 5-5d. Although 

the slower fall of the J=5/2 transition yields apparently better results 

at back angles, its narrow first maximum and the presence of a shallow 

second maximum are not consistent with the experimental distribution. 

2 The X values, obtained in the normalization procedure, indicate that 

the predicted J=7/2 distribution is the best fit.to the experimental 

data, in agreement with what is anticipated for this transition. 

The J=3/2, 5/2, and 7/2 predictions for the 20.47 MeV level are 

shown in part (e) of Fig. 5-5. In this case the J=7/2 prediction is 

found to yield an overall better fit, although the values of Chi-squared 
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are quite close. While the J=7/2 is representative of the region of the 

maximum, it is clear some J=5/2 strength is required to predict the 

forward angle increase. + These arguments are consistent with the 3 

assignment (J=5/2, 7/2) previously indicated for this level. 

As was the case for the previous reaction, the NLFR corrections 

do not appear to improve the predicted results. Further, the results 

are virtually identical with ZR. Also as before the predicted results 

drop more rapidly with angle than the experimental data. It would, 

however, appear that the predictions agree better for the more highly 

excited states. 

3 14N" ( ")11 al ul . .p,a" C C c at~ons 

11 The optical potentials for C were chosen on the basis of calcu-

lations for the (p ,a) transition to the 1/2-, 2.00 MeV level. This state 

was used instead of the 3/2- ground state since it appeared to proceed 

via a single J=1/2 transfer (although J=1/2 and 3/2 are allowed). Figure 

I 
5-6a showS the effect of the proton potentials N4A and N4B. 

results are obtained with the N4A potential the combination 

Since better 
I 

N4A-CIN-CIZ 

was used in the subsequent calculations. The J=3/2 shape shown in the 

figure illustrates both the J.,..dependence of the predictions and the fact 

the transition is proceeding via virtually a pure J=1/2 transfer. The 

effect of NLFR is also illustrated but in this case the results are 

unclear--the fits have virtually identical chi-squared values arid ini:;e-

grated cross sections (to 1000 c .m. ). In an absolute sense the introduc-

tion of NLFR reduced the cross section by 'V 50%. Part b of Fig. 5-6 shows 

"the relative effects of the FR parameter. "It is obvious that .FR cari have 

a marked effect on the transition shape at larger values of p(eq.5-4), 

such as the value of "'0.6 suggested for the (p ,d) reaction (Ku 67). 
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14 N ( p, 4 He ) "C 2.00 MeV; 1/2-
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XBL 718-4156 

Fig. 5-6. DWBA calculation of the l5N(p',a}l1c 2.00 MeV, 1/2- transi
tion; (a) effects of optical potentials and transferred J value 
on the calculations, (b) dependence of calculations on the 
finite-range parameters. 'Calculations were normalized by chi
sQuared minimization. 
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The predictions for transitions to the 3/2- levels are shown in 

Fig. 5-7a. Contributions from 3=1/2, 3/2 and 5/2 transfers are permitted 

for these transitions. The 3=5/2 prediction for the ground state distri-

but ion reproduces the general features of the data and there is no 
I 

apparent evidence for strong contributions from the other allowed 

transfers. This is in accord with arguments of part C2 of Section IV 

which indicated this transition should preferentially proceed by a 3=5/2 

pickup. ,The 4.80 MeV level also is well described by a 3=5/2 shape, 

although there is some evidence of a 3/2 component. Both 3=1/2 and 5/2 

predictions, are, however~ necessary to account for the distribution of 

the 8.10 MeV level. 

Total angular momentum transfers of 3/2, 5/2, and 7/2 are permitted 

in the transitions to 5/2- levels. The predictions for each of these 

transfers are shown in :part b of Fig. 5-7 for two 5/2- levels.' The 

features of the 4.32 MeV transition appear adequately described by a 

3=5/2 transfer. The predictions for the 8.42 MeV level, however, appear 

to indicate the presence of at least 5/2 and 7/2 components. 

The combined 3=5/2 and 7/2 predictions, allowed for transitions 

t6 7/2- levels (Fig. 5~7d), adequately account for the observed distri-

bution of the 6.48 MeV level. The' same components are also required to 

account for the distributions of the previously unknown 12.58 MeV and 

14.07 MeV levels shown in part d of this figure. The 14.07 MeV transi-

tion exhibits somewhat more dependence on the 5/2 component. These 

results are consistent with the 7/2-, 5/2- assignments previously sug-

gested. 
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14N (p,a) IIC 
~,~~----------------~ r------------~------. 

(a) 312'- levels 

MeV 

- 5/2* 
...... 7/2* 

* NLFR 
-- Leas! 

---- 5/2* 
---- 3/2* 
---1/2 
.... ----- 512 
-"-3/2 

o 20 40 60 80 100 

.. "" (b) 512-levels 
" , ·····-·-7/2* 

(d) Unknown 

- 5/2* 
...... 7/2* 

-" -5/2* 
---3/2* 
-,,-3/2 
---7/2 

o 20 40 60 80 100 . 
. Cente r of mass ang Ie (deg) 

X8L718-41~7 

5-7. DWBA calculations for the 14N(p,a;11c reaction. Predictions 
are given" for each allowed J-value in transitions to (a) 3/2-
levels; (b) 5/2- levels; (c) 7/2- levels; (d) previously unchar
acterized levels. Calculations are normalized by chi-squared 
minimization. 
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4. 13C(p,a)10BCalculations 

The 13c(p,a)10B 1. 75 MeV 0+ distribution was used to select the 

optical potential set since this transition is restricted to a single 

J=1/2 transfer. The dependence of the calculations on the proton poten-

tials C3A and C3B appears (Fig. 5-8) to be slight. The potential set 

C3A-BON-BOZ was selected for the following calculations for this reaction. 

The introduction of NLFR corrections appears to result in a slight improve-

ment in the prediction for this transition. 

The predictions for transiti~ns to 1+ levels (J=1/2 and 3/2) are 

shown in Fig. 5-9a. The 0.717 MeV distribution appears to depend only 

on the J=1/2 component while the 2.15 MeV distribution is reasonably 

well described by the J=3/2 component. The allowedJ=3/2 and 5/2 com-

. + 
ponents are shown-for the respective 2 levels in part (b) of this 

figure. While the predicted J=5/2 component provides a rough approxi-

mation of the actual distribution, the fit is somewhat worse than normal. 

The reason for this may lie'in the poor resolution of the level (see 

Fig. 4-17). The predicted J=5/2 component for the 5.17 MeV level ade-

quately accounts for its structure. The 7.47 MeV distribution, on the 

other hand, would appear to require both components. 

Part c of Fig. 5-9 shows the J=5/2 and 7/2 predictions for 

transitions to the respective 3+ levels. The J=7/2 component adequately 

describes the ground state transition. The 4.77 MeV transition, however, 

is poorly reproduced. Again the poor resolution of this level ,(Fig. 4-17) 

may be a factor. The transition to the 4+ level (Fig. 5-9d) should contain 

only a single J=7/2 component. The fact thai; the addition of some 5/2 

component appears necessary would be consistent with the arguments of 

Section IV-D5 that the distribution contains some strength to an unresolved 
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(p,4He),oBI.74 MeV 0+ 

1/2*} 

.
3/2* C3A-BON-BOZ 
1/2 .. 
112 C3B - BON -SOZ 

- Least - squares fit 

* NLFR 

20 40 60 

Center of mass a.ngle 

100 

XBL718-4154 

Fig. 5-8. The effects of optical potentials~ NLFR corrections, and 
transferred value of J on the 13C(p ,a)lUB 1. 74 MeV 0+ DWBA 
calculations. The calculations are normalized to tlfe data by 
chi-squared minimization. 
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3.59 
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(b) 2+ levels 
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DWBA calculations of l3c (p ,ex )lOB transitions. The ZR and"-
NLFR predictions are sho:wntogether with each allowed J-value 
for transitions to (a) 1+ levels; (b) 2+ ievels; (c) 3+ levels; 
(d) 4+ levels and (e) previously uncharacterized levels. Curves 
are normalized to the data by chi-squared minimization. 
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+ but previously reported 2 level. Both 5/2 and 7/2 components also appear 

necessary to achieve qualitative agreement with 13.57 MeV distribution 

(Fig. 5-9d). This would tentatively indicate a 3+ assignment for the 

level. 

In this reaction NLFR corrections somewhat improve the predictions 

but generally the effect is quite small. 

5. 12c(p,a)9B Calculations 

Reasonable predictions for the 12c(p,a)9B ground state transition 

were more diff±cult to secure than in any previous reaction. This is 

undoubtedly due to the well known difficulty in secUring good optical-

model agreement with the elastic scattering data. The averaged proton 

potential which produced the best results in the previous reactions was 

known to be inaccurate for 12C elastic proton scattering. The effects 

of various combinations of proton and a-potentials were previously shown 

in Fig. 5-3. To be consistent with the previous calculations, it was 

decided to employ a proton potential containing both surface and volume 

absorption. The potential setC2F-B9N-B9Z was therefore used for these 

calculations. 

The prediction for the 9B transitions are shown in Fig. 5-10. 

The calculations for the ground state distribution exhibit 3-dependence 

but not as pronounced as in previous cases. Inclusion of NLFR increases 

the cross section and results in a somewhat improved fit. The pre-

dictions for the 2.36 MeV level indicate that more than one state is 

present (only one value of 3 is allowed per transition). In order to 

produce the second maximum a 3=1/2 component must be present. Since 

there is an unambiguous correspondence, in this reaction, between the 
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Fig. 5-10 .. DWBA calculations for 12C(p,a)9B transitions. Results are 
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transferred J and the spin of the level, any J=1/2 requires the presence 

of a 1/2- level. Predictions for J=3/2, 5/2, and 7/2 transfers are 

shown for the 6.97 MeV transfer. The best result is obtained with a 

singleJ=7/2 component. It is interesting, however, that the inclusion 

of NLFR corrections considerably reduce the accuracy of the predictions. 

The agreement of the calculated J=7/2 tr~nsition confirms the assignment 

of 7/2- to this level. 

F. Sunnnary 

The results of these calculations have shown that DWBA analysis, 

utilizing a triton cluster transfer and including spin-orbit interaction, 

is able to predict a J-dependence in the (p,a.) reaction which, at forward 

angles, is consistent and uniform. The effects of non-local, finite-

range corrections appear to be largest for low lying levels and to 

diminish with excitation energy. The predictions are, in fact, often 

worse with these corrections than when zero-range is used. Inalmost 

all cases, however, the relative result of these corrections were slight. 

Reasonable predictions were only obtained with "deep" a.-potentials and a 

"deep" binding energy, equivalent to the separation energy of three 

nucleons. There also appears to be an indication that both surface and 

volume imaginary potentials are required in the pro~on channel for the 

best fits. Outside of these comments the calculations appear r~ther 

insensitive to the details of either potential. The calculations are, 

on the other hand, sensitive to the bound-state parameters. Optical 

potentials~ secured from the analysis of reactions involving triton or 

~e particles, appear to produce an adequate description of the behavior 

of the transferred cluster. 
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The major deficiency of these calculations appears to be 

reproducing the general envelope of the distributions. That is, the 

calculations consistently predict a more rapid decrease in the overall 

magnitude of the reaction than is observed. This result is apparently 

dependent on the reaction Q-value and the agreement between experimen~ 

and theory improves at higher excitations. The predicted locations of 

maxima and minima for·a given transition (J-value) also exhibit some 

dependence on excitation energy, especially at larger angles. No such 

dependence is observed, however, in -the experimental data. As before, 

better agreement'is obtained at higher excitation. Despite these dis

crepancies, the calculations do accurately reproduce the qualitative 

experimental results. In addition, below "'300 c .m., the predictions 

o'ften achieve almost exact agreement with experiment. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The experimental results presented in Section IV have definitely 

shown that at forward angles and for beam energies above 40 MeV: (1) the 

(p,a) reaction proceeds via a direct pickup mechanism and strongly popu-

lates only levels consistent with such a mechanism; (2) the reaction is 

quite sensitive to the transferred values of both L and J; (3) the angular 

distribut.ions are strongly dependent on the value(s) of J and, for a 

given value of J, the shapes, are relatively consistent and reasonably 

independent of the nucleus or level excitation involved; and (4) the 

reaction has a definite tendency to populate preferentially higher spin 

levels. As a consequence of these properties a number of p-shell levels 

were identified, some of which were previousiy unreported, and spin' and 

parity assignments were made. 

The experimental results were also found to be in excellent agree-

ment with the general expectations of theory, outlined in Section III. 

The expected J-dependence was observed (albeit perhaps stronger than 

anticipated) and the angular distributions for J=L±1/2 behave as predicted 

in Section III-C. In this latter case the J=L+l/2 distributions were 

observed to be relatively structureless compared with the J=L-l/2 shapes. 

While this was true for both the L=l ,and 3 values to which the reactions 

were restricted, the effect was far more pronounced in the case of L=l. 

The relative shapes of the J=L+l/2 and J=L-l/2 transitions are also 

consistent with results reported,for (a,p) reactions (Gl 71). Intransi-

tions where multiple values of J were permitted, a single J-value was 

usually found to dominate the distribution. All cases of mult,iple trans-
, 

fers, however, appeared consistent with an appropriate summation of the 

allowed basic transition shapes. This is in agreement with the discussion 

of Section III-B4 .. 
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The calculations presented in Section V demonstrated that current 

DWBA theory, under the local, zero-range approximation and assuming the 

transfer of a triton-like cluster, is capable of reproducing the general 

behavior of the experimental data~ Finite-range and nonlocal corrections 

to these calculations were found to be relatively unimportant. The main 

disparity between the theory and experiment is the prediction of a too 

rapid decrease of the cross section with angle and a dependence on the 

reaction Q..,.value which was not observed experimentally. 

One possible explanation for the observed experimental and 

theoretical difference is the neglect of the exchange or heavy-particle 

pickup term. Recent calculations on the 9Be(p,a)6Li reaction, using an 

exact finite range ~ormalism,have shown that the inclusion of an inco-

herent exchange term significantly improves the theoretical agreement 

(Pe 71). Contributions from this mechanism were foundto~ be impori;ant 

even in the 30-70° c .m. region. An alternate explanation is the treat-

ment of the binding energy of the triton cluster. Several possibilities 

for handling this quantity have been suggested, even for simple single-

nucleon transfer (Sa 64). One possibility is that the location of the 

single particle levels shoUld be used fo:):, the binding energy and the 

potential made independent of Q-value (Sh 64). This would have tpe 

possible advantage of reducing the theoretical energy dependence of the 

distributions which i~ not observed experimentally. Unfortunately both 

these solutions present·other serious drawbacks (Au 64, Sh 64) and their 

use at this time would be open to criticism. 

In sunnnation it should be pointed out that iIi all but one of the 

levels studied in detail in this work, the observed angular distributions 

could be accounted for satisfactorily on the basis of known experimental 
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information and the basic J-dependent transition shapes allowed in the 

reaction. The single exception was the 2.36 MeV level in 9B which is 

reported to be 5/2- . Only if a second degenerate 1/2- level is also 

being excited can this distribution be understood. 

The question arises as to what extent the general conclusions 

reached in this p-shell study can be extended into other mass regions. 

Figure 6-1 presents some (p ,cd data taken for J=1/2 and 3/2 transitions 

on various nuclei (No 66) compared with an example of each transition 

shape from the present study. The agreement between the J=1/2 shapes 

is quite good and for the J=3/2 shape certainly reasonable. In these 

~omparisons it should be remembered that the proton energy used to obtain 

their results was considerably lower (IT. 5-28 MeV) than that used in this 

study. Two examples of reported J=7/2 transitions (Ko 69b) are shown in 

Fig. 6-2 and ar~ compared with the 15N(p,a)12c14.08 MeV 4+ transition. 

While the 58Ni and 59co transitions agree well with each other,the agree-

ment with the p-shell transition is hot as good as for the 1=1 examples. 

These transitions do, of course, involve a different number of radial 

nodes (Section v-B4) and calculations would have to be carried out to 

determine if this effect would account for the alteration of shape. In 

general more experimental information will be required to determine the 
• 

details of an extension of these results into other shells, although these 

preliminary comparisons suggest that the same or similar consistency will 

be observed. 
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6-1. A Cb~parison of (p ,a) t::a~si tions og6non-W"'shel1 nuclei: 
(8.) comparlson of J::l/2trans6SlOns ,from 'Zn, 2Zr (both ~ta 13 
proton ene'rgy of 28 MeV) and Zn (at 11.5 MeV) with the 1 O(p,a) N 
~.s. transition ~t 54 MeV; (b) comparison ofJ=3/2 transitions on 
~zn, 92Z~ and 6 Zn (at the previously indicated energies) with the 

1 O(p,a)l N 3.51 MeV transition. The heavy Il).ass data was obtained 
from reference No 66. 
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I. 

• 15N (p,a) 12C 14.08 MeV, 
4 +(43.7 MeV p) 

~58Ni (p,a)55Co g.s., 7/2-
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Fig. 6-2. Comparison of J=7/2 transitions. The 1 5N(p,a)12c 14.08"~V 
4+ transition is compared with re}2orted (Ko 69b) data on the' 
58Ni (p,a)55Co g.s., 7/2- and the :>9Co(p,a)56Fe g.s., 0+ transitions. 
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APPENDIX 1 

CONSIDERATIONS DUE TO NON~PLANAR GEQMETRY 

A schematic outline o'fthe experimental configuration is shown in fig. Al. 

The incident beam direction is defined by line AG. The beam is scattered at 

point T, the center of the scatter ch8.Il\b~r., ~long path TB' and detected at ... 
" 

point, B'. The horizontal beam plane is defined by ABT', the parallel detection 

" 

plane by A'B'T' and the scattering plane by AB'T. 

A. Derivation o'f laboratory scattering angle, ~. 

Experimentally the laboratory scattering angle is measured in the 

horizontal plane, e :: L.ATB. It is necessary9 therefore, to find the relationship 

between, this angle and the actual laboratory scattering angle cP' : L.ATB'. For 

this purpose: the following identities will be useful (see fig. Al): 

AT = BT =A'T'= BIT': r; 

AA' = BB'= TTl := h; 

and the angle the counter-telescope makes with the horizontal plane, 

w:= LoB 'TB.' 

By using the previous definit:i,ons and applying the law of cosines to 

aAB'T; it is 'found that 

cos 
~ _ r2 + ~ _ ~. 

2roB'T 

(Al) 

The angle ~.is there 'fore specified by the lengtb of the line segments 

-B I T and AB I .By considering the righ~ triangles ABB', and BB' T it is seen that 

., 
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Fig. Al. A schematic representation of the scattering situation with 
non-planar geometry. The coordinate system is centered on the 
scattering center C. 
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(A2a) 

Line AB\is obtained by app'lying the law of sines to the isosceles triangle 

'. 

ABT, 

AB = sin e-[J'/cos{6/2)] = 2r-sin (6/2). (A2b) 

From the 6B'BT it is also noted that 

B"T = rlcos w. (A3) 

The desired relationship may be obtained by incorporating eqs. A2 and A3 

into Al, 

. cos , • [1-2 siri2 (6/2) ] cos CA) = cos 6 COSCA). (A4) 

B. Derivation ot counter rotation angle, o. 

The counters are located at point B' 'and the tel~scope assembly oriented 

along line segment B'T. In ordf!r to preserve the geometry and resolution ot 
. 

the system it is necessary that the rectangular collimator(s) always be 

perpendicular to the scattering plane, AB'Tot tig. Al (see also Appendix 2). 

A coordinate systemi, J and k, whose origin lies at B', is shown in 

I 

fig. A2a. With reference to tig. Al, the positive 3-direction lies along thej 

lineB'T, the i-direction is tangent to a ci~cle ot radiusr, in the detection, 

plane, at point B' and the k-direction. is mutually orthogonal. A vector 1. 

which lies in the i-kplane and passes through the origin, B', maybe constructed 

perpendicular to W. Since this vector is perpendicular to AB' by construction 

andperpendicul,ar to ,jj'iT(J-direction) by definition, it is therefore orthogonal 

. , 

.4, 
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A 
k 

A 

j 

8' 
~--i~~--t--¥1A' 

c' 

( a) (b) 

XBL716-3805 

Fig. A2. (a) A representation of the non-planar scattering situat.ion 
with the coordinate system located on the point of detection 
(point B', Fig. AI); (b) An enlargement of the corresponding 
portion of the Fig. Al. 
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to the scattering plane, AB'T. The angle 0, between land the k~axis, i~, 

therefore, the angle to which the collimators must be rotated to' be orthogonal 

to the scattering plane. 

Defining a, a and y as the angles between line AB' and the i, j and,k 

-+ . 
. axis respectively we can define a unit vector, V, oriented along AB' , 

-+ + -+... 
v = i cos a + j cos a + k cos y, 

-t -+ -+ 
where ~, j and k are assumed to be unit vectors in the appropriate directions. 

-+- -+ 7 
Since both \) and j lie in the scattering plane, ve'ctor J/., orthogonal to the 

plane atB'9 may be constructed; 

-+ ... -+ -+ -+ 
t = \) x j = k-cos a - i-cos y 

and 

111 = I~I·I!I sin 8 = sin 8. (A6) 

The counter rotation angle, 0, is, therefore, the angle between! and it 

(see fig. A2a), and 

~·t = I~J 111 cos o. 

Thisrelation,shiptogether with eqs. A5 and A6 gives an expression for 0, 

it·! cos 0 = ----
I~I-I!I 

cos a. 

sin 8 

It is therefore necessary to determine only the angles a and 8 to establish 

the rotation angle, O. 

An expression for 8 is determined by considering ~'T, fig. Al or A2a, 

sin a 

/ 

r sin <p 

AB' 

'Application of the .law of cosines to~' C ',in fig. A2b, shows· 

(A8) 
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__ AB 12 + j3'i'Ci"'2 _ AC 12 
COS ex 

2 ABI-BICI 

(A9 ) 

By parallel construction it can be shown that LAIBIC = e/2. Further-

more by using the identity AIBI = AB, it can also be shown (see fig. A2b) that 

BIC' = AB cose/2, 

Substitution 9f these expressions into eq. A9 yie~ds, after appropriate 

reduction and simplification, 

cos ex = AB (1 + cos e). 

2ABI cos(e/2) 

The use of eq. A2 allows further simplification, giving the result 

cos ex = (r/AB') sin e 

Equations AlO, A8 and A7 are combined to produce the desired result, 

cos ~ = sin a/sin ~, 

or, in terms of the two measured angles a and w (by using eq. A4), 

tan 6 = sin wcot e. 

(AlO ) 

(AlIa) 

(Allb) 
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APPENDIX 2 

DETERMINATION OF ABSOLUTE CROSS SECTIONS 

The cross section ma.y be considered as a hypothetical area 

associated with each target particle through which indident particles 

must pass in ortier to undergo a specific tYlle of interaction. The cross 

section is therefore defined as the probability that one incident particle 

will undergo the particular interaction while passing through a target 

containing one target nucleus per cm
2

• This may be expressed as 

CJ = (X/X )/n (BI) 
o 

where X/Xo is the fraction of events which were observed to proceed by 

2 the intera.ction and n is the number of target nuclei per cm. The dif-

ferential cross section, or cross section per unit solid angle, is there-

fore 

dCJ(8) = dX 
cill <ill 

1 
--~ Xn 

o 
(B2) 

where w is the experimental solid angle through which Xw events were 

observed. In an.experiment the number of microcoulombs of charge deposited 

by the incident beam, B, is measured. Since one particle of charge 

. '6 -13 e = I. 02xlO microcoulombs, the fraction of events occurring in this 

particular reaction at 8=8 and within the solid angle w is simply 
o 

X (8 ) w 0 

X 
6 -13 = C (Z 1. 02xlO ) 

B . 0 

(B3) 

where C is the observed number of events andZ is the charge of the 

incident particle. 

,~' 
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A. Solid Targets. 

The number of target nuclei per millibarn (~lO-27 cm2 ) in a 

target of molecular Weig~t M (gm/mole) and thickness t (mg/cm2 ) is 

simply 

where N is the humber of target nuclei per molecule. For a solid target 

the solid angle is determined by the collimator area, A and its distance, 

Rfrom the scattering center. The experimental solid angle is simply 

w = (A/41TR2)41T - A/R2 steradians 

From eq. B-2 the differential cross section in the center of mass for a 

solid target becomes 

dcr/dD(e) 
2 

= Je(BC) (MZR } (2.660xlO-7)mb!sr 
NAt 

(B6) 

.where J e represents the Jacobian for the transformation from the laboratory 

to the center of mass coordinates. Using the subscripts i, e ~ T and R to 

denote the incident, exit, target and residual nucleus respectively, the 

relationships used to calculate the relativistic Jacobian in the program 

LORNA are: 

E* == E/931.14l (B7a) 

(B7d) 
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y == ET(~M.rE.r+~_~)-1/2 , 

P = [D'P/E
T

] [D2 _4(ET/y)2~rl/2 

J a' = (l+p cos a ) (sin a/sin a , )3 ,cm em 

where the center of mass angle, 

a em 
= tan -1 ,[ , ,Y(1_p2) ] 

, 2 '2 "2 1/2 
"cot a - p[y (l-p )+cot oJ 

B. ,Gas Target 

(B7e) 

(BB) 

A gas target necessitates the use of two collimators--the first 

to define the target and the second to define the, solid angle. , The sub--

scripts 1 and 2 will be used respectively to indicate the collimators. 

Equation B5 yields, in this case 

where W and H refer to the width and height of the collimator and Ll is 

the distance from the scattering center to the first collimator and L2 is 

the distance between the collimators. 

The use of equation B4 now req\lires the evaluation of the target 

thickness, t, 

(BIO)' 

-' 

"..-. 
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where p is the gas target density and T the effective gas-target thickness. 

The density may be approximated by 

(Bll) 

where P is the gas pressure in cm/Hg, T is the temperature in Co, and 

H is the gas constant, 82.054 atm-cm3/gm-mole-Ao. 
o 

The situation with respect to the effective-thickness T may be 

illustrated as follows; 

CI 

,COllimator 2 , 
~ 

Beam 
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Since fl" (abc) and /s.' (ade) are similar triangles 

(B12) 

,If, as is normal, L
l

+L
2 

» T then <P~90o and sin 8 = T'/T which yields 

where Wl is expressed in inches. The approximation implicit in eq. B12 

breaks down as 8-+0 0 which implies T-+OO. Physically T~ D, the diameter 

of the gas target. This restriction imposes a limit on the mihimum scat-

tering angle for which eq. B12 is applicable, 

(B13) 

assuming a 3-in gas cell, L1/L2 f\J'1.3 andWl=O~,087 in. The differential 

cross section fora gas target is obtained by combining equations B2, B4, 

B9, B10, Bll, and B13; 

da 
dQ (8) = (B14) 

A summary of the variable,S used in the previous equations , and their 

dimensions, follows; 

, 2 
A = area of back collimator = W 2H2 (em ) 

C/B = counts per microcoulomb of be~ 

E = incident beam energy (MeV) 

.' 
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H2 = height of second (rear) collimator (inches) 

J e = relativistic Jacobian for transformation from laboratory to 
center-of-mass coordinates 

Ll = distance from center·of target to back of first collimator 
(inches) 

L2 = distance from back of first collimator to front of second 
(inches) 

M = molecular weight of target (gm/mole) 

N = number of target nuclei per molecule 

P = gas target pressure (cm/Hg) 

·R = distance from center of target to front of rear collimator 
= Ll +L2 (inches) 

T = gas target temperature (CO) 

t = target· thickness (mg/cm2) 

W1 = width of first collimator (inches) 

W2 = width of second collimator (inches) 

Z = charge of incident particle 

T = effective linear thickness of gas target seen by beam (mils) 

e = actual laboratory scattering angle (for non-planar geometry = <P 
of Appendix 1) 

p = density oT target (gm/cm3 ) 

w = experimental solid angle (steradians) 

C. Absolute Cross Section Measurements 

In order to determine the overall experimental accuracy in the 

determination of absolute cross sections, the proton scattering cross 

section was measured on H2 gas. Figure Bl shows the variation of the 

reported cross section for this reaction with energy at 90° c.m. The 

data was taken on both systems 10° out of the plane and at an angle of 

8=44°. This corresponds to a scattering angle ¢=44.89° and a center of 
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1 1 ' 1 1 1 1 1 

Differential cross sections for proton -

elastic scattering at 90° c.m. -
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Fig. Bl. Dependence of the proton elastic scattering cross· section" 
on energy at 90 0 e .m. 
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mass angle of cP =90.44 0 (see Appendix 1). The Jacobian, J 8=0.3530. . . cm 

The data was taken with (a) T=23.5° C and P = 11.65 cm/Hg and (b) 

T=23.4°c and P = 18.82 cm/Hg. The pertinent information on the two 

systems were; 

system 1 

Ll 4.316 

L2 14.564 

W1 0.0846 

W2 0.0846 

H2 .0.2005 

The result of the experiment measurements were: 

da/dQ(90.44°) = cm ave 

error in measured 
cross sections = 

system 1 

9.92 ± 0 .. 23 

9.46 ± 0.18 

9.69 ± 0.29 

9.75 ± 0.05 mb/Sr 

0.70 ± 0.02% 

system 2 

4.344 inches 

14.486 inches 

0.0856 inches 

0.0856 inches 

·0.1999 inches 

, system 2 

9.31 ± 0.22 mb/sr 

9.39 ± 0.18 mb/sr 

9.35 ± 0.28 mb/sr 

4.1 ± 0.1% 
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FOOTNOTES. 

IBoth the nature of the range-energy approximation employed in the 

identifier and some basic detector difficulties impart a slight energy 

dependence to the identifier signal. As a result lower energy particles 

tend tp produce larger Signals. Leak.-throug~ between the ~e and a peaks 

would therefore put high energy a's into 3He spectra--where they are 
, , 

easily observed, or low energy, 3He ,s into the a spectra--which woUld 

only add a' small amount of continuum background to the already large 

o,;.COI'lt inuum background. 

~amilton Watch Co., Metals Divisi<;m, Lancaster, Pa. Theeffectiv~ 

molecular 

molecular 

composition of Havar is NiCr1.73Fe1.45Co3.28 foran~ffective 

weight of 422.94. The effective thickness 'used was 

(p x t) 2 = 2.11 mg/cm • 

~e errors quoted on the experimental excitations represent the standard 

deviation in the measurement of its excitation which was carried out at 

each angle. Corrections for known systematic trends and some possible 

. random errors have been made as indicated in Section II-E2. It is esti-

mated that remaining systematic errors should contribute no more than 

"-50 keY to these figures, and then only at higher excitations. 

4 Optical potentials are labeled according to the symbol for the target 

nucleus, the last digit of target mass and the channel (A, B, C for 

the incident proton channel; L, M, N ••• for the bound-state triton chan-' 

nel, and ••• X, Y, Z for the .exit a chanriel). Thus C2Y represents poten-

.- 12 
tial Y for a-scattering on C. 
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